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FOREWORD

"Il est tres simple: on ne voit bien qu'avec le coeur.
L'essentiel est invisible pour les yeux."

"Mais, pour voir, ii convient d'abord de participer. Cela est
dur apprzntissage." [Saint-Exupery] *

Language is the essence of a people. If we wish to understand other people,
whether to weld a harmonious multiethnic society or to sell more
effectively to other nations, we must learn to speak their language and to
understand (i.e., to see clearly) their culture.

Queenslanders live in a multiethnic and multilingual society and world. The
debate on whether Queensland or Australia should or should not be
multiethnic, multicultural, and multilingual is largely irrelevant:
diversity is a simple demographic fact, as it is that we are inextricably
and intimately involved in an even more diverse world.

Though English is undeniably the principal language in Queensland, it is
only one of the many spoken here and, further, it is a minoricy language in
our neighbourhood. The principal markets to which we sell, from which we
buy, and on which our economic and political securities depend speak
principally langu4ges other than English. It is an entirely fatuous notion
that we, in Queensland, can survive and prosper with only English, that our
economic, social and political futuie can be secure if we ignore the
linguistic and cultural diversity that surrounds us at home and abroad.

If Queenslanders are to profit from the cultural richness around us, if we
are to be able to live harmoniously with and to influence the diverse
peoples that surround us at home, in the Asian-Pacific region and beyond,
if we want our neighbours to accept us and to buy our products, then we
must learn to respect them, to value them and, most fundamentally of all,
to understand them. Even if we were to put aside social and humanitarian
idealism and wanted only that Queensland be able to trade with maximum
advantage, Queenslaneers must understand the people with whom we seek to
trade, we must be able to match our products to the particular needs of our
customers, and we must be able to promote our products in the commercially
most successful lapguare, that of our customers.

For all these reasons, languages must be considered a resource 3f immense
cultural, social and economic importance. Queenslanders must become
proficient in languages. For too long, the Queensland education system has
been, at best, indifferent to language skills, it seems t..) have viewed
skills in languages other than English (many would say in English also) as
of little real importance, certainly of no practical importance, and, at
the most, as being esoteric, fit only for dilettantes, and of no vocational
or social relevance.



Consequently, the language education system has fallen into serious
decline, our ability to compete internationally has suffered, and we are,
as a State and as a nation, confronted with a trade situation so adverse
that our economy is in se-ious jeopardy. In addition, our inattention to
necessary language skills in English and other languages has meant that
inequalities have become entrenched in the society and most Queensland
children have been denied the educational, vocational and intellectual
advantages to be drawn from high quality, effective language learning.

Nationally, the importance of skills in English and other languages has
become increasingly recognized. At the Federal level, Australia has led the
English-speaking world in systematically developing and adopting a national
policy on languages and all States and Territories have either adopted or
are in the process of developing their own language education policies.
With tae policy in this document, Queensland also is seeking to recognize
the vital importance of language skills and to ensure that all Queensland
children have the advantage of becoming bilingual with high proficiency
English and at least one other language and a sensitively developed
acceptance and understanding of other cultures.

* Approximate translation: It is very simple: you can see clearly only with
your heart. The essential things are invisible to your eyes.

But if you wish to see, you must first participate. That is the hard
lesson.
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Throughout this report reference is made to the Ministerial Advisory
Council (MAC)L) on Lailguages and Cultures. The authors understand,
however, that at tiwe time this it is being prepared a major
review of the internal structure ot the Department is nearing
completion and that the proposed Languages and Cultures Unit (LACU)
will be given the status, responsibility and resources to enable it
to determine languages and cultures policy across the Department and
to take account of industry needs. If so, the Languages and Cultures
Unit may, subject to conditions outlined in the report, take on the
role proposed for MACOL. In this case, LACU should be read for MACOL
whenever it occurs.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

SECTION 1 The Developmrnt Process

1.1 Background to the Pro ect

The Minister for Education, Paul Braddy, and Queeensland Department of
Education personnel initiated a review in February 1990 to determine how
best to impl.!ment the policies relating to languages and cultures proposed
in the Queensland Labor Party's preelection education manifesto. The
Centre for Applied Linguistics and Languages at Griffith University was
invited to undertake the study.

While the main focus has been on languages and cultures other than English,
the total languages and cultures field has b?en described. This was done
so that calprehensive and coherent policies (rather than piecemeal and
intuitive strategies) could be developed to encompass the full field of
languages and culturec in education.

The review was conducted by the writers with the assistance of an Advisory
Committee and a Reference Group consisting of representatives from a wide
variety of the areas included in the total languages ani cultures field.

1.2
liTtAISIPAALLANRIMISAPEagAIJIIAMIla

Languageineducation planning is the process involved in demonstrating how
the ideals, goals and content of a language policy can be realized in
practice. In the past, Queensland has not possessed a clearly formulated
and stated language policy. This review infers a policy fro:* the State's
social, demographic, and economic structure, its international
relationships, and general developments in language policy nationally.

Recommendation 1 constitutes the fundamertal premise of a general language
policy for Queensland.

In the past the real language and language education needs of Queensland
have not been sufficiently considered and economic development, for
example, has sufferld. This can be prevented if all projects are required
to consider language and language education needs.

The language education policy in this document comprises:

a statement of Needs, both societal and individual

a statement of Goals and Objectives

the Policy Recommendations

Implementation Proposals or an indication of how actions needed to
implement the policy can be developed

Indicators of Success or the way in which the policy can be
evaluated, and

9



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

a brief Rationale or justification for the policy and implementati)n
proposals.

SECTION II Language Education Plannina in Austral:la

While some deficiencies have occurred as a result of using an inadequate
model of policy-making. Australia, more than most English-speakinz
countries, has engaged in fairly systematic language and language education
pelicy-making during the 1980's. A national policy on languages was
adopted in 1987 and most States and Territories have also produced
policies. Various Federal Departments have formulated policies in the
areas of Asian language learning prograys for immigrants. National and
various Asian language curriculum projeots have been established. The
Australian Second Language Leareng Program is having a significant effect
on policy development.

The main deficiency of most programs is that they rarely adopt an adequate
model of language or language education policy-making and consequently tend

omit important components particularly with regard to detailed and
effective procedures for ensuring satisfactory implementation, evaluation
and accountability.

11.2 Queensland initiatives

There has been considerab lf! activity on the part of several sections of the
Queensland Education Department, non-state schools and professional
associations. Areas involved include Curriculum Development, the
establishment of the Queensland LOTE Centre, initiatives in the areis ol
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education, Immigratt Educatien and
cultural studies.

SECTION III Rationale for teaching Languages and Cultures

The nature of Queensland society and the needs that arise from this lead to
a justification for language teaching and learning that includes:

the mind-broadening effect of learning another language

the favourable effect on cross-cultural studf:s

the need for all persons to have the opportunity to devel)p a high
level of proficiency in English or proficiency at least to that level
which matches their needs and interests

language maintenance with its favourable influence on the "ethnic"
child's self-concept and on the language resources in society

equality of rights and opportunity
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

the strong economic reasons: matching products to markets, more
effective trade negotiations and marketing

the beneficial effect on educational attainment and intellectual and
cultural development.

These match the basis of the national policy on languages.

The needs which a language education policy describes must also be
addressed through the formulation of goals. This document seeks as goals:

Development in all Queensland children of cross-cultural attitudes
favourable to a harmonious and mutually beneficial life in a multi-
cultural society and world;

Opportunities for all Queensland residents (especially the children)
to develop high levels of proficiency in English an0 to maintain and
develop proficiency in any other language or languages with which
they identify;

Attainment by all Queensland children of high levels of proficieacy
in English and at least one other language during the Oeriod of
compulsory education and access to learning opportunities beyond this
period and beyond the schools;

Development of skills in English and other languages as a major
resource of the State;

Maximum educational, intellectual, emotional and cultural development
of Queensland children promoted through the beneficial effect of high
quality language programs.

SECTION IV Achieving Effective Implementation

IV.1 General Considerations

It is very difficult to ensure the effective irmlementation of any
educational innovation no matter how apparently favourable the
circumstances.

Innovations in the languages and cultures area have failed in many parts of
the world. The following factors appear to be crucial to effective
implementation:

rigorous research methodology

development of an effective infrastructure including specifications
for clear, unambiguous lines of communication, clearly designated
roles and rasponsibilities, good curriculum development, matching
teaching supply to program needs for teachers, sound implementation
strategies and sound evaluation procedures
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appreciation of the aims of the innovations by the general public and
by all sections of the education systems involved

taking account of the diversity of the languages and cultures
situation.

1V.2 Infrastructure

Both at the national and Queensland levels there are severe constraints on
effective implementation of major innovations due to the inadequacy of
existing structures. This report proposes actions to be taken to improve
the situation at the national level through Recommendations 4-10. It is
essential for Queensland to establish an organisational framework capable
of carrying innovations proposed in this document. Recommendations ;1-17
are designed to demonstrate the nature of such a framework.
Recommendations 18-19 propose actions to be taken with regard to the role
of Tertiary Institutions in a sound infrastructure.

IV.3 Creatirg a Favourable Climate for Policy implementation

At present, debate about languages and cultures is often occurring from
uninformed understanding of possible developments and of the issues
underlying those develapments. The Minister and the Educatf.on Department
can greatly assist in creating a favourable climate by frequent and
accurate media and other releases. (Recommendations 20-23)

IV.4 Data Collection and Dissemination 10

Data on all aspects of languages, cultnres and teaching is an essential
pre-requisite for sound planning and effective implementation.
(Recommendation 24).

IV.5 Importance of Quality Control

Quality must at all times be a high priority. Timelines and procedures
might cometimes need to be adjusted to ensure effective implementation,
WITHOUT QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAMS WILL BF UNSUCCESSFUL AND THE WHOLE AIM OF
THIS POLICY AND THE INNOVATIONS LEADING TO WIDER LANGUAGE LEARNING MAY BE
SET BACK BY DECADES. (Recommendatiou 25)

SECTION V Language and Cultural Education in the Schosls

V.1 Target enrolments

Targets for specific age groups and situations nave been determined a: :A
result of balancin- a number of factors including societal needs, teacher
supply, materials development, currently successful programs, research
findings on the ways in which different age groups acquire a second
language, and the projected overall curriculum framework of the Queensland
Eduzation Department (which aims at forming cl tr curriculum links between
Primary and Secondary Schools).

12
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By January 1996, it should be possible for all schools to offer a language
other than English to ensure sequential programs through Years 6 to 8.
This should be the basic LOTE model for most students.

By January 1996, it should also be possible for all Secondary Schools to
offer at least one language other than English through Years 8 to 12.
Schools with enrolments above 600 should be able to offer at least two
languages. Students should be able to learn languages either through
direct teaching, through distance education through supplementary courses
or through technology assisted language learning processes. The practice
established in some Secondary Schools of offering a series of one-term
semester "taster" language courses in Year 8 should be discontinued and
replaced by long-term systematic programs in one or more languages.

V.2 Selection of languages

The recommended language policy for Queensland agrees with the National
Policy on Languages in advocating a balanced "internationalist" approach,
in providing students with a wide choice of languages, and in stressing the
need for early bilingual programs for some children from non-English
speaking backgrounds, particularly newly arrived migrants and refugees and
certain Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders.

The number of priority languages advocated by the NPL is too large for
implementation in Queensland by 1996. The recommended policy for
Queensland is for Chinese, French, German, Indonesian/Malaysian, Italian,
Japanese and Spanish to be strongly encouraged and supported, with each
Region offering each language in at least one school 131 'H96. Chinese,
Indonesian/Malaysian, Italian and Spanish will requir2 nrticular support
in order to expand. Japanese has grown so rapidly tLat there is concern
over the quality of many programs. This language needs to consolidate with
further expansion occurring as teacher supply becomes sufficient to ensure
quality programs.

Greek, Russian, Vietnamese, and Australian Sign Language should also be
strongly encouraged. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages and
Kriol shnuld receive special consideratiln.

All the above languages and others should be available through direct
teachirg, distance education or self-access facilities by 2000.

Of the target languages, Chinese and Japanese plesent the greatest
difficulties in all aspects of language learning, and particularly with
regard to reading and writing.

It is essential that Tertiary Institutions co-ordinate their sources and
improve and expand their teacher education facilities in order to provide
quality teachers. Materials will need to be developed as also will
facilities for distance and self-access education.

Strengthening individual languages

Australian Sign Language should be recognized as a language in its own
right.

13



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Language and ctliure Con-Sideritiiins Should be addressed in connection with
AborigiLal, Torres Strait Islander and South Pacific Islander societies,
both to help meet specific needs of members of those societies and to
present all Queenslalders with accurate programs to develop appreciation of
the nature and complexity of both traditional and present day indigenous
society. Units on indigenous languages and cultures should be essential
components in all pre-service diploma and degree programs.

V.4 Cultural awareness

Cultural awareness should be part of a process which is built into the
whole school curriculum from Pre-school to Year 12. While there is
evidence of some good teaching in the cultural awareness area, there are
also a number of disturbing features in some situations including
stereotyping, an emphasis on bizarre and exotic features, and the teaching
of Australiana through culture programs (teaching Australian children to
sing "Waltzing Matilda" in Chinese for example).

V.5 Controlled introduction and developmert of programs

It is important to strike a balance between stifling the independence and
creativity of teachers and schools on the one hand and allowing completely
uncontrolled introduction and development of programs on the other hand.
Uncontrolled programs lead to failure, affecting not only the uncontrolled
programs but also damaging the reputation of successful programs. This
report proposes a number of measures to ensure effective implementation.

Two existing immersion programs are recommended for further resourcing.
(These are programs where several areas of the curriculum are taught
through the medium of another language). It is desirable to eictend such
programs more widely. Schools introducing immersion programs would be
expected to develop into "lighthouse" schGc!s for languages generally.

It is necessary to plan for language and culture needs arising from
emergency situations such as the .mdden arrival of refugees and migrants.

Resources would be excessively diluted if they were immediately spread
evenly throughout the state. For an interim period of five years it is
proposed that Central and Peninsula Regions along with South East
Queensland should be targeted for particular help so that recommended
models might be trailled and developed in particularly favourable
circumstances.

V.6 Mode of offering language learning

Language learning will take place through a variety of modes including
direct teaching in schools, distance education, se:f-access using
technology assisted language learning processes, teleconferencing, Schools
of Excellence in Languages, and Regional Language Centres.

Proficiency will be recognized in languages learned in ethnic schools, by
living abroad, or growing up in a home where the language is spoken.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

For children in Years 6 to 8 in well-populated areas, a Cluster model can
be adopted using direct teaching by itinerant LOTE specialists. In
isolated areas, teaching can be by means of teleconferencing supplemented
by routine liisits from specialists.

After Year 8, children may elect to continue the same language in Year 9
and 10, and/or take another language in Year 9 and 10, to continue one or
both languages into Year 11 and 12 and/or begin another language in Year
1 1.

Selected students could be given the opportunity after Year 12 to study a
language intensively at a District, Regional or State centre for ten weeks
or twenty weeks. This would greatly increase the number of proficient
language speakers in the community and also provide a source from which to
select trainee teachers. Funding for such courses might be available from
a variety of sources.

V.7 Facilities in schools

Within many schools, language classes are conducted in unfavourable
circumstances. The proposed Languages and Cultures Unit should formulate
criteria for classroom conditions.

SECTION VI Teachers

Language Proficiency and Professional Competence

A number of pre-requisites are vitally important to the successful
achievement of quality teaching in all the circumstances proposed in this
report:

Specialist teachers need to be proficient in language and in language
teaching methodology

They need to be able to teach across the fulrage and ability range

The supply of good language teachers needs to be sufficient to meet
the greatly increasing demand

All teachers, not only specialist language teachers, need to be able
to deal satisfactorily with children of non-English speaking
background, and should therefore receive some introduction to the
basic principles of second language and cross-cultural teaching.
(Recommendations 71-73)

Teachers will now be required to use active communicative approaches. This
will not usually be possible unless their proficiency is at least S:3, L:3,
W:3, R:3. However, in view of the difficulties presented by languages with
ideographic scripts the proposed levels a7e S:3, L:3, R:2, W:2.

A remedial plan is necessary to urgently raise teachers' proficiency
levels. (Recommendations 76-78)



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

VII.2 Status

At present, there is no separate classification for LOTE teachers, English
teachers and Social Science teachers - they are all classed as General
Teachers, unlike specialists in other subject areas. Recommendations 79
and 80 propose changes to improc, the status of General Teachers.

VI.3 Career paths

An improved career structure is proposed: some positions in the Advanced
Skills Teacher band; additional promotional positions at the levels of
Clmter Co-ordinator, District C7-ordinator, Regional Co-ordinator, Senior
Education Officer and State Co-ordinator. (Recommendations 81-85).

VI.4 Teacher Supply

The report recommends strategies for two time frames:

July 1990 - December 1995

It will be five years before teachers drawn from our present school
population begin to appear. During this interim period, several
measures are proposed including the recruitment and training of
native speakers as classroom assistants and providing them with a
career structure; training existing teachers of other areas to teach
languages; recruitment and training of teachers with overseas
qualifications; and recr,:itment and training of people with language
proficiency from industry, commerce and other professions;
maximising the use of present LOTE teachers. (Recommendations 86-
92).

During this period there will be a controlled supply from the
training institutions. There will be a phased development whicn
enables some target languages to maximise their teacher supply at a
faster rate than others, while still providing the circumstances for
those others to take root and develop and develop. (Recommendations
93, 94).



SECTION-I1-- Ihe-Development-Process-

1.1 Back/0nd to the project

In January 1989 the Queensland Labor Party produced a document, "Labor's
Education Blueprint - Schools", which described the policies it would
imple-7ent if elected at the next State election. Among those policies were
the tullowing references to foreign languages and cultures:

page 8, item 13 -

In its first term a Goss Labor Government will:

Implement a statewide program of foreign language study in primary
schools.

page 9, item 16

A Gass Labor Government w

provide resources for a major foreign language and culture program in
State secc-,dary schools so that at least 10% of students graduating
from Year 12 will be literate in a fo. Ign language and culture, with
an eventual target of 20%.

page 10, item 21 -

A Goss Labor Government will:

Provide scholarships and funds to retrain teachers as specialist
primary school language teachers in sufficient numbers for each State
Primary school in Queensland to offer foreign language and culture
courses at primary level.

page 12, item 31 -

A Goss Labor Government will:

Provide funds and specialized teachers for foreign language and
culture programs in the latter years of all primary schools.

The Labor Party was elected to Governnent on 2 December 1989 and Paul
Braddy was appointed Minister for Education. On taking office, he and
personnel from the State Education Department initiated a number of urgent
reviews to determine how best to implement various groups of policies from
"Labor's Education Blueprint - Schools". A project - "Strategies for the
Advancement of Policies in relation to Foreign Languages and Cultures" -
was proposed through the Division of Schools to recommend directions ft.:

achieving the languages and cultures goals of the Blueprint.

It was felt by the Division of Schools that a person or organisation
outside the Department was required to carry out the task within a time-
frame of eleven weeks. Professor David Ingram, Director of Griffith



University's Centre for Applied Linguistics and Languages, consequently
accepted an invitatiot to carry out the project.

Ain

Professor Ingram presented a proposal with the following aim:

"The aim of the project is to bring together the various initiatives
that have been taken in the area of language and cultural policies,
to consider what may be required to completc a comprehensive and
coherent L ngiige education policy, and to prepare such a policy for
submission to the Assistant Director General (Studies) in the
Queensland Education Department and ultimately to the Minister."

(Communication from D. Ingram to R. Mullins, 8 February 1990)

Method

The project was conducted in accordance with the strategies proposed in the
Division of Schools document of January 1990 "Strategies for the
Advancement of Policies in Relation to Foreign Languages and Cultures".
Within the constraints of time and resources, a rigorous format was adopted
in which the aimJ, the methods of implementation, and the e.,aluation of the
policy were comprehensively spelt out and justified.

Personnel

Personnel arrangements were as follows:

The project was under the leadership of Professor Ingram.

A 8mall advisory committee was established consisting of people with
particular expertise in the areas of languages education policy, language
policy, language teaching, multiculturalism and the economic significance
of language skills.

A wider reference group was formed, made up of people with particular
interest in the appropriate areas. Members of the reference group were
invited to read and respond to interim papers.

A full-time project co-ordinator, Glyn John, was appointed to work under
the direction of the Project Director and the Advisory Committee. He is an
applied linguist with extensive experience in policy development and
administration and extensive experience of education in Queensland and
elsewhere.

A meeting with the Minister for Education took place on Wednesday 21
February. Present were Ray Mullins (Assistant Director, Schools Division),
David Ingram and Glyn John.

At the meeting Ingram and John expressed the view that while the clntral
focus of the project could be on foreign languages and cultures, it was
highly desirable to place such a focus in the wider context of a
description of the total languages field. One particular advantage of such
an approach was that comprehensive (rather than piec,meal) strategies could
be developed to encompass the full field of languages and cultures in
education. It was felt, too, that the term "foreign languages and
cultures" was both restrictive and confusing. It did not, for example,
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take account of indigenous languages and cultures, nor did it take account
of community languages, or of English for Non-English speakers.

What the Minister-was-proposing-was-a major-initiative. Far leaS visionary
initiatives had met with various problems (especially in primary schools)
in Britain, in the European Community countries, in the USA, in the Soviet
Union, to an extent in Canada and in a number of developing countries. It
seemed clear that Queensland should attempt to get the infrastructure right
- clear, unambiguous lines of communication, good curriculum development,
sound implementation strategies and sound evaluation procedures

Because the languages and cultures field is so wide and so complex, it
would be wrong to develop strategies for one part of that wide field
without at least charting and describing the whole field and indicating
common areas.

Ingram and John also commented on recent press reports that it is the
Goverament's intention to introduce Asian languages into all primary
schools. The Minister gave the viewpoint that this was not the case and
that while Asian languages were to be encouraged, it was intended that
there would be a balance across the state between Asian and European
languages.

The following process was undertaken:

WeelAy meetings of the Advisory Committee were held.

The Project Co-ordinator liaised with members of the Reference Group.

The Project Co-ordinator conducted interviews with a wide range of
individuals and groups.

He undertook a detailed study of Central and Peninsula ftgions as
well as visiting schools in the Brisbane area.

Interim papers were sent out weekly for response and reaction from
Reference Group members and other individuals and groups.

A two-day workshop was held at which the Advisory Committee and a
variety of other people formulated policy recommendations.

Progress reports were rresented regularly to the Assistant Director
General (Schools) and to Division,1 Heads.

Advisory Committee

The Advisory Committee consisted of:

Project Director Professor David Ingram
BA AEd (Q1d), MA PhD (Essex), FACE
Director

Centre for Applied Linguistics and
Languages, Griffith University

9



Project Co-ordinator

Secretary

7V

Glyn John BA (Hons), DipEd Uond.)
MA (Applied Linguistics) (Essex),
MEdSt
Former QueenslaC State High'School
Principal, now Languages and Applied
Linguistics Educator, and Consultant,
Centre for Applied Linguistics and
Languages, Griffith University

Shirley Ryan
Secretary, Centre for Applied
Linguistics and Languages
Griffith University

Professional Assistant Natalie Garrick, BA BEd MLit St (Qld)

Former Lecturer, Pil-isbane College of
Advanced Educatiov
Now Languages and Applied Linguistics
Educator, Centre for Applied
Linguistics and Languages
Griffith University.

Advisrry Committee

Reference Group

Gary Birch, BA DipEd (Q1d)
LittB (N.E.), MA (Essex)
Senior Lecturer
Division of Education
Griffith University

Lynette BPwyer, MEd (Manchester),
MA (TEFL) (Kent)
Deputy Director
Centre for Applied Linguistics and
Languages (Language Programs)
Griffith University

Glyn Davies, BA BEd Qld, MA (Lond.)
Senior Lecturer
Division of Education
Griffith University

Elaine Wiley, BA (Q1d),DipEd (Melb.),
MEdSt (Qld)
Institute of Applied Linguistics
Brisbane College of Advanced
Education.

The Reference Group consisted of:

Professor Peter Cryle (Department of French, University of
Queensland)

Professor Andrew uan (Director of the Language Centre, Bond
University)
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Professor Roland Sussex (Centre for Applied Language Studies,
University of Queensland)

_ _ _

Daniel Vever (Queensland University, seconded to State Educution
Department)

Professor David Lim (Griffith University)

Professor Colin Mackerras (Griffith. University)

Mary Shipstone (Review Officer, Board of Senior Secondary School
Studies)

Bob Dudley (Board of Senior Secondary School Studies)

Queensland Department of Education personnel:

Ray Mullins, Assistant Director, Division 3f Schools
Kerry Fairbairn, Principal Education Officer, Division of Curriculum
Services

Ju'an Carr, Senior Education Officer, Division of Curriculum Services
Roger White, ASLLP Co-ordinator, Division of Schools
Betty Murray, Inspector of Schools, West Moreton Region
Terry Cooley, Inspector of Schools, Brisbane South Region
Michael Maher, Supervisor of Studies, Centrai Region
Frank Young, Regional Director, Peninsula Region
Matt O'Riley, District Inspector, Peninsula Region
Keith Dwyer, District Inspector, Wide Bay Region
John Dwyer, Chief Inspector.

Workshop participants

The following people took part in a two-day workshop held on 2 and 3 April
to finaltse recommendations and to draw up implementation proposals:

Griffith University - David Ingram, Glyn John, Gary Bii%.a, Lynette
Bowyer

Brisbane College of Advanced Education - Elaine Wylie

adversity of Queensland - Professor Peter Cryle, Daniel ihver

Bond U'aiversity - Professor Andrew Lian

Catholic Education - Helen Nicolson, Maree Johnson

Modern Languages Teachers Association of Queensland - Barbara Clarke

English Teachers Association - Esmê Robinson

Board of Senior Secondary School Studies - Bob Dudley, Mary Shipstone

State Education Department, Division of Special Programs Services -
Joan de Graaf (LOTE Officer), Barbara Henderson and Grazia Catalano
(Cultural Equity), Tom Ellis (Migrant Education)



State Education Department, Division of Curriculum Services - Kerry
Fairbairn (Principal Education Officer), Anna Van Hoof, Wendy
Párkiñsôñ

S:ate Education Department, Division of Schools - Ray Mullins
(Assistant Director), Roger White (ASLLP Project Co-ordinator),
Advisory teachers: May Kwan (Chinese), Dr Gisela Triesch (German),
Louis Benoit (French)

State Education Devrtment, West Moreton Region - Betty Murray,
Inspector of Schools.

Interim papers and Workshop briefing papers were alse rlad by:

Professor Roland Sussex (Centre 7or Language Teaching and Research,
Queensland University)

Professor Alan Rix (Japanese and Chinese, Queensland University)

Dr M. L. Wales and Dr R. D. Huddleston, Queensland University

Dr M. Brandle, Institute of Modern Languages, Queensland University

Dr Geoff Woollams, Division of Asian and International St-lies
(Indonesian), Griffith University.

Central Region

Discussions were held with the Supervisor of Studies (Mike Maher) and the
Regional Languages Co-ordinator (Val Staernose).

Schools visited by ProjeCt Co-otdinator:

Lakes Creek State School - Observed Year 7 French tauelt by LOTE
specialist. Class teacher present during lesson. Discussions with
teachers and Principal.

Berserker Street State School - Observed year 7 German immersion
lesson taught by usual class teacher. Discussion with Principal.

North Rockhampton State High School - Discussion with Principal and
Deputy Principal.

Mount Archer State School - Observed Year 6 Japanese lesson.
Discussion with teacher (LOTE specialist), class teacher and school
ad:pinistration.

Glenmore State High School - Discussion with Principal.

Blackwater, Duaringa, Bluff, Dingo - Teleconference French lesson.
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Peninsula Region

Detailed discussions were held with Regional Director (Frank Young),
Supervisor of Studies (Ken Rogers), Regional LOTE Co-ordinator (Claire
Reppel, District Inspector of Schools (Matt O'Riley), Inspector of Schools
(Barry Steib).

Discussions took place individually with the Principals of the following
schools:

Mornington Island, Lockhart, Bloomfield, Bamaga State afii Bamaga State
High, Murray Island, Thursday Island State Uigh, Smithfield State High,
Atherton State High (Acting Principal), Woree State School, Cairns State
High, Trinity Bay State High (Acting Deputy Principal), Goondi State
School.

Visits were made to:

Far Northern Schools Development Unit (Thursday Island) ,Woree State School,
Woree State High School, Atherton State High School, Trinity Bay State High
School, Cairns State High School and Thursday Island State High School.

Discussions were held with Tableland LOTE teachers and with Cairns and
District LOTE teachers.

In addition to discussions with the Principal at Thursday Island State
High, discussions were also held with the School Community Counsellor, the
Kalaw Kawaw Ya Instructor and the initiator of the project.

In Southern Queensland, individual discussions took place tith the Director
of the Division of Curriculum Services, the Director of the Division of
Special Program Servicels,, and tne Assistant Director of the Division of
Schools. Individual discussions were also held with key personnel involved
with languages and related areas from each of those three Divisions.

Group discussions were held on several occasions with Departmental
personnel and at joint Department/Tertiary Institutions meetings.

Visits were made to:

Raceview State School to observe the Spanish program and also the
teaching of mainstream English.

Darra State School to observe two bilingual Vietnamese programs, each
funded through a separate source.

(The Project Co-ordinator was accompanied by the Inspector of
Schools, West Moreton Region, Betty Murray, on the above visits. She
is also a member of the Reference Group and has given a detailed
description of the needs in her Region and proposed strategies for
meeting those needs).

Benowa State High School to observe the French immersion programs.

Bond University to discuss with Professor Andrew Lian the
possibilities presented by technology in the teaching of languages.



The Project Co-ordinator was accompanied by Kerry Fairbairn,
Principal Education Officer, Divisionnf Curriculum Servif:es, on the
above two visits. He is a member of the Reference Group ane has been
able to give detailed information on the strengths and weaknesses of
language programs in a wide range of Queensland situations.

Similar reports have been made to the Project Co-ordinator by May
Kwan (Chinese Advisory Teacher), Louis Benoit (French Advisory
Teacher), Dr Gisela Triesch (German Advisory Teacher).

1.2 The Nature of Languale Education Planning

This document seeks to propose a language education policy for Queensland
schools. A paper to appear in a future edition of the Annual Review of
Applied Linguistics defines language-in-education planning (or the process
by which language education policy is produced) as

"that field which exists between langua.1 policy-making and the
classroom and its curriculum. The boul :y between language policy-
making in general and language-in-education planning is often unclear
but the latter seeks to indicate tow, within the education system,
the ideals, goals and content of the former, to the extent they are
relevant to education, can be realized. It is fringed on the one
side by language policy-making in general and, on the other, by
syllabus or curriculum-writing, the development of methodology and
materials, and eventually class teaching." [Ingram, in press]

The development of a fully comprehensive and rationally elaborated language
education policy has been inhibited in the current project, first, by the
need to produce Jiis document in a comparatively limited space af time and,
second, as is evident from the above definition of language-in-education
planning, by the lack of an elaborated language policy for Queensland. In
other words, without an adopted general language policy on which to draw in
proposing language education policy, it has been necessary to infer a
policy from the State's social, demographic and economic structure, its
international relationships, and general developments in language policy
across the nation. In doing so, several assumptcins have been made which
combine to form the fundamental premise on which this policy is based.
These are that:

as recognized in the national policy on languages (Lo Bianco
1987: 6, 10], Australian English is, de facto, the national
language of Australia and, hence of Queensland, it is an
essential unifying feature within the society and a
distinguishing feature of Australians in the English-speaking
world, it is the principal language cor all official purposes
(including education), and all Australian residents (hence all
Queenslanders) have the right to learn Australian English at
least to that level of proficiency which meets their needs and
interests;

all languages and cultures are, themselves, inherently
valuable;

language skills are a valuable resource of major significance
to economic and social development;
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as Australia haa officially recognized in signing various
international conventions including the UNESCO Convention
against Discrimination in Educ&tion and the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, all persons have the
right to use, maintain and transmit to their alildren their own
language or languages; and

again as recognized in Australia's signing these same
international conventions, all Queenslanders, irrespective of
the language they speak, have the same inalienable civil,
political and judicial rights and, as far as is reasonably
practicable, the same right to equality of service And
opportunity.

Consequently, the folic,Ang recommendation constitutes the fundamental
premise of a general language policy for Queensland on which this language
eduftation policy is based:

Recommendation 1:
The State should recognize that Australian English is the national
language of Australia and the principal language for all official
purposes; all Queensland residents have the right to learn Australian
English at least to the: level of proficiency which meets their need's
and interests; all languages and cultures are, themselves, inherently
valuable and should therefore be an integral part of the curriculum
for all children; language skills are a valuable resource of major
significance to economic and social development; all persons have the
right .1*(3 use, maintain and transmit to their children their own
language or languages and to learn other languages; and all
Queenslandem irrespective of the language they speak, have the same
inalienable civil, political and judicial rights and, as far as is
reasonably practicable, the same right to equality of service and
opportunity.

It has not been possible in the time available to provide an elaborated
dcscription of Queensland society, its nature and its needs and these
factors have largely had to be assumed in preparing the policy proposals.
In addition, though the general principles of language-in-education
planning have been applied in preparing this report, tha short time and
limited resources allocated to the task have necessitated that many areas
of language education desirably to he dealt with ia a comprehensive policy
have not been elaborated: the principal focus has been placed on second or
foreign language learning, and it is sc.ongly recommended that, using this
report as a starting pcint, the proposed Ministerial Advisory Council on
Languages and Cultures be charged with the task of elaborating a
comprehensive and detailed policy.

Recommendation 2:
The Ministerial Advisory Council on .i.uguagcs and Cultures should
elaborate the policy (outlined in this document) into a fully
comprehensive and detailed policy coveriag all areas of language
education. In doing so, it should also consider general language
policy as the basis on which to further develop language education
policy.

In the past, the real language and language education needs in Queensland
have not received adequate attention and, as a result, economic
development, for example, has suffered. This can be prevented and the



needs catered for, if all projects art. required to consider the language
and language education needs as they are developed. Thus. :or instance, if
the language and language education needs of tourism are to be catered for,
an inquiry into the tourism industry should include an advisor on language
and language education needs anU policy or the inquiry's draft report
should be referred to the proposed Ministerial Advisory Council on
Languages and Cultures for consideration prior to being finalized. The
discussions in 1989-90 on an international "multifunction polis" and on a
strategic plan for Brisbane provide a further clear example of a
development project with profound implications for language and language
education policy.

Recommendation 3:

All relevant projects in Queensland (e.g., development projects,
committees of inquiry, etc.) should give consideration to language
and language education aeeds and that, in order to do so, all such
projects should include a suitable advisor on langunge and language
education needs and policy or an appropriate reference for
consideration should be made to the Ministerial Advisory Council on
Languages and Cultures in sufficient time for the direction of the
pmject or its report to be appropriately influenced.

In thz last two decades, there has been much activity in languag policy-
Laking and language-in-education planning in Australia: in the 1970's, this
was non-systematic and principally in the context of multiculturalism and
multiculto:al education uhile, in the 1980's, it was more systematic and
emphasis increasingly fell on meeting Australia's economic and
:Izternational needs. In general, these policy-making efforts (especially
the earlier ones) have been idealistic hut have not generally been
comprehensive, fully coherent, or expressed in ways that allow the policy
to be justified, i.plemented and continuously evaluated and adjusted. As a
result, policy and practice have often been deveoped and implemented
pief:emeal with an emphasis ou project-based activity of limited duration or
effect and, consequently, significan', areas of language education policy or
its implementation have been neglected resulting in often fatal :laws in
what is proposed. Some glaring examples of this have been in the
persistently unsatisfactory supply and training of language teachers, the
limited increase in the teaching of Asian languages following the 1970
Auchmuty report on the teaching of Asian languages and culture.: in
Australia (Commonwealth Advisory C.mmittee 1910], the funding of projects
of dubious short- or long-term value, and the rapid disappearance of many
of the multicultural and community lanclage teaching projects commenced in
the 1970's.

If language education policy is to be successful, it must respond to the
nature of the society and its needs, be rational, systematic, integrated
and comprehensive, and be continuously monitored, evaluated and adjusted in
the light of new insights end changing needs. Not least, if a policy is to
be more than empty, idealistic words, it must be implementable ane it is a
requirement of a policy development exercise to elm/ how the policy can be
implemented.

Consequently, the view of language education policy that underlies this
document is that statements of language policy in general and language
education policy ir particular should identify the present and changing
nature and needs of tne society that they serve, they should specify the
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goals and objectives (both societal and personal) that the policy seeks to
achieve; they should enunciate policy proposals and how they are to be
implemented; and evaluation should be built in as an integral part of the
policy-making activity so that the effectiveness of the policy is
continuously monitored and the policy can be reviewed and amended in the
light of changing needs, new insights, and the effectiveness or otherwise
of its implementation [for further discussion of these issues, see Ingram,
in press, and 1980]. These should be rationally justified by logical
argment, analysis of the social situation, and reference to the
fundamental sciences that determine applied linguistics in general and
language or language education policy in particular. It is also assumed
that, to be fully effective, policy-making is a long-term process involving
the formulation, implementation, evaluation and continual fine-:-Ining t"
the policy and its implementation.

For these reasons, the language education policy in this document grows out
of a brief description of the social context (Section III) including the
context of language policy development in Australia (Sectica II) and, as
reflected in the Rational Frameworks, comprises:

a statement of Needs (both societal and individual)

a statement of Goals and Objectives

the policy Recommendations

Implementation Proposals or an indication of how actions needed
to implement the policy can be developed.

Indicators of Success or the way in which the policy can be
evaluated, and

a brief Rationale or justification for the policy and
implementation proposals.



SECTION II: Language Education Planning In Australia

11.1 National Summary:

Reference has been made to the increasing activity in Australia in language
policy-making and language educati3n planning over the last two decades and
to some of the deficiencies that have occurred as a result of using an
inadequate model of policy-making. Nevertheless, it must be acknowledged
that, unique amongst predominantly English-speaking countries, Australia
provides a striking example of a country which has engaged in reasonably
systematic language and language education policy-making in recent years.
In 1982, after several years of lobbying by professional associations and
other interest groups, the Senate referred the question of a national
policy on languages to its Standing Committee on the Arts and Education.
After extended hearings, the receipt of numerous oral and written
submissions, and specifically encouraged public meetings, the Standing
Committee released its report in 1984 [SSCEA 1984]. Eventually, Joseph Lo
Bianco was contrtcted by the Australian Government to prepare a national
policy on langnAges, which was released and adopted in 1987 [Lo Bianco
19871. In tte meantime, stimulated more by the public debate than by the
release of the national policy, most States and Territories have produced
their own more or less systematic State or Territory language or language
education policies. In addition, bodies such as the Asian Studies Council,
the Aboriginal Education Branch of the Federal Department of Employment,
Education and Training, and the Education Branch of the Federal Department
of Immigration, Local Government and Ethnic Affairs have produced policies
in the areas of Asian language learning, Aboriginal languages and English
language programs for immigrants. In addition, there have b-en a number of
national language curriculum projects established as well as various Asian
language curriculum projects, most of which are still developing their
materials but which, by virtue of their implicit attempts to reform the
nature of language teaching in the schools, have implications for language
policy. In addition, the Australian Second Language Learning Program, a
cornerstone of the implementation of the National Policy on Languages, is
profoundly li.nfluencing policy at the systemic nisi school levels.

The various policies that have been released have been briefly reviewed
elsewhere !Ingram, forthcoming,. 'Here, it is sufficient to aote that they
all seek a considerable increase in the extent and quality of language
learning, especially in order to respond to the urgent economic needs for
language skills and to meet the needs that arise from the multicultural
nature of Australian society. The various policies seek to diversify the
range of languages available to students, to make some language learning
(generally tw5 years) obligatory during the period of compulsory schooling,
to increase significantly the extent of language learning at the Primary
School level, to offer more bilingual education programs for children
commencing school speaking a language other than English, and to provide
both model and innovative programs in some schools. Their main deficiency
is that already noted, viz., that they rarely adopt an adequate model of
language or language educati:1 policy-making and consequently they
generally tend to omit important components of the policy or its
implementation, including the need for continual evaluation and
modification of the policy.
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11.2 Queensland initiatives

Mere has been considerable activity within the languages and cultures
field on the part of several sections of the Queensland Department of
Education, non-state schools and professional associations.

State Education Department

Significant initiatives have been commenced by the State Education
Department on curriculum development in the areas,of Languages Other Than
English (LOTE) and cultural awareness. For example, a syllabus in LOTE for
Senior Primary/Junior Secondary years is being developed; plans are
underway for curriculum materials to enhance the teaching of Aboriginal and
Asian cultures; Queensland is contributing to the development of national
curricula by co-hosting the national Japanese Language Curriculum project.

LOTE specialists have contributed to the expansion of language teaching
through advisory visits and through their organisation of in-service
workshops in many parts of the state.

The Queensland LOTE Centre has already been established at Kedron. This
Centre houses the Advisory Teachers for Chinese, French, German, Japanese
and Italian. It also serves as a training institution for teachers wno are
selected to undertake courses of one semester to convert them to teachers
of Japanese.

Pilot programs on Teacher Development have been completed for TSN11 LOTE
Telecasts.

Initiatives related to languages and cultures are continuing in Distance
Education, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education, and Migrant
Education; 12,000 children in Years 1-7 are taught Italian through the
Ethnic Schools program; program development is occurring in cultural
studies across the curriculum at present.

I.

Japanese is now widely taught, both in primary and in secondary schools.

Chinese is now studied by 3000 students, mainly in the Brisbane area.

There has been significant activity at the Regional level. This is
illustrated in Appendix II by a detailed description of initiatives
organised by the Central Region of the Education Department.

Non-state schools

Non-state schools have played an important part in the development a the
teaching of Chinese, Japanese and Italian. Such schools have also tended
to maintain French and German to a larger extent than most state secondary
schools.

Professional associations

Three professional associations make a major coatribution to the teaching
of languages and ciltures.

(i) Thu Modern Languages Teachers Association (MLTAQ)has over five
hundred members covering European, Asian and Primary School
language areas.
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There are ten Newsbriefs and four Newsletters produced each
year and the Associations makes attractive p motional
materials and activities avai'able to members. Bi-annual
conferences are held to assist members. This year the National
Conference will be hosted here.

MLTAQ representatives serve on a number of committees- and
through that committee work play a role in determining language
policy directions. A coming initiative will involve the MLTAQ
in discussions with te-tiary institutions with regard to
language teacher education policy.

(ii) The English Teachers Association (ETAQ) has a membership of
686. It influences policy-making through its representation on
the Education Department's Language Education Curriculum
Development Committee and the English Subject Advisory
Committee of the Board of Senior Secondary School Studies. It
was also represented on reference groups attached to a range of
curriculum projects in 1989.

During 1990 ETAQ has been invited:

to present a paper at the Ministerial Advisory Committee on
Curriculum Development conference entitled What are the New
Basics?

to participate in the Board of Teacher Registration in-service
conference

to participate in this review and report on languages and
cultures

to address the-World Education Fellowship Literacy seminar

to support the Queensland Bilby Awards initiated by the
Children's Book Council

to respond to the Issues and Discussion papers emanating from
the Senior Schooling Curriculum Framework Project.

In addition, the Association organises reveral seminars during
each year and also state conferences. Since this is
International Literacy Year, ETAQ is actively involved in
policy development with regard to literacy and is also working
to promote English language development across the curriculum.

The Association publishes Words' Worth and English in
Australia.

(iii) The Queensland Association of Teachers of English to Speakers
of Other Languages (QATESOL) runs a biennial state conference
to which national and international specialists are invited.
Four Regional seminars are held annually.
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SECTION III: Rationale for teaching Languages and Cultures

111.1 Nature of Queensland Society: The nature of Queensland society is
adequately described in other documents and it suffices for immediate
purposes to note certain key features [see Jupp and McRobbie, 1989, Jupp
1988, Young 1989, Davis 1989, Reynolds 1989, Bulbeck 1987, Guille 1988,
Brandle and Karas 1988, Department of Immigration, Local Government and
Ethnic Affairs 1988, Allen 1989, Castles 1988, Australian Bureau of
Statistics 1989].

1. Australia and, in particular, Queensland are multicultural, multiracial
and multilingual societies, have been so since before European settlement
in 1788, and have become increasingly so in the two hundred years since
then. The debate c whether or not Australia or, specifically, Queensland
should be multicultural is largely irrelevant; the objective fact is that
they are ethnically diverse, always have been, and always will be: ttie

core of Australia's culture, democratic and other traditions is Europeat
and Christian in origin (especially though not exclusively from Britain,
Ireland, Italy and Greece); the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities comprise an important part of the total Australian population
and culture; and there are increasingly significant contributions as a
result of immigration from Asia and elsewhere. Australia's growing ethnic
diversity since the 1940's is the result of deliberate immigration policy
and it is inevitable that Australia will nontinue to diversify as new
sources of immigration replace the old and as new sources of refugees
emerge. For future immigration patterns to be other than ethnically and
racially diverse, actions would be required in the area of immigration ...Id
international relations that would isolate Australia and make its
immigration policies clearly racially discriminatory; such policies would
inevitably alienate Australia from the rest of the world but especially
from its Asian-Pacific neighbours, they would lead to Australia's political
isolation if not to its becoming a target for aggression from
understandably aggrieved neighbours, and there would be a devastating
effect on the Australian economy as Asian-Pacific partners turned elsewhere
to invest and to buy the goods we sell. Indeed, the survey results
released by the Office of Multicultural Affairs in its June 1989 issue of
Focus demonstrate that the majority of the Australian people not only
recognize but also accept Australia's multiculturalism and want the
languages of the major cultural groups taught in Australian schools. The
crucial issue, therefore, is not whether or not Australia and Queensland
are or will be multicultural, multiracial and multilingual societies but
how the education system can best meet the needs of such a society, ensure
its coherence, and, as stated above, ensure that all its citizens enjoy
equality of civil, political and judicial rights and equality of
opportunity. Even if Queensland society were not itself multicultural,
multiracial and multilingual, the rapidity of modern transport and the ease
of modern telecommunications mean that we are all inextricably involved
with the rest of the world and, as world citizens, have to be able to live
harmoniously and in mutual prosperity with the rest of the diverse world.



2. Althot;h many languages are spoken in Queensland, English
(specifically, Australian English [see Lo Bianco 1987: 10]) is the
principal language, the language of education and for all official
purposes, and proficiency in English is a pre-requisite to equality of
rights and opportunity. English is the principal medium for education in
Queensland and a child's level of conceptua: and educational development
will be to a significant extent governed by his or her level of development
in English. At the same time, other languages are spoken by many people
and those persons (both residents and visitors) with little or no English
require access to services through other languages. In addition, as will
be noted shortly, the skills :Ln other languages that Australian residents
of non-English speaking background have should be regarded as a valuable
resource, not least to industry, but, for this to be so, these people need
to be able to gain appropriate employment, hence they need English to
train, register, or practise, and they need to be able to have their
language skills recognized.

3. Economically Queensland is heavily dependent on foreign trade both in
the export of goods and services and in tourism with the greatest part of
this economic dependence being with countries in Asia and the Pacific. By
its geographical location as well as its economic and, to a lesser extent,
family ties, Queensland society is an integral part of Asia and the
Pacific. At the same time, it retains strong links with Europe since the
ethnic origin of a large proportion of the population is in Europe,
Queensland trade is profoundly influenced by the policies and actions of
the European Community, and the European influences and trading
opportunities are likely to increase following the "bringing down of the
barriers" in Western Europe in 1992 and the recent developments in Eastern
Europe.

4. Queensland society, like Australia as a whole, has been dependent
economically on primary products and, increasingly, on service industries.
Nevertheless, it is increasingly being argued that Australia must change
its industrial base and its exports to include more processed products
rather than raw materials, that it should be producing more goods for
(xport that have enhanced value as a result of the processing done on them
Life rather than overseas (i.e., "elaborately transformed manufactures"
[EPAC 1986]), and that Australia should be seeking to develop more
technologically advanced industries. During the 1990 Federal election
campaign, the Prime Minister expressed the view that, instead of being the
"lucky country" whose prosperity was built on the good fortune of mineral
resources and a climate and landscape conducive to the production of
relatvely cheap, high quality primary produce, Australia should become the
"clever country" where a high level of educationally developed skills was
fostered and utilised in developing our economy.

5. The State is large in area, the population is distributed throughout
it, but concentrations tend to occur in urban centres along the east coast.
This has implications both for the value of language education for
Queensland children and for the ways in which language learning provisions
should be made. It is also relevant that, in Queensland, the so-called
"ethnic groups" are less identified with particular localities than they
are in other States and the "ethnic" population is more widely dispersed.
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111.2 Needs: The nature of Queensland society just described results in
certain needs for the teaching of languages and cultures which, in turn,
determine the nature of language education policy. For convenience, the
needs are related to the characteristics described and are numbered
similarly.

1. Since Queensland, Australia, and the world are inextricably
multicultural, the most fundamental need for the education system is to
seek to ensure that all children going through it develop those attitudes
that will enable them to live harmoniously, fully and most rewardingly in
the multicultural societies of which they are part. There is strong
evidence that good language teaching is a highly effective instrument by
which the education system can encourage the development of suitable cross-
cultural attitudes and, indeed, it is probably the most effective
instrument since it enables learners not just to talk about another culture
but to interact on an equal-status basis with people of another culture, to
step into that culture and to see that another culture is just as
internally consistent or inconsistent, as rational or irrational, as worthy
of admiration or of condemnation as is their own. As important as Social
Studies or other cultural studies might be in giving s.udents essential
information about other cultures, the students always necessarily remain
entrenched in their own culture with their own attitudes and value systems
and look out as in a museum at the other cultures, whereas language
teaching, properly conducted, from the very first lesson lets students
experience what it is to be a part of the other culture: one would expect,
as research supports, that learning another language has a favourable
effect on cross-cultural attitudes.

Put differently, it is the mind-broadening effect of learning another
language that most fundamentally responds to the needs arising from life in
a multicultural society and world. This effect is the result of
experiencing intimately another culture, of realizing that there are other
logical ways of seeing the world, of categorizing reality, of experiencing
the insights into humanity and reality that are inherent in other cultures
and, not least, in the verbal or visual expressions of great minds in other
cultures. In a world where technological development demands attention in
daily life and in education, this mind-broadening, humanizing aspect of
language learning is of immense importance. In a world made small by
technology, it is vital that all individuals, especially all educated
persons, come to comprehend that they are inextricably interdependent with
other people of other nations, other races, and other cultures (whether
they be their next-door neighbours, across the steet, or across the world),
and that their own nation, race and culture are neither inferior nor
superior to others, that all are intrinsically equal, equally logical and
sensible, and equally worthy or worthless. It is an essential educ:ational
experience for all persons today to start to sense for themselves this
interrelatedness, to start to understand another culture, and to accept
linguistic and cultural diversity as the norm. As the U.S. President's
Commission on Foreign Language and International Studies said ten years
ago:

"A nation's welfare depends in large measure on the intellectual and
psychological strengths that are derived from perceptive visions of
the world beyond its own boundaries...an international perspective is
indispensable." [Perkins 1979: 457]
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There is no reason to believe that the learning of one language is likely
to be any more or any less effective than the learning of any other
language in achieving this mi A-broadening effect but, on the other hand,
the learning of one or more of the languages spoken by fellow Australians
or by internaulonal neighbours or trading partners is clearly advantageous
in terns of developing a specific understanding of cultural groups relevant
to Australia.

The existence of other languages and cultures within the community has
educational implications not only for native English speakers but also for
the speakers of the other languages. If they are to feel the same sense of
worth and belonging as other members of the society, they must feel that
their language is valued and that skills in those languages are valued no
less than skills in other languages learned through the formal school
system. Hence the teaching and learning of the languages of the Queensland
community are essential elements of this language education policy and,
even thou3h the practical needs of an education system require that choices
be made from amongst the languag,Is spoken in the society, proposals are
made to try to ensure that a wide range of languages are catered for, that
skills in all languages are given formal recognition in the school
certification system, that this natural resource is fostered in th
interests of the whole society, and that, as far as practical constraints
allow, children have the opportunity in the school system to continue to
develop their own languages, to develop high levels of proficiency in
English, and to continue their education in their own language while doing
so.

2. The fact that English is the principal language in Queensland for all
purposes, including the delivery of education and other services, means
that, if there is to be real equality of opportunity, all Queenslanders
must have the opportunity to develop English skills to the level of
proficiency that meets their needs and interests and, beyond education,
that there are enough people with skills in English and other languages
that services can be accessed directly through other languages if
necessary, or that interpreters and translators are available to assist.
In particular, the role of English in the society necessitates that, as
noted at the end of the preceding paragraph, the language education system
include the facilities to enable all children to develop high proficiency
levels in English and to continue their education through their own first
language while doing so. This requires comprehensive ESL teaching
facilities for migrants, Aborigines, Torres Strait Islanders and any other
persons whose first language is other than English (or the standard dialect
of English) and it requires, as far as student numbers are suiacient to
make practicable, the provision of bilingual education facilities in which
children can continue their educational development through their first
language while simultaneously developing their English skills. In
addition, responding to these needs with adequate ESL programmes and
bilingual education has the additional effect of maintaining and making
available to the society the skills in the other languages of which
Australia has great need.

The role of English in Queensland also provides a valuable opportunity to
provide English learning opportunities for the rest of the world.
Consequently there is need to ensure that the facilities to enable overseas
students to learr English are well developed with high quality programs
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assured, and that those programs are effectively promoted to the potential
clients.

3. Queensland is economically dependent on the rest of the world and, if
it is to maintain its high standard of living, must sell Its products
competitively and profitably wherever a market exists or can be created. At
present, our principal trading partners are in Asia but, as already noted,
the European market is also very substantial and highly influential and,
with the "bringint down of the barriers" in 1992, will become even more so,
while recent events in Eastern Europe provide additional trading
opportunites and will undoubtedly increase the competition from Eastern
Europe in the worldwide marketplace. In addition, Central and Southern
America and Africa have been relatively untouched by Queensland traders but
their sheer population size make them potentially significant markets and
competitors for the next century especially as their own economies and
political systems develop; indeed, some countries (like Brazil, Argentina
and South Africa) are already major r,mpetitors.

In recent y(ars, there has been much discussion about the economic
significance of language skills and, therefore, of language teaching in the
education system. In particular, a number of reports commissioned by the
Federal Government have emphasized the vital necessity of increasing the
level of language skills in Australia and the level of understand:41g of the
cultures of the countries to which we aspire to sell our products and
services [e.g., Asian Studies Council 1988; Garnaut 1989; Stanley, Chittick
and Ingram, 1989; SSCEA 1984; Lo Bianco 19871. Elsewhere, other countries
have long recognized the absolutely vital role of skills in other languages
to a succesidul trading nation. The Confederation of British Industries
has, for at least 30 years, stressed the importance of skills in other
languages to British industry [Federation of British Industries 1962, 1964;
Finlay 19731. The U.S. President's Commission on the teaching of foreign
languages and international studies welcomed the international role of
English but went on to observ:

"The fact remains that the overwhelming majority of the world's
population neither understands nor speaks English.,.Our vital
interests are impaired by the fatuous notion that our comretence in
other languages is irrelevant..." [Perkins 1979: 458]

The report recommended a great increase in the teaching of languages other
'than English and, throughout the 1980's, there has been a very considerable
increase in the programs designed to encourage American students to learn
other languages; this has included a return by many American tertiary
institutions to including language study (either for a set period of time
or until a specified proficiency level is attained) as a formal requirement
either for entry or for graduation. In addition, most Asian countries
require their children to be fluent in English or some other foreign
language while the European Community and Council of Europe require their
members to encourage their children to learn at least one (and soon two) of
the European Community's languages [e.g., (liuncil of Europe, Committee of
Members 1982 1-2, Recommendation R(82)18j.

Essentially, if we wish to sell to other people, we must ensure that our
products meet their needs, that negotiations are conducted effectively and
to our maximum advantage, and that we promote our products in the most
effective language, that of our customers. For these purposes, the need is
to ensure that all people at all levels of industry and commerce (tour
operators, airline booking clerks, designers, craftsmen, trade negotiators,
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advertisers, decision-makers, and so on) understand the culture of the
customers and their needs and interests and speak their ianguage. It is
manifestly evident, not least from the surveys referred to above, that
Australian industry is deficient in language skills, the press and media
regularly report instances of serious breakdown in trade between Australia
and other countries resulting from a breakdown in understanding and
communication, and the report by Stanley et al [1989] showed that the great
majority of companies that were attempting to export were conscious of the
need to better understand the people and cultures with which they were
attempting to deal. In brief, if Australia is to drag itself out of its
current economic difficulties and if Queensland is to pl- its part in
this, it is essential that the level of lan8Jage skills al cultural
understanding in the society be increased and that those a4 eady available
be used to best advantage.

Since Australia is part of the Asian-Pacifk region and since our major
trading partners are in Asia, clearly there is urgent need to increase the
level of skills available in the Asian languages and cultures but, for the
reasons already indicated (especially the size and influence of the
European market, the potential of the emerging East European countries, and
the immense potential of South America and Africa), there is also need for
skills in other (especially European) languages to be developed. The
present situation in vihich fewer than one child in ten at Year 12 level are
learning a language is disastrously inadequate to meet the rapidly rising
'needs and the task is to find ways of ensuring that most or all children
acquire proficiency in at least one other language in addition to English
before leaving the school system. The distribution of trade, the
distribution of Queensland's chief competitors, and the expected changes to
the world trading pattern in the near future all point to the need for
Queensland to develop an extensive and diverse language teaching system in
which a balance exists between the Asian and the European languages with
the option for some children to learn a language from elsewhere. It bears
emphasizing:

(a) that the level of skills available in all languages is undesirably
low, those available in Asian languages are especially inadequate,
and a strong effort is required as a matter of urgency to increase
the number of students and the lev21 of skills attained in all
languages, especially in the Asian languages of relevance to
Queensland;

(b) that, until a balance is attained in relation to needs, increases in
resource allocation need to weigh in favour of Asian languages
(especially those other than Japanese where a rapid expansion has
recently occurred); but

(c) that, by the latter half of the 1990s, there needs to be an
approximately equal distribution of students in and consequent
resource allocation to European and Asian languages with-
additionally, the opportunity for students to select the language or
languages and the mode of learning relevant to their needs, interests
and location.

4. If Australia s a whole and Queensland in particular are to change
their industrial llasis with more emphasis on "elaborately transformed
manufactures" and other technologically advanced products, they must, in
the Prime Minister's words, change from being the "lucky country" to being
the "clever country". In other words, steps must be taken to raise the
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general level of educational attainment, Australians must become more
creative and innovative, and, not least, be more effective and efficient in
developing, producing economically, and marketing effectively products that
meet actual or potential needs in the world market. In one sense, as
already discussed in the preceding Note, this underlines the need for
persons at all levels of industry to be proficient in the language and
culture of the clients. In addition, it emphasizes the absolute necessity
to increase the educational attainment of Australian students.

In fact, over the last two decades, there has been an increasing amount of
theoretical and empirical evidence to demonstrate a strong link between the
experience of good second or forei-r language learning, general educational
attainment, and other factors that are generally taken to contribute to the
intellectual level and creativity of a society. Theoretically, one would
expect that the stimulus of switching from one linguistic system to
another, from one world view to another, would enhance development in the
same way as a language-rich and experience-rich environment enhances
development, that it would favourably influence such features as creative
thinking. Empirically, there is a multiplying mass of data accumulated in
different educational, social and linguistic contexts in many countries to
demonstrate that the experience of learning another :anguage significantly
beneits general cognitive development, creativity, cognitive flexibility,
development and effective use of the first language (here specifically
English), general educational attainment, and cross-cultural attitudes.
The evidence has been summarized elsewhere [e.g., Swain and Cummins 1979,
Ingram 19861 and it suffices here to observe that, if we want to maximize
the personal development, creativity, and educational attainment of
Queensland children (and, incidentally, improve their ability to use
English effectively), we need to ensure that they are all able to
experience good, effective second language learning over a sufficient
period of time so that they develop at least Survival, but desirably
Social, Proficiency in another language. Indeed unless thib is done,
Queensland children will be disadvantaged in comparison with the rest of
the world, not least with the children of our competitors in Asia and
Europe where the learning of one or two additional languages is compulsory,
and Queensland's economic and cultural development wi].l inevitably continue

41 to suffer.

This emphasis on the economic benefits that will arise from greatly
increp,c1 language learning as a result of the effects on genera
educat_onal development, creativity and the quality, relevance and
marketing of products should not be seen as playing down the general
educational and cultural benefits traditionally seen as being derived from
/earning another language. Indeed, as noted earlier, in a world in danger
of being taken over and dehumanized by technology and conditioned by tha
monochrome "cultures" of multinational corporations and the mass media, the
very concept of an educated person requires that he or she have experienced
the cultural benefits derived nom language study, from developing the
humanistic values and sensitivities fostered by contact with the great
literatures and with the perceptions of great minds in one's own ?.zd other
cultures. There is need, therefore, in a technological society not for
less study of languages and the arts but for more; there is need for
education not to become solely focussed around the skills needed to promote
technological development but for the necessary skill development for
technology to be balanced by an increased human awareness and sensitivity
such as language and cultural studies provide.



5. The vastness of Queensland and the apparent isolation of many people in
rural areas profoundly influences social and educational policy in the
State. The fact that children in the outback may be geographically
isolated does not mean that they are insulated from other cultures or from
the need to learn other languages. On the contrary, modern communications
and the interdependence of the world's economies mean that no person is
insulated, the rural Queensland economy depends on the extent to which
other cultures will accept its products, and that very geographical
isolation reinforces the reasons already given for language learning, it
accentuates the needs that those children have, and, if anything, makes
language learning a still more desirable educational experience. It does,
hnwever, significantly influence the manner in which educational provision,
including language learning, is made and, in the policy outlined in this
document, it has been necessary to recommend a variety of language Iearning
modes that in a geographicaliy more confined country may not be necessary.
In particular, arrangements are required to allow for distance language
learning, self-directed learning, and regional co-ordination of language
offerings.

In summary, the nature of Queensland society and the needs that arise from
this lead to a justification for language teaching and learning in the
Queensland education system that includes:

the mind-broadening effect of learning another language

the favourable effect on cross-cultural attitudes

the need for all persons to have the opportunity to develop a fligh
level of proficiency in English or proficiency at least to that level
which matches their needs and interests

language maintenance with its favourable influence on the "ethnic"
ctdd's self-concept and on the language resources in society

equality of rights and opportunity

the strong economic reasons: matching products to markets, more
effective trace negotiation and marketing

the beneficial effect on educational attainment and intellectual,
emotional and cultural development.

These match the basis of the national policy on languages which groups the
reasons for promoting language learning and hence the needs to which
language learning responds under four headings:

cultural and intellectual enrichment

economic reasons related to trade and vocations

reasons related to equity, equality of opportunity and social
justice, and

external or international reasons related to Australia's role in the
region and world (Lo Bianco 1987: 44-62].
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These needs imply goals to be sought by this language education policy.
Specifically the policy seeks as goals:

Development in all Queensland children of cross-cultural attitudes
favourable to a harmonious and mutually beneficial life in a
multicultural society and world;

Opportunities for all Lueensland residents (especially the children)
to develop high levels of proficiency in English and to maintain and
develop proficiency in any other language or languages with which
they identify;

Attainment by all Queensland children of high levels of proficiency
in English and at least one other language during the period of
compulsory education and access to learning opportunities beyond this
period and beyond the schools;

Development of skills in English and other lat.guages as a major
economic resource of the State;

Maximum educational, intellectual, emotional and cultural development
of Queensland children promoted through the beneficial effect of high
quality language programs.
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SECTION IV: Achieving Effective Implementation

IV.1 General Considerations:

"There is a growing body of descriptive studies which indicate that
the actual amount of eange in schools falls significantly below
expectations. The life histories of innovation projects are, more
often than not, records of disappointment and failure. Indeed, it
seems that few authors of strategies for fnnovation ..:an point to
solid evidence that their particular set of procedures has in fact
produced fundamental changes in the regularities of schooling".
(Doyle and Ponder, 1977-78 p.1)

It is reclgnized, both overseas and in Australia that it is very difficult
to ensure the effective implementation of any educational innovation, no
matter how apparently favourable the circurstances. Doyle and Ponder's
sentimenzs are echoed in the literature of many overseas researchers and
commentators including Bennett's (1976) evaluation of UK Maths programs,
Shipman's (1973) analysis of the implementation of a natlonal Humanities
p-oject in Britain, Burstall's (1974) review of the Primary French project
in Britain, Council of Europe evaluations of language and culture
innovations in the European Common Market countries (Girard and Trim 1988;
van Ek 1986), and Gross et al (1971) in their general study on implementing
organisational innovations. In Queensland, too, the difficulties are
desclibed by commentators including Campbell (1967 and 1976), Fairbairn,
McBryde and Rigby (1976), Fairbairn and John (1978) and Jonn, McBryde and
Hills (7977).

While the effective introduction and establishment of any educational
innovation is a difficult process, there are particular constraints
affecting the formulation and implementation of policies in the language
and cultures field. Those cunstraints include the following two factors:

The c:plexity of the total area involving languages and cultures:
diffelent bodies within different or overlapping areas act in a
haphazard and unco-ordinated cmy.

Because of the complexity of the total field, decisions are often
made for one part of the total field divorced from even cursory study
of the full context of philosophical, political, educational and
economic considerations.

Canada has had to formulate and implement policies to embrace a combination
oi political, social, educational and economic considerations with regard
to its significant French-speaking population, its indigenous populations
(Indian and Eskimo), its refuer:e and migrant populations. Educational
planning in the USA, particul6Aly during the past thirty years, has
frequently focussed on issues relating to languages and cultures. This is
alia the case in all member countries of the European Community. The USSR,
India, Pakistan, most African countries, as well as all of our near
neighbours, have had to take account of linguistic and cultural diversity.
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Achievements have been very limited in countries where that diversity has
not been acknowledged and where the formulation and implementation of
policies have ignored the principles of language-in-education planning and
language policy planning as described in Section 1.2

IV.2 Infrastructure:

In order to achieve the goals desired nationally and by our state, it is
essential to have support from the general community and from those
instrumentalities that will be implementing the policy and to establish an
infrastructure for the implementation of the policy in a controlled and co-
ordinated way. At present, there are severe constraints on the effective
implementation of major innovations due to the inadequacy of existing
structures. Numerous separate, and sometimes mutually antagonistic,
organisations and sub-divisions within organisations act as constraints on
innovations - not necessarily deliberately, but because there is no clear
and co-ordinated direction. Areas often come under the portfolio of
several different Ministers, both at the national and at the state level,
or competing advisory committees have been established. It is desirable
that the Queensland Minister for Education alert the Federal and Queensland
Cabinets to the following concerns:

the complexity, magnitude and significance of the total field of
languages and cultures

the uns--isfactory, inefficient and unnecessarily costly effects of
piecemeal and unco-ordinated attempts to address individual aspects
of that wide and complex field.

Recommendation 4

The Queensland Minister for Education should alert his Federal
counterpart to the complexity of the languages and cultures situation
and to the need for an improved national infrastructure to facilitate
the formulation and implementation of policies. (By July 1990)

National level

At the Federal level, the body charged with the supervision of the national
policy on languages is the Australian Advisory Council on Languages and
Multicultural Education (AACLAME), which has a secretariat within the
Federal Department of Employment, Education and Training and consists of
persons appointed in their own right but proposed by various interest
groups. In fact, the other bodies referred to above as producing policies
on various aspects of language education also serve a similar role within
their own areas. Consequently, there is a certain lack of coherence and
co-ordination at the Federal level. In addition, there has recently been
established under the national policy on languages the Languages Institute
of Australia, a national clearinghouse and research and development body in
the area of languagc teaching especially at the tertiary education level
[see Sussex 19891. At the State and Territory levels, there seems to be no
on-going body *o oversee the implementation, evaluation and amendment of
the State or critory language or language education policy, though
presumably this will be a task for some section of the State Education
Department.

The danger in such arrangements at the Federal and State or Territory
levels is that the broad range of inteiest groups in the society (e.g.,
business, industry, education, "ethnic communities", etc.) will not be
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represented in the policy-making process, their needs will not be
identified, and the policy will not undergo the continuous evaluation and
amendment process that is essential if the policy is to keep pace with the
changing features and needs in the society. Consequently, this policy
recommends the formation, in Queensland, of a Ministerial Advisory Council
on Languages and Cultures (see Recommendation 11). At the Federal level,
it is strongly recommended that AACLAME and its role be strengthened and
stabilized and that it be given a strong and permanent supervisory, co-
ordination and approval role in matters affecting language and language
education at the Federal level. All matters involving language (projects,
policy decisions, etc.) should be referred to AACLAME for consideration,
advice, and approval; the National Languages Institute of Australia should
be seen as the research and development arm of AACLAME and the various
Federal Ministerial Departments involved with language and language
prograns should be seen as implementation arms. The present membership of
AACLAME should be extended to include a nominee of the language teaching
profession as represented by the Australian Federation of Modern Language
Teachers Associations and a representative of each of the States and
Territories, who is required tc provide feedback to the State Education
Department and the relevant non-State bodies. To further enhance the
feedback given to State aad professional representatives, annual review
seminars should be held involving representatives of State and non-State
education systems and national professional and "ethnic" organizations. In
order to achieve these objectives, it is recommended that the Queensland
Minister for Education take the matters up with his Federal counterpart and
his other State and Territory colleagues.

Recommendation 5:

AACLAME and i;-; role should be strengthened and stabilized and it
should be given a strong and permanent supervisory, co-ordination and
approval rule in matters affectirg language and language education at
the Federal level.

Recommendation 6:

All matters involving language (projects, policy decisions, etc.)
should be referred to AACLAME for consideration, advice and approval.

Recommendation 7:

The National Languages Institute of Australia (MIA) should be seen
as the research and development arm of AACLANE and the various
Federal Ministerial Departments involved with language and language
education pmgrams should be seen as the implementation arms.

Recommendation 8:

The present membership of AACLANE should be extended to include a
nominee of the language teaching profession as represented by the
Australian Federation of Modern Language Teachers Associations and a
representative ofeach of the States and Territories who is required
to provide feedback to the State Education Department and the
relevant non-State bodies.

Recommendation 9:

To further enhance the feedback given to State and professional
organizations, annual review seminars should be held involving
represLutatives of State and non-State ..ducation systems, and
national professional and "ethnic" orranizations.
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Recommendation 10:

In order to achieve these objectives, it is recommended that the
Queensland Minister for Education take the matters up vith his
Federal counterpart and his other State and Territory coliagues.

Queensland level

In Queensland, several separate sections of the State Department of
Education are involved in various degrees with languages and cultures.
These sections include:

Special Program Services

Division of Curriculum Services

Division of Schools

Division of Planning and Statistical Services

Division of Personnel Services

Production and Publishing Services

Community Relations and Informatim Services

By no means do all the people in the various Divisions and Branches have a
clear picture of the total situation with regard to languages and cultures.
This lack of understanding of the complete picture arising from a lack of
co-irdination is contributing towards piecemeal development. It also
leaves unstdted and therefore unclear where and to what extent
responsibility for implementation lies. This is a significant factor
contributing to the failure of potentially sound policies and innovations
to make an effective and continuing impact in the classroom.

We therefore propose an organisational framework as summarised in the
following set of recommendations:

Recommendation 11:

A Ministerial Advisory Counc.:1 on Languages and Cultures (MACOLC)
should be established. This would provide a forum which wnuld enable
appropriate areas of the community to have an input into Ge policy-
making arena and be sensitive to the wide range of factors that
affect language and language education policy.

Members of the Council should be appointed by the Minister and
include nominees from employer grlups, professional associations,
tertiary institutions, the Queensland Education Department, and other
Government and non-Government organizations involved with languages
and cultures. (AY August 1990)

Recommendation 12:

A senior Education Department officer (at the level of Chief
Inspector or above) should have responsibility (along with hisl.ser
other duties) for languages and cultures. The designated person
should be knowledgeable about those ars and should be committed to
the need for a major and continuing impetus to ensure objectives are
realised. All areas of the Department involved with languages and
cultures should be directly linked to this person. This persc,u would
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be the Chairperson of the Ministerial Advisory Council on Languages
and Cultures. (By AUgUSt 1990)

Recommendation 13:

There should be established within the Education Department a section
which is solely related to languages and cultures (limst as there is
at present for Music and Physical Education) and called the Languages
and Cultures Unit (LACU). This unit should be administered by the
Ddvision of Schools. It should also serve as the secretariat for the
Ministerial Advisory Council on Languages and Cultures. Ali LOTT
consultants (outside the Regions) and language advisory teachers
would be part of this section.

The unit should be led by a person to be called the State Languages
and Cultures Co-ordinator who would carry the status of at least
Supervisor of Studies/District Inspector. The Co-ordinator should be
appointed at the 1.16 level and have these qualities:

good academic and practical record in the languages and
cultures area

ability to generate co-operative effort

ability to initiate policies

ability to ensure effective implementation of policies. (AY
August 1990)

In addition to the LOTE consultants and advisory teachers, LACU
should have the following staff:

The State Co-ordinator for Languages and Cultures

TWo Senior Education Officers (SEO's), (between levels 1.10 and
1.12)

Two Education Officers (Special Duties)

Three clerical/administrative assistants.

Each 3E0 should work with one of the Education Officers (Special
Duties), thus forming two teams, one team focussing on policy and its
implementation in relation L9 teaching and tealliers, and the other
focussing on policy and its implementation W...J regard to programs.

The persons appeinted to this unit should be proficient in At 'east one
language in addition to English and be interested in promot...ng the
development Pnd implementation of the policy as outlined in this document
without prejudice for or against any particular language or culture.

Recommendation 14:
;MU should convene a Language Education Policy Implementation
Working Party charged with ensuring that this policy is effectively
implemented. The Working Party should have the following
composition:

Chairperson of the Ministerial Advisory Committee on Languages
and Cultures
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State Languages and Cultures Co-ordinator

Representatives from the Regions

A Curriculum Development Specialist from the State Education
Department

Three representatives of the language teaching profession
nominated by PILTAQ, E7AQ, and QATESOL respectively.

(Ally 1990 to January 1996)

The authors understand that, at the time this report is being prepared, a
major review of the internal structure of the Department is nearing
completion; the new structure is expected to lessen the influence of
sectional interests and to facilitate more co-ordinated and effective
policy development and implementation. We have also been informed that the
Languages and Cultures Unit proposed la this report will be given the
status, responsibility and resources to enable it to determine languages
and cultures policy across the Department and to take full account of
community and industry needs. If this is so, then it may be possible for
LACU to take on the role proposed for the Ministerial Advisory Council on
Languages and Cultures providing that the following conditions are met:

The .72ffectiveness of LACU in th absence of a more senior policy
advisory unit must be continuall, reviewed and, if necessary, the
decision not to establish AACOLC reviewed;

The LACU will need to be strengthened beyond the present proposal and
given the resources needed to enable it to take on the policy
development role and to relate effectively with all areas of the
Department and with commerce and industry;

Consideration may also need to be given to fundina in whole or in
part an external language policy development unit (e.g., at a
university). This independent unit would identify needs, monitor an,'
review existing policy and its implementation, and propose new policy
as required.

Nevertheless, considering all the issue. raised and especially considering
the importance of canvassing all areas of need the authors' strong
preference is for the establishment of MACOLC.

Regional level

Actions to be taken at the Regional level are summarised in the following
set of recommendations.

Recommendation 15:

Each Education Department Region should be required to develop
appropriate administrative frameworks and procedures in support of
the State Policy on Languages and Cultures. Each Region should:

Designate a teacher to co-ordinate each Cluster (i.e., a group
of schools including a Righ School and its feeder Ptimary
Schools). The Cluster Co-ordimator may be a LOTE Subject
Piaster or other suitably qualified teacher in a Primary or
Secondary School. It will senerally be necessary for this
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person to be given a time allowance to carry out the co-
ordination duties;

Appoint a District Languages and Cultures Co-ordinator to each
Education District to co-ordinate languages and cultures policy
implementation, programs, Primary-Secondary interface and
continuity, teacher in-service education and other matters
affecting the teaching of languages and cultures. This person
should be appointed at the top of the Subject Master range. In
most cases, the District Co-ordinator will retain teaching or
other duties in a school. In making a time allowance for the
person to carry out the District Co-ordinator's duties, the
Region should consider suth factors as the size of the
District, the number of schools involved, the range of
languages, and the state of development of language teaching in
the District;

Appoint a Regional Language and Cultures Co-ordinator to
oversight Regional Policy development and implementation in
accordance with the State Policy. This person should be
appointed full-time and at a level equivalent to the top of the
Deputy Principal range.

Because of the short supply of qualified LOTE teachers, it will be
necessary to stagger the appointments of co-ordinators. It is
recommended that the following schedule be adopted:

State Languages and Cultures Co-ordinator: to be appointed in
1990

Regional Languages and
by December 1991

District Co-ordinators
to 1:795

Cultures Co-ordinators in all Regions:

in all Regions: progressively from 1992

Cluster Co-ordinators: 1991-1992.

Alongside the re-structured organisational framework, it is also necessary
for the Regions, in co-operation with the State Languages and Cultures Unit
and in conformity with the State and national policies to establish the
procedLres to be follow2d in order to identify the languages to be
introduced, the objectives, content and methodology to be followed,
strategies for maintaining quality teaching and learning, and appropriate
assessment and evaluation.

Further procedures at the Regional level are discussed in Section V.5 on
"Controlled Tntroduction and Implementation".

Recommendation 16:
Peninsule and Central Regions should consolidate and further develop
their administrative frameworks and procedures for languages aud
cultures. There should be regular report.tog on developments in both
Regions to the rest of the State.

4 6
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Recommendation 17:

While other Regions might develop along lines appropriate to their
individual circumstances, they should also take account of the
experiences of Central and Peninsula Regions (see Appendix II).

Tertiary Institutions

Tertiary Institutions are very much part of a sound infrastructure for the
effective implementation of language education policy, not least because
effective teaching depends on the quality of the education given to
teachers-in-training.

Concern was expressed by the Advisory Committee and by some members of the
Reference Group about some factors relating to Tertiary Institutions.

There seem to be no co-ordinated procedures for disseminating and
responding to information with regard to languages and cultures
within tertiary institutions.

There seem also to be no comprehensive co-ordinated procedures for

disseminating information and intentions between the tertiary
institutions and the Queens'and Education Department.

There are reservations about the nature and quality of some Teacher
Education courses for intending language specialists.

There are concerns about the absence of units dealing with languages
and cultures in Teacher Education courses for non-specialists.

There are concerns about the effectiveness of many tertiary language
courses 4n developing practical proficinncy in the language.

ii

In some institutiunn courses are shallow and insufficient time is
devoted to them.

The range of languages taught in tertiary institutions is limited.

In some institutions, trainees are studying methodclogy strands in
some languages without a srpervising lecturer in those languages.

There is considerable inconsistency between institutions with regard
to entry requirements for Pre-service Teacher Education coumes in
languages.

To improve the situation the following set of recommendations is proposed.

Recommendation 18:

The Minister should meet with the Vice-Chancellors of all Queensland
Universities to relay to them the proposals contained in this review.
lie should also invite the Vice-Chancellors to nominate all
appropriate staff to attend a meeting with the Senior Department
Officer responsible for languages and cultures. (The Minister should
meet with the Vice-Chancellors in July at the latest so that
Recommendation 19 can be put into effect in August).



Recommendation 19:
A conference lasting two days should be held in August 1990 to
improve co-ordination between tertiary institutions themselves and
between tertiary institutions and the Education Department.

Specific aims of the conference should include:

Familiarisation of universities with the aims and content of
the State Policy on Languages and Cultures and consideration of
how they can support the implementation of the policy;

Consideration of ways of ensuring that prospective teachers of
languages become proficient in language teaching methodology
and attain the minimum language proficiency levels specified
elsewhere in this policy;

Consideration of ways of ensuring that all prospective teachers
(not only language teache-s) complete units of study on

language and cognitive development: language acquisition,
psychology, cognitive psychology, speech and hearing

teaching across cultures and basic language teaching methods
(includilg the teaching of English as a Second Language)

the nature of English

language and culture:

sociolinguistics, multi-cultural studies

languages and cultures in Australia:

Australian studies, multi-cultural studies, including
indigenous languages and cultures

Rationalisation of courses between universities

Matching Queensland efforts with National Policy on Languages

How to exploit, in support of the State Policy on Languages and
Cultures, the special skills present or emerging in Queensland:
language testing and curriculum design (Griffith), language and
technology (U. of Q.), Computer-assisted language learning and
telecommunications (U. of Q., Bond, Griffith), distance
language education, materials development

'---On-going liaison on language education policy between tertiary
institutions and the Queensland Education Department.

IV.3 Creating a Favourable Climate for Policy Implementation

At present, debate about languages and cultures is too often occurring from
uninformed understanding of possible developments and uninformed
understanding of the issues underlying those developments.
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To improve the situation, we make the following recommendations.

Recommendation 20:
The Minister and the Education Department should provide frequent
media releases which give a rationale for the teaching of languages
and cultures and which explain national and State policies. EXamples
should be given of particularly effective situations and the
contribution of language skills to Queensland's economic and social
development.

Recommendation 21:

The Education Department should stress the importance of languages
and cultures in its publications. It should ensure that staff at all
levels (but particularly supervisors of studies and Principals)
receive appropriate in-service training and that they become vital
elements in the development of a favourable climate.

Recommendation 22:
The Minister should explain on all appropriate occasions the reasons
for teaching languages and cultures.

Recommendation 23:

The Minister for Education should seek the co-operation of all State,
Territory and Federal governments in producing a series of video
prvgrams suitable for prime-time television and other uses. The
programs should explain the need for the State and national policies
on languages and cultures, explain the policies and their
implementation, and seek to create a favourable public climate
towards improved language education.

IV.4 Data Collection and Dissemination

Data on all aspects of languages, cultures and teaching is an essential
pre-requisite for sound planning and effective implementation.

Recommendation 24:

The Department of Education should initiate a link with Professor
Roland Sussex (University of Queensland, Centre for Langoage Teaching
and Resources) to develop structures for accessing data available
through the Data Base of the National Languages Institute of
Australia which is being established at the University of Queensland.

The Department should also develop ties with the Testing and
Curriculum Unit of the National Languages Institute of Australia for
assistance with testing and curriculum aspects of data collection.
(By September 1990)

Through its publications, the Department of Education should
regularly present items of interest ',Mich have been accessed through
the Data Base.
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IV.5 Importance of Quality Control

The timelines and procedures suggested in this report are intended to
represent the best estimates available at present for the implementation of
the proposed initiatives. Quality, however, nust at all times be a very
high priority. Timelines and procedures might need to be adjusted to
ensure effective implementation. Without quality control, programs will be
unsuccessful and the whole aim of this policy and the innovations leading
to wider language learning may be set back by decades. Responsibility for
final determination of timelines and implementation procedures rests with
the Ministcrial Advisory Council on Languages and Cultvres and the
Implementation Working Party.

Recommendation 25:

The Ministerial Advisory Council on Languages and Cultures and the
Implementation Working Party should continually review the timelines
and implementation procedures in the light of progress in the
development and implementation of the policy as a whole in order to
ensure that high quality programs are attained and maintained.

0
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SECTION V: LANGUAGE AND CULTURAL EDUCATION IN THE SCHOOLS

V.I Target Enrolments

Recommendation 26:

By January 1996, all schools should be offering at least one language
in Years 6 to 8 using a Cluster model to ensure sequential programs
through Years 6 to 8 using either teleconferencing or direct teaching
by specialist language teachers. By Janulry 1996, the study of a
LOTE should be compulsory in Years 6.to 8 in all sehools.

As teacher supply increases, it may be possible to extend language learning
opportunities throughout the Primary and perhaps Pre-School years.
However, at the time of preparing this report, the authors considered that
the problems of teacher supply and curriculum and materials development
were so severe that such a proposal could not be implemented except in
pilot programs without acute problems arising in the quality of the
programs ;nd their continuity through the school system. Nevertheless, it
is strongly recommended that the Languages and Cultures Unit and the
Ministerial Advisory Council on Languages and Cultures monitor the teacher
supply situation closely through the 1990's with a view to ensuring that,
by the turn of the century, decisive steps can be taken towards extending
language learning opportunities throughuut the school system fnr all
children from Year 1 to 12.

Recommendation 27:

By January 1996, all Secondary Schools should be offering at least
one language other than English through all yeary.; to Year 12. All
Secondary Schools with enrolments above 600 should be offering at
least two languages. There should be no restriction on the number of
languages that a student may choose to learn either through direct
teaching or through one of the other modes suggested subsequently.
By January 2001, at least 25% of all Year 12 students should be
studying a language in high quality, programs with at least a doubling
of this fUure in the following decade (2001-2010).

In arriving at these recommendations, we have taken account of the
following factors:

the societal needs as outlined in Section III

teaching resources (including teacher supply and curriculum and
materials development needs) as outlined elsewhere

Children seem to learn a second language more naturally during the
period often described as Early Childhood (from the beginning of Pre-
School to the end of Year 3). Indeed, initiatives have already been
taken in the Year 1 to 5 range in some Regions and, though this
report gives priority to Years 6 to 8, it is appropriate for some
schools to offer programs at this' lower level and for most schools
eventually to do so.
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First, however, there has been little curriculum support for such
programs to date; second, if this age group were targeted now there
would not be sufficient resources (especially teachers) to enable a
continuation through the remining years of Primary School; third,
while Pre-School to Year 5 children can acquire another language
quickly, they ean also lose it quickly unless it is reinforced and
maintained; and, fourth, these early years are the ones where
initial reading and writing skills are being established and it is at
least uncertain what effect the concurrent development of two
different sets of-reading and writing skills may have.

It is recommended that the NLIA be requested to undertake a study of
this problcm to facilitate later policy decisions. This might also
be a concern in Years 4 and 5.

Recommendation 28:

The Queensland Department of Education, seeking the co-operation of
the ALIA, should review and research second language learning in the
early school years (i.e. Pre-School to Year 5) with a view to

investigating the effects of commencing the study of
another language (including Reading and writing) during
these years, and

establishing clear guidelines for the development of
effective curricula and for the successful implementation
of language programs.

Years 6,7 and 8 form a fairly natural period biologically (although
there are some differences i rates of development between boys and
girls within this age group). The children are still very receptive
to language learning particularly where a lively, communicative
approach is taken.

The recommended curriculam framework of the Queensland Education
Department explicitly aims at continuity between the traditional
divisions of primary and secondary school. By introducing a clear
curriculum link between Year 7 and Year 8 that notion of continuity
is strengthened, This should be a basic LOTE model for almost all
students. It wuuld also have the advantage of giving children recent
language learning experience on which to base decisions about choice
of subjects in Years 9 and 10.

The Year 6,7,8 proo-am is already working very well indeed,
particularly in Central Region and in parts of Peninsula Region. In
all instances where it is working successfully, classes are
completely unstreamed. They often include some children who have
been integrated from special needs units and some who are
experiencing difficulties within other curriculum areas. In most
approved and controlled situations, class teachers, LO""7 specialists
and school administrators are in agreement: the less aol children
gain considerable enjoyment and benefit from the lessons; the more
able children are not disadvantaged by the wide ability range.

The Queensland Education Department has indicated that, in their
view, it is practically possible to give all Year 6-8 children access
to language learning by January 1996.
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While this policy would strongly support the opportunity for students to
systematically learn xore than one languaee, it does not support the
continuation of the me-semester or one-term "taster" courses in which a
language is learned for a short time and dropped for another. Such
programs are too short to develop useful proficiency levels, and they
exaggerate the rate of forgetting and, contrary to their intention, provlde

40 no real basis on which to allow students to make a choice of language for
subsequent learning.

Recommendation 29:

21e practice zstablished in some Secondary Sthools of offering a
series of one-semester or one-Erm language courses (generally in
Year 8) should be discontinued and replaced by long-term systematic
programs in one or more languages.

V.2 Selection of languages

The National Policy on Languages (NPL) advocates a balanned
"internationalist" approach. It also stresses the need for early bilingual
programs to overcome the intellectual and educational disadvantages which
can affect numbers of children from non-mainstream homes. The NPL gives
highest priority to Arabic, Chinese, French, German, Indonesian/Malaysian,
Italian, Japanese, Greek, Spanish. This number of priority languages is,
however, too large to allow for effective implementation in Queensland by
1996 and we advocate priority to those seven languages in Group One below.
However, this policy agrees with the national policy in advocating a
balanced "internationalist" approach, in advocating end facilitating a wide
choice of languages for students, and in recognizing that there is need for
early bil.Ingual programs for children of non-English speaking backgrounds,
especially newly arrived migrants and refugees and certain Aborigines and
Torres Strait Islanders.

0

The basic policy position i that all langilages are inherently valuable and
the need is to raise the level of skills in all languages in the community
with principal but not exclusive emphasis on certain priority languages as
outlined below. In establishing priorities, it has been necessary to
consider the social, economic and cultural reasons in favour of particular
languages, the resources available, and the practicalities of expanding
teacher supply and teaching materials. In seeking to encourage the learning
of all languages, the view has been adopted that the central aim for
language learning is to develop practical language proficiency and to
foster cultural understa.4ing. Since all language skills are valuable,
since different children will have a different array of needs and interests
leading to different preferences for language learning, and since the
central aim of this language education policy is to raise the general level
of proficiency in languages and cultural awareness in the State, it is
appropriate for the school system to recognize proficiency in all
languages, wherever and however it is attained.

Consequently, various recommendations in this policy are designed to give
principal but not exclusive emphasis to certain priority languages, to
allow students the widest possible choice of languages, to enable them to
choose the language or languages that match their needs, to provide a
variety of modes by which students may formally learn a language but also
to allow them to learn by other modes, and to recognize through the formal
school certification system any language sicills learners may have.
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The recommended choice of languages is shown in the following table with
priorities outlined below:

/mast Languages for Queensland Schools

Group 1: Chinese, French, German, Indralesian/Malaysian,
Italian, Japanese, Spanish

Group 2: Greek, Russian, Vietnamese, Australian SI:n Language

Group 3: Arabic, Korean, Portuguese, Thai

Group 4: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages,
L.iol

Group 5: Others

The languages in Group One are regarded as priority languages to be
strongly encouraged and supported. Thet3t should be taught widely throughout
the State and, by 1996, each Region should be offering each of these
languages in at least one school. Those that are, at present, poorly
represented will require particular support, especially Chinese,
Indonesian/Malaysian, Italian and Spanish in order to expand. Though
Japanese is of particular economic significance to Queensland, concern was
felt by the Advisory Committee that it has experienced very rapid growth
through the 1980's to the point where there is %Teri real concern over the
quality of many programs and the adequacy of teacher supply to ensure
effective_prograos in all situations. Japanese now needs to consolidate
with further expansion occurring as teacher supply becomes sufficient to
ensure the quality of present and future programs. While German has
traditionally been relatively strongly represented in schools, the actual
number of students learning the language is inadequate especia_ly to meet
the economic and social needs to arise from current developments in
Europe; in addition, the support structures (tertiary programs, grdduating
teachers etc.,) have run down in recent years and this situation needs to
bo greatly strengthened.

The languagqs in Group TWo should be encouraged though they may be less
frequently represented in schools. Nevertheless, by 1996, each Region
should have several schools offering at least one of these languages. It
will be the responsibility of the Implementation Group to ensure that all
Group 2 languages are offered in a balanced way across all Regions.

The languages in Group Three should be made available largely through
distance education and self-access though they may be taught in a small
number of schools where conditions are favourable (e.g., whe%-e national
curriculum materials are available or the language is taught in a nearby
tertiary institution). By thP Year 2000, it may be necessary for the
Ministerial Advisory Council on Languases and Cultures to reconsider the
priorildes in the Table and, in particular, to consider whether need,
resources and tho stage of implementation of this policy may not dictate
that the status of some of the languages in Group Three be reconsidered.
Korean and Arabic, for example, are of particular economic and political
significance and, as soon as teacher supply and curriculum and materials
development permit, these languages might be moved to Group 2 or Group 1.
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The languages in Group Four will be taught in bilingual programs and for
maintenance purposes in localities where they are spoken but, in addition,
some basic elements of at least one of the languages should be incorporated
into Aboriginal and Islander Studies programs throughout the State, some
may be made available by self-access or distance education, and some
Primary or Secondary Schools may choose to offer a language from this group
to non-background speakers (as is currently done in Mossman High and
Kuranda Primary).

Group Five incorporates any other languages that students may wish to learn
or to receive credit for in the school certification system.

All the languages shown in the Table should be available through distance
education or self-access facilities or a combination of both by the year
2000.

Though all students are to be strongly encouraged to take at least one
language over an extended period, most schools should also make available
accelerated two-year courses in Years 11 and 12 for those students who wish
to learn another language or, having dropped out of language learning
earlier, wish to pick it up again (see Fairbairn and Pegolo 1981).

Although it is expected that students will generally select one of the
languages available in a school to which they have access, they may choose
to learn another language through self-acces: _a-- distance education, or
they may have learned it by living in the country of origin of the language
or by growing up in a home where the language is spoken. Consequently, it
is necessary to have ways of recognizing language skills wherever and
however they have been acquired. Since the central reason for language
learning is to acquire proficiency in the language, it is recommended that
the certification system in schools be based around the assessment of
students' proficiency in the lantuage (as does the current system of
competency-based assessment operated by the Board of Senior Secondary
School Studies). In situations where the language to be credited cannot be
assessed by a nearby school, by the Board of Senior Secondary School
Studies where that is appropriate, or by taking an examination from another
State or Territory, a suitably qualified teacher could be requested to
assess the student's proficiency or another organization such as the
Testimg and Curriculum unit of the National Languages Institute of
Australia could be contracted to do so. The cost of such assessment where
it entails a language not available in the Queensland School system should
be borne by the student wishing to receive the credit.

Teachability of particular languages

There is little firm information on the teachability of different languages
and the rate of progress by different learners. The tables most commonly
referred to are the ones published by tLe US Foreign Service Institute
School of Language Studies and by the Australian Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade (Lo Bianco and Monteil 1990: 42-43). The teaching
situation, however, is such that it is not possible to generalize the data
to Queensland school contexts.

From specialist members of the heference Group, and from the Garnaut (1989)
and Ingleson Reports (1989) we have summarised.a number of factors relating
to the comparative teachability of particular languages.
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Speaking and Listening

With regard to Speaking and Listening, it is considered that French,

German, Italian, Indonesian/Malaysian and Spanishipresent similar levels of
difficulty.

Chinese, Japanese and Korean present more difficulties than the languages
in the above group in the oral/aural aspects of acquiring language
proficiency.

Reading and Writing

As with Speaking and Listening, French, German, T ian,
Indonesian/Malaysian and Spanish pffsent similar evels of difficulty. All
use Roman script.

Japanese, Chinese and Korean are considerably more difficult for Australian
students. The scripts fur the three languages are very complex and are a
constraint on the acquisition of literacy even among children in those
societies.

According to Garnaut (1989:303), US studies suggLst that it takes two or
three times as many hours of study to achieve basic proficiency in Chinese,
Japanese and Korean as in European languages. However, early results from
the use of a Brisbane-developed word prcr!essing package for ideographic
languages ("Jiejing" developed by Dr Eric Chappell of Griffith University)
are promising and suggest that the learning and use of the script may be
facilitated. It is recommended that a controlled evaluation of "Jiejing"
be undertaken.

Recommendation 30:

There should be a controlled evaluation of the word-processing
package "Jiejing" developed by Dr Eric Chappell of Griffith
University.

Of thz: four skills (speaking, listening, reading, writing), writing is held
to be the most difficult tc acquire in all languages, but most difficult of
all in Chinese, Japanese and Korean.

A number of implications arise from the nature and extent of the
comparative degrees of teachability of the languages.

Purely on grolnds of relative ease of language acquisition in
speaking and listening, French, German, Italian, Indonesian/Malaysian
and Spanish present no overwhelming problems if introduced at any
level in primary school, though it may be preferable to defer the
teaching of reading and writing until after the children have
established their reading and writing skills in English. (Ser also
Recommendation 28)

While the emphasis at all times in all languages in Primary School
should be on speaking and listening, it is even more important that
this should be the case with Chinese and Japanese.

This point must be balanced, however, against the strong evidence
from school visits that primary school children of all ages from Year
1 onwards are fascinated by Chinese and Japanese script. There wac a
temptation, wnich some teachers could not resist, to base their
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programs on reading and writing and to teach those aspects almost to
the exclusion of the development of skills in speaking and listening.
With an active approach, Chinese and Japanese can also be introduced
at any stage of primary school.

Since Primary groups and Year 8's are usually unstreamed, it is
desirable that academically less-able children are not put under
pressure by an excessive emphasis on reading and writing. At all
stages of primary school and Year 8 language learning, the balance
must be firmly towards the oral/aural skills. Reading and writing
should be handled very carefully and in full consultation with
Cluster and District Leaders and Regional Co-ordinators.

A.: over-emphasis on reading and writing at the Senior Secondary level
drew many comments from some students such as:

"I would rather do Physics than Chinese - it is much easier".

As reconmended in Section V.1, the basic model for the next five years is
for a complete, sequential program in Years 6,7,8. With regard to Chinese
and Japanese, it is particularly important that reading and writing
activities be limited though again the possible usefflness of word-
processing packages should be considered (see Recommendation above).

Even in secondary school programs beyond Year 8, teachers should avoid the
temptation to over-balance Chinese and Japanese courses in the direction of
Reading and Writing.

Recommendation 31:

Target languages in Queensland should be selected in accordance with
the priorities and related considerations outlined in Sections V.1
and V.2 &Win accordance with the procedures described in V.5 and
V.6

V.3 Strengthening Individual languages

ENROLMENTS IN MODERN LANGUAGES FOR BOARD SUBJECTS

tak2n from Board of Senior Secondary School Subjects print-out
April 1990

Year Chinese French German Indon,/
Malay.

Italian'Japanese Spanish

10 166 2310 2096 154 358 3479 0

11 60 800 728 103 124 1080 0

12 32 705 751 57 113 SO5 0

258 3815 3575 314 595 5364 0

Several conclusions can be drawn from the figures in the above Table.
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Spanish (one of the recommended target-languages) is not yet
represented at all.

Figures for Chinese and for Indonesian/Malaysian are still very low
and must be expanded as a matter of urgency.

Figures for Italian are surprisingly low given the a79ount of primary
school Italian teaching which has taken place in iecent years. A
greater flow-on to courses beyond Year 8 might have been expected.

Year 12 numbers in all languages are still only about 7% ef the Year
12 population.

More students in each of the Years
Japanese than any other ,nguage.
particularly note-worthy; roughly
Japanese than are studying French,
language.

Tertiary Support

10, 11 and 12 are studying
The figures in Year 10 are
34% more students are studying
the next most frequently studied

Because of the serious decline into which language learning had fallen in
Queensland by the late 1980's, all the languages shown in the table of
target languages (including the priority languages listed in Group One)
require assistance to become firmly established and for their teaching to
be made fully effective. Implementation of this policy is heavily
dependent on tertiary institutions since they largely control teacher
supply. It is essential that tertiary institutions co-operate along the
lines recommended in Section IV.2 in order to co-ordinate their offerings
and to ensure that at least the priority languages are able to expand. In
particular, it should be noted that some languages are either not taught at
all or are not adequately represented at tertiary institutions. For
example, amnngst the Group One languages, there is no university chair in
Italian, and Spanish is not yet taught in any Queensland university degree
program.

Materials Supply

The availability of good quality teaching materials suitable for thc
various modes of teaching differs widely amongst the target languages.
Some (e.g., French, German, Japanese) are well supplied in Australia for
class teaching, others are well supplied overseas (e.g., Spanish in the
US), while others are deficient. Some collaborative national projects for
the production of curriculum materials have been undertaken, but if the
full vange of languages in the variety of modes proposed in this policy is
to be implemented, additional national projects of this nature are
essential. It would, for instance, be uneconomical for each State to
develop its own distance learning program in, for examp1e, Thai. Indeed,
few, if any of the languages have adequate materials suitable for s.qf-
access or distance education. However, the time and resources allowed for
this project were not sufficient for a survey of available resources to be
undertaten. Consequently, the following recommendations are made.

Recommendation 32:

The Larguages and Cu"tures Unit either using the resources of the
Queensland Education Department or by contracting the Testing and
Curriculum Unit of the National Languages Institute of Australia at
Griffith University should survey the teaching materials available
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for all the target languages and assess their suitability for the
different modes of learning identified in Section V. It should then
devige a plan for the initial period to January 1996 and for the
peried to December 2000 for the development of necessary material&
(including curriculum and teaching materials).

Recommendation 33:

The Education Department should liaise with other State, Territory
and Federal governments or specifically with AACLAM ,th a view to
further collaborative national efforts in the development of teaching
materials (including curriculum and other materials) for use in class
teaching, self-access and distance education modes.

Specific Languages in Group I

Within Group 1, it is necessary to carefully nurture the less well-
established languages through well-planned and well-monitored expansion in
a limited number of schools. The languages most in ne,d of special
attention are Chinese, Indonesian/Malaysian, Italian and Spanish. In
addition, the indigenous languages and Australian Sign Language require
special mention. To achieve this expansion, it is desirable to establish
the conditions uLder which a number of models might develop. From these
models, additions and modifications would be made to the basic provisions
over a ten-year period.

Chinese and Indonesian/Maiaysian

Recommendation 34

Chinese and Indonesian/Mnlaysian should be strengthened by:

Consolidating and strengthening the situations in the few
schools where they already have been established;

Entablishing from January 1991, under carefully monitored
circumstances, in at least one Secondary School and its feeder
Primary Schools in each Region, programs in Chinese and
Indonesian/Mnlaysian.

Thereafter these languages should continue to expand at least at the
rate of five new schools each year throughout the 1990's but subject
to continual review by LACU and MACOLC.

0 Italian

41

Italian is well represented at Primary level in some parts of the State but
warrants considerable expansion at Secondary level, not least with improved
opportunities for children commencing the language in Primary School to
continue it in Secondary School.

Spanish

Of all the priority languages, Spanish is in the weakest position. There
is no University base for the subject, and it is taught in only two or
three schools in Queensland (e.g., Raceview and Yeronga State School).

The situation will be helped by our recommendation that the Raceview
programs be strongly supported and that Spanish be introduced into a nearby
State High School.
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Victoria and the ACT have bee.n helped by the Spanish Government (through
the Education Attaché of the Embassy of Spain). Formal agreements between
the Spanish Government and the State Governments of Victoria and the ACT
have led to substantial support for Spanish teaching in those states. The
ACT, for example, has been funded for three teachers and a consultant.

Recommendation 35:

Negotiations at a Governnent to Government level should be conducted
with a view to obtaining assistance in establishing Spanish as one of
Queensland's priority languages. (By October 1990)

Recommendation 36:

Pathways for intending teachers of Spanish should be established.
One item at the recommended Education Lepartment/Tertiary

Institutions meeting should involve discussions leading to firm
pToposals for at least one University to develop courses in Spanish
and to train teachers of Spanish.

Recommendation 37:

At least one Queensland University should establish courses in
Spanish enabling students to train as teachers of that language. (By
January 1992)

Recommendation 38:

The Queensland LOTE Centre or a University should be contracted to
provicl a series of intensive courses in Spanish for groups of
fifteen carefully selected teachers. The Education Department should
explore the possibility of assistance from the Spanish Government in
staffing these courses.

Rtcommendation 39:

If satisfactory facilities for training teachers of Spanish cannot be
pTovided in Queensland, up to fifteen carefully selected poten:ial
teachers should be seconded to an appropriate institution in avother
state and, on their return, be given appropriate training in language
teaching methodology.

Indigenous languages and cultures

Indigenous society is by no means homogeneous linguistically, culturally,
socially or anthropologically. While Aborigines as a broad category are
significantly different from Torres Strait Islanders as a broad category,
both Aboriginal and Islander societies are complex in themselves.

Linguistically, Aboriginal and Tor es Strait Islander children come from a
wide diversity of backgrounds. Some come from homes where an indigenous
language is the first language; some come frum homes where a creole is the
first language; some from homes where non-standard forms of English are
the first language; others from homes where the first language is a form
of English little or no different from that spoken by many white Anglo-
Australians.

Culturally and socially groups and sub-grnups display a varies beliefs,
life-styles, customs and aspirations.

Anthropologically, there are sometimes significant differences between some
groups. This is particularly the case with regard to Torres Strait
Islanders.
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The descendants of South Pacific Islanders also form both a distinct
category and a number of distinct sub-groups, some now closely inter-
related with Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders on the mainland and on
various islands of the Torres Strait.

There are several needs arising from the diversity of indigenous and South
Pacific Islander society. The following set of recommendations is designed
to meet these reeds.

Rtcommendation 40:

The school curriculum should include accurate cultural/historical
programs;

Rtcommendation 41:

Schools should implement effective language development programs for
"linguistically different" indigenous children;

Recommendation 42:

Bilingual programs should be devised and implemented where required
in early childhood.

During this phase of a child's development, one important aim of bilingual
programs is to assist children's concept development in pre-school and in
the first three years of primary school. Activities are conducted in the
language of the home. There is a gradual and increasing use of English.
Eventually, English becomes the main medium of instruction, while the home
language continues to be maintained.

Problems of language selection occur when individual schools cover children
from a variety of indigenous language and cultural backgrounds. In such
cases, it is particularly iiportant that the appropriate communities are
consulted and that :hey are presented with accurate information.

Rtcommendation 43:

Dtcisions about language selection in indigenous communities should
be arrived aC after all appropriate communities have been consulted
and provided with accurate information.

Provided that the broad features of recommended guidelines are met, there
should be some flexibil-Aty displayed by Regional and District personnel
with regard to the introduction of indigenous language and culture
programs. The schools, for their part, must display a willingness to
follow guidelines drawn up according to generally accepted principles from
the fields of applied linguistics and language teaching and from the fields
contributing to the discipline of social education.

Rtcommendation 44:

Flexibility should be displayed by Rtgional and District personnel
with regard to the introduction of indigenous language and culture
programs. Schools should display a willingness to follow guidelines
drawn up according to generally accepted principles from the fields
of. applied linguistics, language teaching and social education.

Rtcommendation 45:
411 Queensland children ; part of their general education should
become aware of the naL. and complexity of both traditional and
present day indigenous society. Studying aspects of a language
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should be part of such an initiative. The programs already in place,
therefore, should be reviewed and further assisted.

Recommendation 46:

Vhits on indigenous languages and cultures should be essential
components in all preservice diploma and degree programs.

Australian Sign Language

As a result of interviews during this review, it became clear that there
are several situations involving language and linguistics in areas which
were, perhaps, once considered to be the exclusive concern and
responsibility of Special Education:

education of people with degrees of hearing impairment

education of people with degrees of visual impairment

education of people with degrees of speech impairment.

Some schools in the Central and Northern Regions of the State Education
Department have introduced programs designed to enable mainstream children
to communicate and interact with one or more of the three above groups. In
some schools all three situations are involved in prugrams which are
usually called Total Communication. Typical programs include units on
Australian Sign Language, Braille and Articulation. In some schools, only
one of those three aspects is covered (usually Australian Sign Language).

Arltralian Sign Language has been recognised by the National Policy on
Languages as a language in its own right. We feel strongly that similar
recognition should be given to it at the Queensiand level. We have
included a description in support of Australian Sign Language presented to
us by Dr Mery Hyde, Assaciate Professor Des Power and Mt Breda Carty of the
Division of Education, Griffith University. (Appendix I)

We recommend that Australian Sign Language be recognized as a language in
its own right and be taught in schools.

Recommendation 47:

The QWeensland Ministry of Education should include Australian Sign
Language as a language to be fostered within the proposed Queensland
policy on languages and cultures. It should be recognized by the
Ministry of Education as a language in its own right and accepted ao
a target language to be taught in Queensland Schools (see also
Recommendation 31) and the Table of Target Languages in Section V.2).

V.4 Cultural Awareness 4)

Language programs should not be seen solely in terms of communication. It
is essential that they should be presented in the context of the societies
they represent.

The need to develop insights into other societies and to understand the
nature uf Australian society has been described in this report in the
Rationale for Teaching Languages. Concentrating exclusively on language
alone cannot fulfil that need and, indeed, since the culture is the meaning
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system that underlies a language, language teaching to be eff,A;tive must
entail teaching of culture.

There is evidence that cultural sensitivity and crass-cultural attitudes
may be enhancel by studying a language in it3 appropriate cultural context
and that attitudes might generalise to other cultures. There is a need,
though, for our chil4ren also to be aware of significant aspects of the
cultures of our own Australian society, of our regional neighbours, and of
countries, and groups of countries, further afield.

Because the number of cultures to be covered in a cultural awareness
syllabus is so diverse, some programs will not always include a strong
language element. Sometimes, there might be no language element at :11,
although as far as possible cultural programs should include reference to
some elements of the language.

Cultural awareness, too, can be developed in different rays at different
ages. Ideally, jt should be a process which is built into the curriculum
in pre-school and continued through every stage of school to Year 12.

While cultural awareness has not been the main focus of this rey.ew, it is
clear that excellent work has been undertaken in some schools, particularly
by some Social Science and by some English teachers.

During interviews in connection with this study, however, it became clear
that there are various (and sometimes eccentric) interpretations of
"culture".

For some, the term means the "civilising" aspects of the country or
its "high cultures", its literature, art, music, architecture

For some, it is traditional dancing and cooking.

For some, it is the popular conception of a country - for example,
bull-fighting, macho men, guitars, dark-eyed, seductive senoritas in
Spain.

A serious study of culture should perhaps include the elements advocated by
the Curriculum Development Centre in some of its social education programs
such as "The Aboriginal Australian in North East Arnhem Land":

geographical location, climate, features of the environment

family structure and relationships

social groups

daily routines and special events

elements of the language

beliefs and values

work and leisure

food

significant historical features
R3
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the flavour of everyday life

artistic, scientific and other achievements

political structure

current issues.

The list is not conclusive. It might serve to indicate, however, that an
Australian leaving school at Year 12 should have a significant
understanding of other societies.

The Asian Studies Council in "A National Strategy for the Study of Asian
Cultures in Australia" points out that over 90% of university graduates
have undertaken no serious study of Asian cultures at primary and secondary
school. It seems to be the case that there has been no structured and
serious study of any other culture either.

It is essential, then, that cultural awareness programs follow firm
guidelines. Some members of the Advisory Committee and of the Reference
Group have been disturbed by a number of features of many programs
currently operating in some Queensland schools. The disturbing features
include:

An emphasis on the bizarre and the exotic

Stereo-typing

Teaching Australiana through another language or culture (teaching
Australian children to sing "Waltzing Matilda" in Chinese, for
example)

The apparent ease with which some schools are able to obtain funding
to develop programs which are unsatisfactory or to redirect the
funding to other school purposes

The uncontrolled nature of the introduction and implementation of
such programs and the lack of suitable evaluation.

A research study is due to be undertaken from July 1990 by the Cultural
Equity section of the Division of Special Program Services. The object of
the review is "to collect infornation about the degree to which the current
multicultural policy is being implemented in schools and the extent and
nature of support identifled by teachers as being required to implement the
culturally inclusive curriculum". (Communication from Grazia Catalano,
Senior Education Officer, 26 April 1990).

The research study could also well address the concerns of our Advisory
Committee and Reference Group members about the extent to which existing
programs meet the criteria outlined earlier.
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Recommendation 48:

The proposed research study into multicultural poL by the Ldvision
of Special Services should also address concerns arising from
inadequate approval procedures and from inadequate follow-up of many
cultural awareness programs and consider the extent to which the
programs result in systematic understanding of one or more cultures
and in enhanced cross-cultural attitudes.

It is expected that the current initiatives of the Cultural Equity Section
will help establish criteria for a curriculum which addresses -

cultural studies

multi-cultural understandings

needs of ethnic minority students

cross-cultural attitudes.

Meanwhile, it is important that some in-service activities are organised
with a view to sensitising appropriate senior departmental personnel and
school administrators to -

the significant, rather than the superficial or
trivial, aspects of cultural awareness

th! need for consultation and program monitoring.

V.5 Controlled introduction and development of programs

It is important to strike a balance between stifling the independence and
creativity of teachers and schools on the one hand and allowing completely
uncontrolled introduction and development of programs on the other hand.

We have attempted to pra e basic models for most situations. We have
also indicated a number k.;: other situations, very different in some cases
from the basic models, which should provide va.iety and should yield
valuable information about program implementation at a range of age levels.

The uncontrolled introduction and development of programs often lead to
failure. Not only does failure affect the uncontrolled programs, but the
reputation of successful programs suffers also. For all the situations,
clear procedures as outlined below should be followed.

To achieve effective implementation in the areas of languages and cultures
the procedures described below for 'he introduction and development of
programs should be followed.

Initially, media releases should give a rationale for teaching
languages and cultures and should explain national and Queensland
policies. Examples of particularly effective existing situations
could be given.

The Regional Supervisor of Studies (or other appropriate person at
that level or higher) and the Regional Co-ordinator of Languages and
Cultures should meet with District Inspectors, Inspectors of Schools
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and all Principals and LOTE Cluster leaders to formulate and co-
ordinate language policies within the Region including the selection
of target languages and the location of programs in particular
languages.

Appropriate personnel such as a Regional Supervisor of Studies,
District Inspector, or LOTE consultant should meet with individuals
and groups, in the following sequence:

Principal

Classroom Teacher

Parents and Students

Other Community M: mbers

In their discussions, they should expand upon the rationale for teaching
languages and cultures given by prior media releases. They should point
out that the choice of language depended on reconciling at least three
needs:

the nevi to co-ordinate the individual school's wishes with the
wishes of other schools in the Cluster or District

the need to reconcile sometimes fiercely conflicting views from
various community groups

the need to ensure a balance among priority languages across
Australia, across Queensland and across each Education Region.

Once a language has been selected through the above process, a number of
conditions should be agreed upon by the individual school:

The Principal and the relevant staff should demonstrate a willingness
to work according ta Education Department and Regional guidelines;

The language teacher or instructor should demonstrate a willingness
and ability to attain and maintain proficiency in the langnage
concerned;

The language teachez or instructor should demonstrate willingness to
attain and maintain proficiency in language teaching methodology.

Once the pxogram has been introduced a series of pre-planned meetings of
various kinds should regularly and routinely take place:

between School Administrators and the staff involved in the programs

between school and community
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41 between Regional Office representatives, School Administrators and
staff involved in the programs.

The meetings would include on their agendas items such as the following.

Is the program meeting its stated aims?

What proficiency levels are being attained?

Are there any problems which should be addressed?

A review of units taught.

Planning for future units, both in terms of content and in terms of
methodology.

Continuity and co-ordination within and between schools and levels.

Recommendation 49:

The introduction and development of programs al:avid be part of a
carefully controlA,Id process and should follow the procedures
outlined in Section

Some existing programs provide models which should be consolidated and
further developed.

Secondary School Immersion Programs

Benowa State High School has pioneered a program whereby several arers of
the school curriculum are taught to selected groups through the medium of

411 French. The quality of teaching is high and student performance is
impressive.

The teachers involved work exceptionally hard and require far more support
with regard to time and assistance for materials poduction. They also
require some tangible recognition for the quality of their achievements.

Recommendation 50:

The Benowa State High School French Immersion Program should be
further resourced and strongly supported. The three teachers mainly
involved should be declared adthitional to scale to allow them more
time to plan, co-ordinate, and to prepare resovrces.

The program should be closely monitored by the Queensland Education
Department with assistance ftom the Department of Ftench at
Queensland University and the AM Testing and Curriculum Unit at
Griffith University.

Primary School Immersicn Pro&ram

At Berseker Street State School, Rockhampton, a Year 7 class is taught a
number of aspects of the overall curriculum thruugh the medium of German by
the usual class teacher.

Recommendation 51

The Berseker Street State School German Immersion Program should be
further resourced and strongly supported and a comparable monitoring
program to that proposed for Benowa should be instituted.
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Jointly funded Italian progrA:s

At present, -1,000 students in state and p ivate schools are taught Italian
through projects funded 75% by the Italian Government and 25% by the
Australian Federal Government. A varik'y of patterns exist. In some
schools, teaching is at all levels from pre-school tl Year 7. In othel
schools, specific year levels are targeted In some areas, the students
are largely from Italian backgrounds, while in some other places, almost no
children from those backgrounds are involved. At Wuree State School, for
example, there is an obi, 'Ins enthusiasm for Italian in all classes from
pre-school to Year 7 - yet very few of the children are of Italian origin.

A number of the programs are also of interest because of the input fr,1
instructors from the community.

There is a need for all of the situations to b2 evaluated. We therefore
make the following recommendation.

Recommendation 52:

The model presently operating at WOree State School should be
strongly supported and monitored. This and the other partially
funded Italian programs throaghout the state should be cubjected to
evaluation by Appropriate specialists in applied linguistics.

Panish program at Raceview State Sdlool

This is one of only a very few :ipanis' -ograms operating in Queensland,
All levels of the school are covel.ed from pre-school to Year 7. There are
classes for parents, and the instructor also assists local South American
refugee and migrant families to integrate into the Ipswich area.

The program is well worth consolidating and developing. It can provide an
experimental setting from which Spanish can be developed. Urgent
assistance is regutred with regard to resources, program development and
teaching strategies.

Recommendation 53:

The model operating at Raceview State School should be reviewed and
re-structured in the light of the findings from the review. It
should be strongly supported and monitored so that it can develop
into a model for Spanish programs in other schools.

Recommendation 54:

Serious consideration -should be given to introducine Spanish into a
nearby State high School to provide opportunities for Raceview
students to continue their studies at secondary level and also to
provide a secondary base from which to develop resources and
strategies for SPanish at the high school level.

Immersion nodels

Two models, Benowa State High School (French) and Berseker Street State
School (German) have been briefly described and recomme ' fur increased
support.

It is desirable to extend immersion programs more widely throughout ale
state so that:
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the model can be further developed and tested uAer a greater variety0 of circumstances, and

other languages besides French and German can be trialled in
immersion conditions.

Recommendation 55:

A French immersion course and a German immersiou course, along the
lines of the Benowa State High School model, should be established in
Brisbane Plorth and in either Brisbane South or West Moreton. Out of
the two languages (French and German) one should be established in
the Brisbane area north of the river and the other language in the
area south of the river.

Well-trained staff should be allocated to the schools selected. Teachers
should be proficient in the language, should be outstanding teachers both
in the language area and in at least one other enrriculum area, and should
be committed to the aims of the program. The Principals and Administrative
Staff should also be committed to the program.

In the first instance, the courses would progress from Year 8 to Year 10.

The courses should be publicised through the media and through Brisbane
schools during the period July/August to October 1990.

Students living within reasonable access of the designated school should be
invited to apply for a place. During the first three years of the program,
there should be a process of fairly rigorous selection. Precedents exist
for this selection process in the "Schools of Excellence" in Music, Golf
and other areas.

These schools could be expected to develop into "lighthouse" high schools
for languages generally, and in particular for other immersion programs.

Recommendation 56:

Other immersion programs should be trialled, with Italian commencing
in 1992 and with Japanese as soon as suitably proficient teachers are
available. Gradually each of the seven Group One languages should be
represented in at least one hdgh school immersion course (by ja.: ary
2001 with the first new programs taing commenced in January 1991).

Recommendation 57:
In Primary Schools, immersion programs should be trialled initially
in roughly the ratio of one per Region (by January 2001, with the
first new programs being introduced if possible by January 1992, but
not later than January 1993).

Recommendation 58:
In all sit:!ations, programs should go through the process of
consultation, approval, and strict monitoring and evaluation
comparable to that in Recommendation 50.

Emergency situations

Some emergency situations can be fore--en. We know, for example, that
there will be a continuing flow of Vie,namese refugees from holding centres
in several parts of the Asian/Pacific area. Some children will have been
in the camps for up to fivP years. They will have received varying amounts



of education depending on conditions in various centres. All age levels
will be involved and language needs will vary according to age. There
appears o be a trend for Vietnamese refugees to settle in the Darra area.

Similarly, a- increasing number of Arabic speakers could be expected to
come from the Lebanon and speakers of other languages from all parts of
Eastern Europe.

We can expect an increase in Chinese migration during the remainder of this
decade.

In all the above situations, there will be an increasing need for E sh
and other language teaching.

At present, our educational provisions in such foreseeable emergency
sftuations are inadequate, largely due to the piecemeal, unco-ordinated
strategies described in Sections IV.1 and IV.2.

Some other emergency situations cannot be foreseen. It can reasonably be
assumed, though, that there will inevitably be an influx of non-English
speakers whenever conditions give rise to significant exodus for political,
military or economic reasons. Sometimes, natural disasters will cause an
emergency migration. Contingency plans need to be made so that such
emergencies can be controlled. One emergency situation e)ists at present
in the Darra area of the West Moreton Region where many newly arrived
Vietnamese refugees tend to settle.

Recommendations 59:

Darra and other schools in the area should receive immediate
assistance with regard to the consolidation and development of
bilingual Vietnamese/English programs.

Recommendation 60:

Planning for emergency situations should be placed on the agenda for
the first meeting of the hinisterial Advisory Council in Languages
and Cultures.

Continuity and stability of programs

In some situations, well-prepared and well-introduced programs have failed
for one or more of the following reasons:

There has been a change of Principal and the new Principal is either
nnsympatnetic towards the program or else knows little of its
history. In one school with 60% of its enrolment from Vietnam, for
example, there have been three Principals in the past twelve months.

For existing programs to be successful, the following guidelines
should be applied when Principals are appointed:

The incoming Principal must be in sympathy with the program and
must be knowledgeable about it;

The new Principal must actively support the program. While
modifications might be made in consultation with the
appropriate personnel, the program must be allowed to proceed
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for its originally proposed time period along mainly the
original guidelines.

In some situations, there has been uncertainty about the continuation
of a program due to uncertainty about future funding. Some emergency
programs had funding for only six months. In some Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander situations similar uncertainty was present.

Once introduced, programs must be guaranteed stability for the whole
of the originally projected duration of the project (subject, of
course, to satisfactory performance being maintained). In general
there should be an expectation that a successful project will become
a permanent program unless the need for it disappears.

Insufficient help iu terms of resources and advice are given to
teachers.

It is essential that projects, once approved, are closely monitored
on a regular and collegial basis by local and regione advisers with
appropriate input from applied linguists with expertise in relevant
areas including methodology, syllabus design, testing and evaluatiun.

Recommendation 61:

hnnitoring and assistance should be maintained routinely and actively
once a project has been approved and established. Appropriate input
should be made by applied linguists with expertise in relevant areas
including methodology, syllabus design, tes.:ng and evaluation. The
school should willingly accept that an apr-oved project will be
closely monitored. Incoming Principals should accept the broad
strand of the gvidelines concermi with continuity and stability of
programs. In general there should be an expet.tation that a
successful project ;dill become a per-Anent program unless the need
for it disappears.

MI We have stressed that individual programs should be carefully planned,
introduced and developed according to the guidelines we have recommended.
During an interim period of five years, however, resources would be
excessively diluted if they were spread evenly throughout the state.

We recommend, therefore, tnat apart from the situations described above,
two Regions plus South-East Queensland be targeted for particular help so
that recommended models miLht be trialled and developed in the most
favourable circumstances.

The two Regions we recommend in addition to South-East Queensland are
Central Region and Peninsula Region. We have decided on these Regions for
a combination of the following reasons.

mt=====1,

Both Regions contain a wide diversity of situations. While each
shares some common features with the other, *here are also distinct
differences between the two. Thus, between them they contain an
exceptionally wide and complex range of situations.
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Peninsula Region coqtains a number of isolated Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander compunities which Lequire particularly well-planned
and well-implemented strategies with regard to language and culture
programs.

Central Region has initiated and developed methods of providing
access to good language teaching for children in isolated areas.

Between them the two Regions exemplify most situations for language
teaching which occur in Queensland. In both Regions, there is a
pervasive and very positive attitude towards the teaching of
languages and cultures.

Both Regions have clearly developed organiratioral structures which
will assist effectivr; formulation and implementation of innovations.
Important features of those structures include the following:

Senior personnel are clearly, explicitly and actively committed
to developing the area of language's and cultures within their
Region;

The Regional LOTE Co-ordinator in each case is a key figure.
In both situations, the Regional Co-ordinator is enthusiastic,
innovative, able to generate co-operative effort, and is highly
regarded by Regional office and school administrators, by
teachers, by students, and by communities. Both people have
built up active, effective teams.

We recognize that the heaviest concentration of population is in the South-
East corner of the State; here the economic and social reasons for
language teaching are especially acute; emergency situations as described
above occur more frequently; there is readier access to unftversity support
services, and a considerable number of initiatives have already been taken.
It is therefore proposed that South-East Queenland also be rerognized as a
priority area. A number of sr<%cific progrars have already been proposed
for this area.

We recommend that the following actions be taken with regard to the above
areas:

Rtcommendation "2:

Approval should be given for Central and Peninsula Regions and for
South-East Queensland to be designated "target" areas

Recommendation 63:
A series of meetings should be commenced within each targeted area to
refine strategies and to start the planning process leading the
Rtgions towards establishing:

each of the models described in Section V.5

a Btgional Language Centre, Self-Access Centres and Schools of
Excellence

in-service programs as outlined in our recommendations

linking technology to the provision of educational facilities
in the languages and cultures field
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determining which languages should be taught in which areas

ensuring that each recommended language is given an opportunity
to develop.

Present at the meetings would be the Regional Director, Supervisor of
Studies designated as the senior officer responsible for languages and
cultures, Regional Co-ordinator, District Inspecto*-s and any other people
the Region feels can contribute to the planning process. (July-December
1990). (See also Sectior V.2 and V.6).

V.6 Modes of Offering Language Learning

Languages will be offered by a variety of modes:

Direct teaching in all schools;

Distance education;

Teleconferencing;

Self-access either alone or with support through distance education,
teleconferencing, or visits by the studelt to schools in the region
or nearby where a teacher is available to provide periodic
assistancc; all schools should gradually obtain self-access
facilities able to support the learning of one or more languages as
demand dictates

Schools of Excellence which will offer more languages than are
available in other schools (up to 6 or 8) and offer model programs;
it should have a self-access centre; at least one Schc of
Excellence in Languages should be established in each Region by 1996;

Regional Language Centres, at least one of which should be
established in each Region, generally in a larger urban area and
either standiig alone or attached to a school, TAFE College or other
tertiary institution. A Regional Language Centre should offer all of
the target languages to the extent tnat demeJd elows and should also
operate a self-access centre. Regions and individual schools,
however, should still be strongly encouraged to offer Group One
languages through the school curriculum;

Proficiency gained through other learning will also be recognized
(e.g., in an ethnic school, by living abroad, or by growing up in a
home ;where the language is spoken).

a A variety of other programs will also be established as discussed
elsewhere, including bilingual programs and immersic i classes.

We Lecommend one of two models as the usual approach for children in Years
6,7 and 8. Both are described below. Model 1 is the preferred model for
most schools. Model 2 is designed to help meet the needs of child:en in
isolated areas.
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ndel 1
Itinerant LOTE specialists attached to either the h: schools or to
a feeder primary school

The LOTE specialists should be addit'onal to staff ceilings and
should operate as part of a team.

They should teach a program to Years 6 and 7 in the feeder
primary schools and to Year 8 in the base high scaool.

Lessons in primary school should consist of a minimum of two
periods, each of thirty minutes, taught by the itinerant
teacher. The usual classroom teacher is nresent during the
lessons and also teaches three segments, each of ten minutes,
at other times during the week. Those segments are prepared in
consultation with the LOTE specialist and take the form of
consolidating some of the activities introduced and developed
by the specialist (e.g., practising songs and situational
dialogues ) A balance should be struck between the number
of schools to be serviced and the number of teachers available
to allow for adequat_ teaching time, adequate consultation and
planning with Pririry class teachers, and travelling time.

Lessons in Year 8 should consist of at least three periods per
week over a period of a full year.

Model 2
Teleconfei,:ncing

Isolated and small schools can be serviced through
teleconferencing;

A LOTE specialist, additional to staffing ceilings, is based at
a high school and services Years 6 and 7 in ne more than three
primary schools;

The specialist presents two lessons per week, each of 30
minutes, to t1-0 primary schools through the teleconferencing
mode (sound c. it present);

Detailed lesson plans are sent in advance by FAX machines to
the primary school classroon ceachers;

The classroom teachers assist with the management and oirection
of the lessons. They are an essential part of the pruzess.
Although not necessarily proficient linguists, they commit
themselves to keep ahead of the children and to undertake
follow-up a:tivities for three segments of ten minutes per
week;

The LOTE specialist visits the schools once per fortnight for
face-to-face meetings with Principal, classroom teachers and
children;

Language camps in District or Regional centres can supplement
the teleconferencing lessons.
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Under both models it is important that LOTE teachers in the Cluster should
be familiar with teaching methodology in general in both primary and
secondary spheres, as well as LOTE methodology in those areas in
particular.

Recommendation 64:

Models 1 and 2 should be the usua2 approaches by which languages are
offered to children in Years 6,7 and 8, with Model 1 being the
preferred Médel for most schools and Model 2 for most children in
isolated areas.

After Yetu- 8

After Year 8, there are several possibilities in most situations.

Students might elect to continue the same language into Year 9 and 10
as one of their subject.; for the Junior Certificate.

Some students might elect to start a new language in Year 9 as part
of a two-year Junior Certificate course.

In 1:::th of the above situations, there could be the possibility of
continuing the language into Years 11 and 12.

Some students might elect both to continue the same language into
later years to take an additional language in Years 9/10 and/ol in
Years 11/12.

Some students might choos* to begin another language in Year 11.
Using as models Year 11/1; accelerated syllabuses of the National
Foreign Languages Curriculum Projects and the N.S.W. Z courses, two-
year courses should be written and trialled in some languages.
Schools should consider whether by increasing time allotted, for
example, through additional periods, vacation courses and other out-
of-hours classes, they cannot increase the level of proficiency
atta4ned.

We recommend that high schools, gradually provide students with each of the
above possibilities. The process for introducing the innovations should
follow the guidelines we have suggested. They should, therefore, be
introduced and developed in a controlled way.

Recommendation 65:

The LACU should ensure that the possibilities for language learning
described in Section V.6 be implemented.

(January 1991 to Etcember 1935)

Special Courses

Selected students could be given the opportunity to study a language
intensively at a District, Regional or State centre after Year 12. This
could take the form of une of the following possibiLties:

(i) A ten-week full-time course for students who wish to gain a high
1nve1 of language proficiency for vocational or recreational reasons.
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(ii) A twenty-week course for students who wish to gain a very high level
of proficiency with the intention of either specialising in the
language during tertiary education or else having the language as a
useful adjunct to whatever specialty they might undertake during
tertiary education.

Taken together, thr above measures will considerably increase the number of
proficient la.nguage speakers in the community. They will alrl provide a
major source from which to select language teachers-in-trainiag.

Outside the usual school programs, a variety of courses can be developed to
satisfy a number of needs. Although such courses would give priority to
the seven targeted languages, others could also be catered for. The
possibilities include the following.

Periodic week-end, vacation or school time courses for children from
isulated areas. These courses would enhance the programs children
are receiving through teleconferencing.

Similarly, courses could be organised for children studying through
Distance Education.

Some courses could be organised to enhance the language learning
undertaken by some children who are presently studying independently
or through ethnic community schools.

Introductory courses, in particular languages for senior students who
might wish to have some knowledge of an additional language; or who
might wish to acquire a limited competence so that the language could
be used for vocational or recreational purposes; or who might wish
to specialise in the language at a Tertiary level.

ESL courses for children without regular access to specialised
English teaching.

A language may be developed in some other way (for example, at an
ethnic school, in a private language school or TAFE College, by
living in the country where the language is spoken, through social
interaction in the language at homie or in the community). This
learning should be recognized by the school and placed on the school
certificate.

Organisers/Operators for Special Courses

Courses could be operated by any one or any combination of a number of
groups, depending on the particulal circumstances of each course.

Professional associations such as the MLTAQ, the ETAQ or the QATIS

Tertiary Institutions

Queensland LOTE Centre (State Education Department)

Regional Education initlatives

Catholic Education and other non-state systems working in co-
operation with other bodies listed in this section
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Queensland Education Department at a central level

Bodies such as the Goethe Iistitute (German), and the Alliance
Francaise (French), and foreign embassies

Some teachers-in-training could assist with some courses as part of
their training

Native speakers from ELICOS courses, student teachers on "assistaht"
schemes and people from the general community could assist with
group-work and course administration

0 Ethnic communities

Industrial and commercial enterprises.

Location

There are several possibilities for centres to house such courses:

Education Centres

Regional or District Language Centres

Tertiary Institutions

Existing camps run by the State Education Department and the
Queensland Recreation Council

TAFE centres

Queensland LOTE Centre (State Education Department)

Ethnic community centres

Training centre in an industrial or business enterprise.

FundinG

Some funding for the special courses should be made available through
federal sources because some national needs would be met through such
programs: for example, the promotion of languages generally, the
introd'Iction and development of less usual languages, positive steps
towards equity for children from isolated areas and other groups and
individuals with special language needs.

Some funding should come from the Queensland Department of Education.

Some might come from overseas governments or overseas institutions
such as the Goethe Institute and the Alliance Francaise.

Funding for some courses might be made available through ethnic
associations.

Si-nificant funding is available through sponoorship from industrial
and commercial undertakings especially as a consequence of the
proposad training requirements.
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Students learning a language outside the school system and wishing to
receive recognition on their school certificates may be required to
pay a fee for the necessary assessment to be made.

Implementation

Some of the special courses might develop spontaneously. The full range of
possibilities, though, will never be realised without one person being made
responsible for ensuring that the developments take place and without
pronerly qualified teachers beim: u. ,d. A large amount of work will be
involved in encouraging people to initiate programs, and in co-ordinating
activities, setting targets for each language, in obtaining funding, in
ensuring courses are regulated and evaluated.

We therefore make the following recommendations:

Recommendation .06:

S'yecial courses (outside the usual school programs), of varying
lengths and for a variety of purposes, should be introduced,
developed and evaluated and student attainment recognized on regular
school certificates (preferably in proficiency terms). The LACU
should take steps to ensure that assessment procedures 're

established to enable students learning a language beyond the school
system to have their proficiency assessed and recognized on their
school certific,,.. %S.

Recommendation 67:

The implementation of a comprehensive program of special courses
should be the designated responsibility of the State Co-ordinator for
Languages ane CUltures.

Recommendation 68:

Organizers, teachers and instructors presenting special courses
(except for teachers-in-t:aining) should be appropriately qmlified
and remunerated.

Recommendation 69:
NO student should be preveated from attending a course because of
poor financial circumstances.

Process

The recommendations should be implemented according to this process:

August 1990 - January 1992

The Queensland Minister of Education sh uld include a description of
special courses and a request for funding in his discussions with his
federal counterpart.

The State Co-ordinator of Languages and Cultures should initiate a
series of meetings with appropriate individuals and institutions to
plan the progressive introduction of courses as described above and
to establish acceptable proficiency based assessment procedures. The
State Co-ordinator should not feel restricted to the suggestions
above.
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The State Co-ordinator should make very active efforts to obtain
funding from at least the sources listed above.

The State Co-ordinator should ensure that vacation courses in at
least one of the Asian and one of the European languages are
implemented betore the end of January 1991, possibly at the
Queensland LOTE Centre.

The State Co-ordinator should ensure that in each Region at least one
ten-week or twenty-week course for at least one Asian and one
European language is ready to be introduced for Year 12 leavers to
commence in February 1992. This step is conditional upon the
appropriate Tertiary Institutions being willing and able to take a
mid-year entry in 1992 or upon the ccurse participants undertaking an
organised one-semester program in the country of the target language.
Such courses would serve as models for some other Regions to adopt
from 1993 onwards.

Between August 1990 and December 1995.

The State Co-ordinator should ensure that the full range of courses
in each of the target languages is well-established and well-
regulated.

The State Co-ordinator should ensure that some languages not listed
among the recommended seven be made available to the students
specified above.

The State Co-ordinator should be required to report to MACOLC on the
situation twice per year starting in December 1990. Relevant
contents of the reports should be made through the media and through
specialist publications to the appropriate professional and community
people direcIly involved or elected.

The State Co-ordinator through the senior officer responsible for
languages and cultures should be directly responsible annually for
satisfying the Ministerial Advisory Council on Languages and Cultures
that the full scope and possibilities inherent in the special courses
innovation are being effectively developed.

V.6 Facilities in Schools

Reference has been made in Sections V.2 and V.6 to the variety of modes for
the teaching and learning of languages with implication for facilities
required. Withia schools, language classes are often conducted in
unfavourable conditions. They are frequently given a low priority with
regard to room allocation. One result is that many language classes have
no satisfactory base room which teachers can organize to develop an
attractive en-ironment for language ming. This is especially the case
in Secondary Schools.

Becommandation 70:

Criteria for classroom conditions, language rooms, equipment and
general facilities for language teaching should be formulated by the
Languages and Cultures Unit. (By December 1990)
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SECTION VI ,sACHERS

VI.1 Language Proficiency and Professional Competence

The language proficiency and professional competence of language teachers
are of fundamental importance if the quality of language education in
Queensland is to be raised and, if all teachers are to be prepared to deal
with children of non-English splaking background in their classes, all
teachers require some introduction to the basic principles of second
language teaching and cross-cultural teaching. In addition, there is need
for sufficient specialist language teachers to enable the policy
recommendations in this document to be implemented. Contrary to past
training practice, however, it is ciear that language teachers will very
frequently be required to teach across the full age range of children in
schools. Consequently, it is recommended that the training programs for
language teachers be designed to give them teaching skills with children
throughout Pre-School, Primary and Secondary School.

Recommendation 71:

All teachers should receive as part of their basic pre-service
training a one-semester unit in cross-cultural teaching to include a
basic introduction to second language teaching and how to teach
children of non-English speaking backgrounds.

Recommendation 72:
All Primary and Secondary School teachers-in-training who wlsh to
specialize in language teaching should be required to take the
equivalent of at least two semester units in second language teaching
methodology (including cl:issroom techniques, syllabus design and
program writing, and asbessment procedures) and to be trained to
teach throughout the Pr,:-School, Ptimary and Secondary School age
range.

Recommendation 73:

All language teachers should be strongly encouraged to take a
specialist graduate diploma or higher degree in the area of Applied
linguistics (including second language teaching) and a specialist
graduate diploma should be regarded as the minimum qualification for
promotion beyond the class teacher level from January 1995. During
the interim period an alternative to a graduate diploma may be
successful completion of substantial in-service courses run or
approved by LAM.

Language proficiency is of fundamental importance for language teachers,
not least because, unlike other subjects, the language is both the target
and the medium of instru:tion and the teacher is often the principal (if
not sole) model of the language for thE student . Consequently, unless
language teachers have adequate language proficiency, they cannot teach
successfully, particularly since they will now be required to use the best
of active communicative approaches,: Teachers at all levels of languagE
teaching must be able to present to their students a fluent, grammatically
accurate, and situationally sensitive model of the language. This is not
possible unless their proficiency is at least at S:3, L:3, W:3, R:3, and
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consequently this level should be regarded as the minimum desirable level
for language teachers at any level of the school system. For the _easons
indicated, it is not sensible to adopt a practice that implies that
teachers in the Primary School or in Year 8 can cope with a lower
proficiency level than teachers of later Years and therefore these minimum
proficiency levels apply to all language teachers. However, enquiries made
in the course of preparing this policy document suggest that very few
learners of foreign languages such as Japanese and Chinese that use
ideographic scripts can attain Le%el 3 in Reading and Writing.
Consequently, it is recommended that for languages using ideographic
scripts the minimum proficiency ror teachers be set at S:3, L:3, W:2, R:2
and for other languages 3:3, L:3, W:3, R:3. (It is assumed that the
teachers' cultural proficiency will compleli..nt these levels.)

Recommendation 74:

The minimum language pToficiency level for teachers of languages that
use ideevraphic scripts should be S:3, L:3, W:2, R:2; and for
teachers of other languages S:3, L:3, W:3, R:3.

Word processing packages such as Jiejing (described in Szction V) might
also help teachers acquire higher levels of proficiency in Reading and
Writing in language!. using ideographic script.

Recommendation 75:

LAM' shoeld initiate a project to invest:gate the usefulness of word-
processing packages for use with ideographic scripts in promoting the
development of high levels of proficiency in Reading and Writing by
tfachers.

At present, anecdotal evidence suggests that few teachers in Queensland
schools reach these proficiency levels. However, it was not possible to
obtain the necessary data to confirm or reject his belief and the
anecdotal evidence, though strong enough to indicate that a major
proficiency problem exists, is not strong enough to allow a ratianal
remedial plan to be proposed. Consequently, it is recommended that the
LACP if the Queensland Education Department immediately conduct a survey of
teachers to estimate the level of proficiency of language teachers in
Queensland schools and to develop a plan fo,- reference to the Ministerial
Advisory Council on Languages and Cultures to raise tt'e level of
proficiency of all language teachers to those indicated by the year 2000
and to within one ASLPR step of those levels by January 1996. The survey
and the development of the remedial plan should be undertaken by the
Queensland Educa"ion Department either using its own resources or by
contract to an outside organization such as the NLIA Testing and Curriculum
Unit. The remedial plan should include provision of incentives to language
teachers to develop and maintain their proficiency by using both the
promotional criteria and productivity provisions of the teachers salary
award, full-time intensive courses in the language of different durations
from a week-end to a year, self-access and distance education programs to
be undertaken in the part-time mode, and various of overseas
experftence in the countries of orilin of the languages (e.g., teacher
exchange, formal language study programs, and vacation travel). Since une
of the most important means by which language teachers may develop their
proficiency is by living in the country where thei. target language is
spoken, it is recommended that the Minister for Education immediately
request the Federal Government to amend the taxation provisions to
encourage language teachers to travel in the country of origin of their
languages. At present it is possible to claim a taxation rebate if a
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teacher undertakes a formai course of study overseas, but it is rot
possible for language teachers to do so if they simply travel and iive in
the country even though this is a professionally highly desirable
experience tnat will Improve their proficiency and their teaching skills.

Reommendation 76:
The Langr2ges and Cultures Unit of the Queensland Education
Department possibly with assistance from the NLIA Testing and
Curriculum Unit at Griffith University should initiate .1 survey to
estimate the level of proficiency of language teachers in Queensland
schools and develop a plan to raise the levtl of proficiency of all
language teachers to those indicated by the year 2000 and, if
possible, to within one ASLFR step of those levels by 1995. (August
1990 - December 1990).

Recommendation 77:

The Minister for-Education should request the Federal Government to
amend die taxation provisions to encourage language teachers to
improve their language proficiency by travelling to and living in the
country of origin of their languages.

Recommendation 78:
The LACI1 should negi Rte with the Board of Teacher Registration and
with the Universitie. to give effect to the relevant Recommendations
of Section VIA and VI.2. It should ajso negotiate with the
Queensland Teachers Union in order to utilize productivity provisions
in the teachers' award to provide incentives to language teachers to

obtain the minimukz qnalifications recommended here, and to amend its
own promotional criteria to the same end.

VI.2 Status

In the Queensland State Department of Education, some categories of
teaehers are classified according to subject specialisaiion. In the
Secondary field, for example, specialis'I's in Maths/Science, Home Economics,
Manual Arts, Commerce, Art and Music are listed according to their
particular clrriculum area. Theie is no such designation for teachers of
languages (including mainstream English) or for teachers in the Social
Science areas (who are involved in wkrying degrees with aspects nf ,:ulture
and social relationships). All Secondary teachers in the lanruage.: and
related areas are classified as General Teachers. In the P?:imary field,
too, there is no recognition of a language teaching role in the
classification code of teachers involved in language teachitzg activities.

At the Secondary level, there are at least twn consequences arising fro
allocation to the General Teacher classification:

There is an expectation that any teacher vith some knowledge of
another language can teach that subject. This is the case even where
the teacher has not undertaken any study ci the subject at tertiary
level either in content or in methodology. This applies to both
English and other languages.
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Recommendation 79:
By January 1991, the Department of Education should introduce a
language teacher category into its teacher classification system.
Persons in this category should have attained the minimum proficiency
levels indicated in Recommendation 74 and have taken at least two
semester units in methodology.

After January 1996, the Board of Teacher Registration should not list
LOTE subjects on a teacher's certificate unless the proficiency
levels in Recommendation 74 have been reae'ed.

There is an expectation that any General Secondary Teacher can teach
English.

Recommendatiou 80:

After January 1996, Secondary teachers of English should be expected
to have majored in English during their Tertiary courses or to have
done equivalent study of English subsequently. This should include
at least one semester unit in linguistic theory and, in addition, at
least two semester units in the Aethodology of English teaching.

VIA Career paths

The perceived low status of teachers in the languages area (compared with
that of their colleagues in some other curriculum areas) is further
accentuated by limited options for career advancement unless they move out
into other fields, into tertiary education, school administration or into
other subject areas. Under the present structure of the Department of
Education, Subject Master is the position above classroom teacher on the
promotional scale. In languages, there are very few suckyositions
available. In West Moreton, for example, there are only three S,bject
Master positions iA Modern Languages. The number is further decreasing
because Principals now have the authority to determine the curriculum and
organisational areas which will be allocated positions of responsibility.
There is a natural tendency to allocate such positions to areas which
involve Zarger numbers of students than are usually enrolled in languages.

We recommend a number of actions which, taken together, could provide
attractive career options.

Recommeodation 81:

Some positions in the proposed advanced skills teacher band should be
reserved for language teachers.

Recommendation 82:
There should be additional promotioual positions for language
teachers at the levels of Cluster Co-ordinator, District Co-
ordinator, Regional Co-ordinator, Senior Education Officer and State
Co-ordinator (all designated for L2nguages and Cultures) as outlined
in Recommendations 13 and 15.

Recommendation 83:
The position of Regicnal Languages and Cultures Co-ordinator should
equate to at least a Deputy Principal level.

,-..' . .
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Recommendation 84:
The position of State Languages and Cultures Co-ordinator shnuld
equate to at least the level 1.16 (See also Recommendation 13).

Details arising from the above four recommendations should be negotiated
and the results published by September 199n.

Diagrammatically, the sequence would be:

Teache

Advanced
I

Skills Only possible
Teacher until 1992

./
Subject Master/

1 Cluster Co-ordinator

District Co-ordinator

Regional Languages and Cultures
Co-ordinator

ie
State Languages and Cultures

Co-ordinator

Recommendation 85:

Persons already successfully holding any of the promotional positions
at the tine this report is implemented should be confirmed in atem
irrespective of the actual promotional path they followed.

VI.4 Teacher supply

We recommend that strategies with regard to teacher supply take account of
two time-frames:

A, an initial period of five and a half years from July 1990 to December
1995

B. a period from January 1996 to December 2000.
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A. July 1990 to December 1995

We have stressed the need for carefully phased and controlled introduction
and consolidation of programs. It is clear, though, that there will be an
initial period of abort five years before our own teachers (drawn largely
from our present school population) begin to make their appearance in our
schools. During that initial period we shall have to make use of at least
these measures:

(i) Untrained people with appropriate language proficiency from the
community

In some areas, untrained people from the general community with appropriate
language proficiency have already been employed as assistants. In some
instances, this strategy for alleviating a shortage of fully-trained
teachers has not been successful. The assistants have been authoritarian,
even with pre-school children, and have taught with an almost exclusive
emphasis on reading and writing. In some other instances, there has been
lively teaching accompanied by a happy and purposeful atmosphere.

The best situations are characterised by the following procedures:

The assistant is appointed only after a selection process including
an interview undertaken by the school, one or more community
representatives and the Cluster LOTE specialist

Afcer appointment there is continuing interaction and support from
the School Administration, relevant staff, Cluster and District Co-
ordinators and the Regional LOTE Co-ordinator.

In some situations there is no alternative to employing such community
people. This is especially the case with regard to most instances whexe
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander lanEuagcs are being introduced.

Recommendation 86:

Btring the period 1990-1996 formalised and controlled procedures
should be adopted to recruit, train and supervise language teaching
assistants as outlined below.

The procedures should follow these guidelines:

Careful selection processes should be undertaken.

Regular briefing and debriefing should be vindertaken by supervising
personnel.

An initial four-week trainiLz session should be undertaken in basic
language teaching methodology and the role in the school of language
teaching assistants.

Language teaching assistants should teach only under the direct
supervision of the regular class teacher until the Associate Diploma
level has been reached.

bubsequent workshopr should be regularly attended.



Possible career paths should be mapped. We propose that assistants
aim at passing through a progression of levels, each of which gives a
form of accreditation and financial benefit. Level I would consist
of aiming for a Certificate level. This would take one year and
would entail on-the-job training through school administration,
teachers and visiting LOTE specialists. In addition, attendance for
two weeks and four week-ends at vorkshops should be required. After
succ-ssful completion of one year's w'tivities of this nature, the
assistant should be granted a Level I Certificate, offered stability
of employment and a salary which would rise to the average weekly
wage during a period ,f three years.

On gaining a Level I Certificate, assistants could aim at a
qualification equivalent to an Associate Diploma wh.ch could te
awarded after three years of successful on-the-job and ,orksho
training. They would then be granted an additional payment in
recognition of the qualification. The possession of the Associate
Diploma (Level 2 qualification) should also provide credi*s the
assistant decided to undertake university training.

Recommendation 87:

The Queensland Department of Education should immediately !legin

negotiations with Queensland Universities on the content of training
programs for language teaching assistants and the credits to be
provided towards r hsequent degree programs.

(it) TrLining existing teachers in other a-eas to teach languages

'areful selection and follow-up procedures should be carried out. Of the
Group One languages, Chinese, Indonesian/Malaysian and Spanish appear to be
in most need of short-term measurea to boost teacher supply. If after
approaches have been made to tertiary institutions satisfactory facilities
cannot be provided in Queensland for converting 7xisting teachers in other
areas to teachers of these languages, some teachers for each of those
Languages shauld be secouded to an appropTiate course in another state.
Appropriate training in methodology could be undertaken back tn Queensland
on completion of the program, if not part of the initial course.

Some teachers are already proficient in a LOTE but have received no
training in methodology. Such teachers could become fully-qualified LOTE
teachels on completion of a methodolog, course and, where appropriate, a
language upgrading course.

Recommendation 88:

Conversion courses of one semester or one year should be established
to train teachers ln other areas to teach Japanese, Chinese,
Indonesian/Malaysian .-and Spanish and progressively the other
languages in the table in Section V.2.

(iii)Recruitment of teachers with overseas qualifications

If teachers are recruited from overseas, two broad categories would need to
be catered for:

those whose qualifications are accepted by the Board uf Teacher
Registration
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those whose qualifications are not recognized without additional
formal training.

Teachers from both groups should be reqnired to undertake a minimum one-
semester course to familiarize them with the Queensland education system,
its procedures and expectations. Exemption from che training program could
be given only to teachers from countries with similar Iducation systems and
similar school circumstances who have been granted immediate registration
by the Board of Teacher Registration.

The recruitment of both categories of teacher would need to be very
carefully controlled. Some overseas teachers recruited without careful
selection and follow-up procedures have proved to be ineffective in
Queensland schools.

Pro-iding, however, that the Processes recommended in this report are
followed, overseas teachers could greatly assist the expansion of language
teaching during the interim period while our local teachers are being
trained.

The possibility of Federal funding might be explored. There is a
precedent: during 1974-1976, 2000 teachers were recruited from three
overseas countries through Federal fun -Jig to allaw a major expansion of
Queensland educational facilities to take place. (The scheme is described
iu "Overseas Teachers in Queensland" by John, McBryde and Hills, 1977).

Recommendation 89:

Negotiations should be undertaken between the I: nartment of Education
and the Board of Teacher Registration to establish appropriate
recruitment procedures and with thP Board and Queensland Universities
to establish suitable training program,- for

. teachers with recognized qualifications

teachers without recognized qualifications.

(July-September, 1990)

Recommendation 90:

Training courses of one semester for overseas trained teachers should
be organized to bEgin in January 1991. Courses should continue each
semester for four years. Fifteen teachers with a balance across the
seven target languages should participate in each course.

Carefully controlled selection and follow-up procedures are essential
if this scheme is to be successful.

(iv) People from industry, commerce and other professions

Regu,lar pre-servi(- trair'ag courses include at present at least two groups
of students:

Students who lack formal tertiary education and who undertake a
Diploma of Teaching or Bachelor cf Education or a general.degree plus
a Diploma of Education. These students may be Year 12 loavers or
mature age entrants;
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Professionally trained persons who already have a relevant degree
together with adequate proficiency in a relevant language who will
take a Diploma of Education. This group brings significant
experience in industry, commerce or some other field.

Because of the potentially valuable contributioh to language teaching that
the second group's wider professional experience may make, consideration
should be given to attracting them into the language teaching profession.
Specifically, we recommend that they enter the teaching force at a higher
point on the salary scale than the first groups. The point of entry should
be deteralined by the nature and length of their previous experience.

RIcommendation 91:
To attract good quality peGple from other professions into language
teaching, consideration should be givea to allowing them, after
training, to enter the teaching force at a higher point on the salary
scale than people without such professional training 8-4 experience.
Discussions should begin with the appropriate bodies ,om July 1990.

(v) Maximising the use of LOTE teachers in LOTE classrooms

A significant increase in teacher supply could be obtained by offering
exisUng LOT: teachers a full timetable of language classes. At present, a
number of teachers teach only a part timetable of languages with the
remainder filled by combinations of subj,cts covering most curriculum
areas.

To achieve this, however, it would be necessary to declare LOTE teachers
additional to staff ceilings and to employ teachers to take their place in
the non-language teaching parts of their timetables.

Recommendation 92:

Each Region of the Department of Education should provide data to the
Levtral Offic.:: on the implications for staffing if existing LOTE
teachers taught only languages (and not other timetabled subjects as
well).

(By the end of JPly 1990)

Some of the above procedures could continue indefinitely but in the initial
period they would be an important means of accele-ating teacher supply.

B. January_1996 to January 2001

During the five years 1996 to 2001 we envisage a controlled supply of
teachers completing Teacher Education courses in the training institutions.

It wiI not be possible, either financially or logistically, to organize
the supply of teachers equally and simultaneously for each of the target
languages. We therefore propose a phased development which enables some
target languages to maximise their teacher supply at a faster rate than
others while still providing the circumstances for those others to take
root and develop. Gradually, the emphasis on the initially favoured
languages would taper off and be placed on the oners.

Japanese is now in a situation whereby existing and projected training
developments could be consolidated and strongly supported.
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Recommendation 93:
The present provis-ion of fifteen scholarships (worth $8000 per annum)
at the University of Queensland for final year students proceeding to
a Diploma of Education in Japanese should be expanded in 1991 at the
discretion of LACU but with not less than twenty new scholarships.

(Decision to be made by December 1990)

Beca-e of the limitations on time and resources in the present policy
project, it was not possible to arrive at an accurate estimate of teacher
resources and needs. The fragmented nature of the Departmental structure
also makes some types of data collection a lengthy and a cumbersome
process. Consequently, two urgent tasks to be undertaken by the Languages
and Cultures Unit of the Queensland Education ^epartnent are contained in
the following recommendation.

Recommendation 94:

The Languages and Cdltures Unit should initiate a detailed analysis
of the staffing implications of this policy. The Unit should also
formulate a precise and detailed set of specifications for the
different teacher supply elements (e.g., the number of student
teachers to be recruited in Spanish in 1991, etc.).
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SECTION VII: Summaries

VII.1 List of Recommendations

Recommendation 1:

The State should recognize that Australian English is the national
language of Australia and the principal language for all official

purposes; all Queensland residents have the right to learn Australian
English at least to that level of proficiency which meets their needs
and interests; all languages and cultures are, th.lmselves, inherently
valuable and should therefore be an integral part of the curriculum
for all children; language skills are a valuable resource of major
significance to economic and social development; all persons have the
right to use, maintain and transmit to their children their own
language or languages and to learn other languages; and all
Queenslanders, irrespective of the language they speak, have the same
inalienable civil, political and judicial rights and, as far as is
reasonably practicable, the same right to equality of service and
opportunity.

Recommendation 2:

The M.,isterial Advisory Council on Languages and Cultures should
elaborate the policy (outlined in this document) into a fully
comprehensive and detailed poli-y covering all areas of language
Iducation. In doing so, it should also consider general language
policy as the basis on which to further develop language education
policy.

Recommendation 3:
All relevant projects in Queensland (e.g., development projects,
committees of inquiry, etc.) should gave consideration to language
and language education needs and that, in order to do so, all such
projects should include a suitable adviser on language and language
education needs and policy or an appropriate reference for
consideration should be made to the Ministerial Advisory Council on
Languages and Cultures in sufficient time for the direction of the
pfofect or its report to be appropriately influenced.

Recommendation 4

The Queensland Minister for Education should alert nis Federal
counterpart to the complexity of the languages and cultures situation
and to the need for an improved national infrastructure to facilitate
the formulation and implemen:ation of policies. (By July 1990)

Recommendation 5:

AACLAME and its role should be strengthened and stabilized and it
should be given a strong and permanent supervisory, co-ordination and
approval role in matters affecting language and language education at
the Federal level.

Recommendation 6:
All matters involving language (projects, policy decisions, etc.)
should be referred to AACLAME for consideration, advice and approval.
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Recommendation 7:
The National Languages Institute of Australia (NLIA) should be seen
as the research and development arm of AACLAME and the various
Federal Ministerial Departments involved with language and language
education programs should be seen as the implementation arms.

Recommendation 8:
The present membership of AACLAME should be extended to include a
nominee of the language teaching profession as represented by the
Australian Federation of Modern Language Teachers Associations and a
representative of each of the States and Territories who is required
to provide feedback to the State Education Department and the
relevant non-State bodies.

Recommendation 9:
To further enhance the feedback given to State and professional
organizations, annual review seminars should be held involving
representatives of State and non-Stare edu-3tion systems, and
national professional and "ethnic" organizations.

Recommendation 10:

In order to achieve these objectives, it is recommended that the
Queensland Minister for Education take the matters up with his
Federal counterpart and his other State and Territory colleagues.

Recommendation 11:

A Ministerial Advisory Council on Languages and Cultures (MACOLC)
should be established. This would provide a forum which would enable
appropriate areas of the community to have an input into the policy-
making arena and be sensitive to the wide range of factors that
affect language and language education policy.

Members of the Council should be appointed the Minister and
include nominees from employer groups, professional associations,
tertiary institutions, the Queensland Education Department, and other
Government and non-Government organizations involved with languages
and cultures. (By August 1990)

Recommendation 12:

A senior Education Department officer (at the level of Chief
Inspector or above) should have responsibility (along with is,/her
other duties) for languages and cultures. The designated person
should be knowledgeable about those areas and should be committed to
the need for a major and continuing impetus to ensure objectives are
realised. All areas of the Department involved with languages and
cultures should be directly linked to this person. This person would
be the Chairperson of the Miristerial Advisory Council on Languages
and Cultures. (By August 1990)

Recommendation 13:

Ministerial Advisory Council on Languages and Cultures. All LOTE

Division of Schools. It shuld also serve as the secretariat for the

at present for Music and Physical Education) and called the Languages
and Cultures Unit /LAcn). This unit should be adMinistered by the

u

which is solely related to languages and cultures (just as there is
There should be established within the Education D-rartment a section

consultants (outside the Regions) and language advisory teachers
would be part of this se:tion.
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The unit should be led by a person to be called the State Languages
and Cultures Co-ordinator who would carry the statu- of at least
Supervisor of Studies/District Inspector. The Co-ordinator should be
appointed at the 1.16 level and have these qualities:

good academic and practical record in the languages and
cultures area

ability to generate co-operative effort

ability to initiate policies

ability to ensure effective implementatio: of policies. (By
August 1990)

In addition to the LOTE consultants and advisory teachers, LACU
should have the following staff:

The State Co-ordinator for Languages and Cultures

Two Senior Education Officers (SEO's), (between levels 1.10 and
1.12)

Two Education Officers (Special Duties)

Three clerical/administrative assistants.

Each SEO should work with one of the Education Officers (Special
Duties), thus forming two teams, one team focussing on policy and :.:ts
implementation in 4elation to teaching and teachers, and the other
focusing on policy al:1 its implementation with regard to programs.

Recommendation 14:
LACU should convena a Language Educat7:on Policy Implementation
Working Party charged with ensuring that this policy is effectively
implemented. The Wor2ing Party should have the following
composition:

Chairperson of the Ministeridl Advisory Committee Languages
an( Cultures

State Languages and Cultures Co-ordinator

Representatives from the Regions

A Curriculum Development Specialist from the State Edv:ation
Department

Three representatives of the language teaching profession
nominated by PILTAQ, ETAQ, and QATESOL respectively.

(July 1990 to January 1996)

Recommendation 15:

Each Education Department Region should be required to develop
appropriate administrative frameworks and procedures in support of
tha State Policy on Languages and Cultures. Each Region should:
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Designate a teacher to co-ordinate each Cluster (i.e., a group
of schools including a High School and its feeder Primary
Scholls). The Cluster Co-ordinator may be a LOTE Subject
Master or other suitably qualified teacher in a Primary or
Secondary School. It will generally be necessary for this
person to be given a time allowance to carry out the co-
ordination duties;

Appoint a District LanPlias and Cultures Co-ordinator to each
Education District to co-ordinate languages and cultures policy
implementation, programs, Primary-Secondary interface and
continuity, teacher in-service education and other matters
affecting the teaching of languages and cultures. This person
should be appointed at the top of the Subject haster range. In
most cases, the District Co-ordinator will retain teaching or
other duties in a school. In making a time allowance for the
person to carry out the District Co-ordinator's duties, the
Region should consider such factors as the size of the
District, the number of schools involved, the range of
languaees, and the s,.._te of development of language teaching in
the District;

Appoint a Regional Language and Cultures Co-ordinator to
oversight Regional Policy development and implementation in
accordance with the State Policy. This person should be
appointed full-time and at a level equivalent to the top of the
Deputy Principal range.

Because of the short supply of qualified LOTE teachers, it w 11 be
necessary to stagger the appointments of co-ordinators. It ir
recommended that the following schedule be adopted:

State Languages and Cuftures Co-ordinatcr: to be appointed in
'990

Regional Languages and Cultures Co-ordinators in all Regions:
by Decembe.- 1991

4111

District Co-ordinators in all Regions: progressively from 1992
to 1995

Cluster Co-ordinators: 1991-1992.

Recommendation 16:

Peninsula and Central Regions should consolidate and further develop
their administrative frameworks and procedures for languages and
cultu There should be regular reporting on developments in both
Regions to the rest of the :tate.

Recommendation 17:

While other Regions might develop allng linrs appropriate to their
individual circumstances, they should also take account of the
experiences of Central and Peninsula Regions (see Appendix II).

Recommendation 18:

The Minister should meet with the Vice-Chancellors of all Quee- 'land
Universities to relay to them the proposals contained in this review.
Be should also invite the Vice-Chancellors to nominate a41
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appropriate staff :o atts.nd a meeting with the Senior Department
Officer responsible for languages and cultures. (The Minister should
meet with the Vice-Chancellors in July at the latest so that
Recomwendation 19 can be put into effect in August).

Recommendation 19:

A conference lasting two days should be held in August 1990 to
improve co-ordination between tertiary institutions themselves and
between tertiary institutions and the Education Departmcnt.

Recommendation 20:
The Minister and the Education Department should provide frequent
media releases which give a rationale for the teaching of languages
and cultures and which explain national and State poli,.jes. EXamples
should be given of particularly effective situations and the
contriNuion of language skills to Queensland's economic and social
development.

Recommendation 21:

The Education Department should stress the importance of languages
and cultures in its publications. It should ensure that staff at all
levels (but particularly supervisors of studies and Principals)
receive appropriate in-service trai.iing and that they become vital
elements in the developmect of a favourable climate.

Recommendation 22:

The Minister should explain on L11 appropriate occasions the reasons
for teaching languages and cultures.

Recommendation 23:
The Minister for Education should seek the cooperation of all State,
Territory and Federal governments in producing a series of video
programs suitable for prime-time television and other uses. The
programs should explain the need for the State and national policies
on languages and cultures, explain the policies and their
implementation, and seek to create a favourable public climate
towards improved language education.

Recommendation 24:
The Department of Education should initiate a link with Professor
Roland Sus:.ex (University of Queensland, Centre for Language Teaching
and Resources) tn develop structures for accessing data available
through the Data Base of the National Languages Institute of
Australia which is bei...g established at the University of Queensland.

The Dtpartment should also develop ties with the Testing and
Curriculum Unit of the National Languages Institute of Australia fool
assistance with testing and curriculum aspects of data collection.
(By September 19E3)

Through its publications, the Department of Education should
regularly present items of interest which havo been accessed through
the Data Base.



Recommendation 25:

The Ministerial Advisory Council on Languages and Cultures and the
Implementation Working Party should continually review the timelines
and implementation procedures in the light of progress in the
development and implementation of the policy as a whole in crder to
ensure that high quality programs are attained and maintained.

Recommendation 26:
By January 1996, all schools should be offering at least one language
in Years 6 to 8 using a Cluster model to ensure sequential programs
through Years 6 8 using either teleconferencing or direct teaching
by specia1:1st lai age teachers. By January 1996, the study of a
LOTE should be compulsory in Years 6 to 8 in all schools.

Recommendation 27:

By January 1996, all Secondary Schools should be offering at least
one language other than English through all year.; to Year 12. All
Secondary Schools with enrolments above 600 should be offering at
least two languages. There should be no restriction on the number of
languages that a student may choose to learn either through direct
teaching or through one of the other modes suggested subsequently.
By January 2001, at least 25% of all Year 12 students should be
studying a language in high quality programs with at least a doubling
of this figure in the following decade (2001-17010).

Recommenoation 28:

The Queensland Department of Education, seeking the co-operation of
the NLIA, should review and research second language learning in ne
early school years :i.e, Pre-School to Year 5) with a view to

investigating the effects of commencing the study of
another language (including Reading and Wr!ting) during
these years, and

establishing clear gu!delines for the development of
effective curricula and for the successful implemertat:on
of language programs.

Recommendation 29:

The practice established in some Secondary Schools of offering a
series of one-semester or one-term language courses (i ne-ally in
Year 8) should be discontinued and replaced by long-term .,ystematic
programs in one or more languages.

Recommendati.on 30:

There should be a controllea evaluation of the word-processing
package "Jiejing" developed by Dr Eric Chappell of Griffith
University.

Recommendation 31:

Target languages in Queensland should be selected in accordance with
the priorities and related consicbrations outlined in Sections V.I
and V.2 and in ao:ordance with the procedures described in V.5 and
V.6.
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Recommendation 32:
The Languages aid Cultures Unit either using the resources of the
Queensland Education Department or by contracting the Testing and
Curriculum Unit of the National Languages Institute of Austral-Fa at
Griffith University should survey :he teaching materials available
for all the target languages and assess their suitability for the
diffe!ent modes of learning identified in Section V. ft should then
devise a plan for the initial period to January 1996 and for the
perio' to December 2000 for the development of necessary me-terials
(including curriculum and teaching materials).

Recommendation 33:

The Education Department should liaise with othe: State, Territory
and Federal governments or specifically with AACLAME with a view to
further collaborat4ve national efforts in the development of teaching
materials (including curriculum and other materials) for use in class
teaching, self-access and distance education modes.

Pecommendation 34

Chinese and Indonesian/Malaysian should be strengthened by:

Consolidating and strengthening the situations in the few
schools where they already have been established;

Establishing from .1a:wary 1991, under carefully monitored
circumstances, in at least one Secondary School and Ics feeder
Primary Schools in each Region, programs in Chz:nese and
Indonesian/Malaysian.

Thereafter these languares should continue to expmd at least at the
rate of five new schools each year throughout the 1990's but subject

con!inual review by LACU and MACOLC.

Recommendation 35:

Negotiations at a Government to Government level should be conducted
vith a view to obtaining assistance in establishing Spanish as one of
Que-7ns1and's priority languages. (By October 1990)

Recommendation 36:

Pathways for intending teachers of Spanish should be established.
One item at the recommended Education Department/Tertiary

Institutions meeting should involve discussions leading to firm
prorosals for least one University to develop courses in Spanish
and to train teachers of Spanish.

Rec-)mmendation 37:

At least one Queensland University should establish courses in
Spanish enabling students to train as teachers of that languaee. 'By
January 1992)

Recommendation 38:

The Queensland LOTE Centre or a University should he contracted to
provide a series of intensive courses in Spanish fLy- groups of
fifteen carefully selected teachers. The Educatieq Department should
explore the possibility of assistance from the Spanish Governa_nt in
staffing these courses.
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Recommendation 39:

If satisfactory facilities for training teachers of Spanish cannot be
provided in Queensland, up to fifteen carefully selected potential
teachers should be seconded to an appropriate institution in another
state and, on their return, be given appropriate training in language
teaching methodology.

Recommendation 40:
The school curriculum should irclude accurate cultural/historical
programs;

Recommendation 41:

Schools should implement effective language developmeit programs for
"linguistically different" indigenous children;

Recommendation 42:

Bilingual programs should be devised and implemented where required
in early childhood.

Recommendation 43:

Decisions abact language selection in indigenous communities should
be arrived at after all appropriate communities have been consulted
and provided with accurate information.

Recommendation 44:

Flexibility should be displayed by Regional and District personnel
with regard to the intzoduction of indigenous language and culture
programs. Schools should display a willingness to follow guidelines
drawn up according to generally accepted principles from the fields
of applied linguistics, language teaching and social education.

Recommendation 45:

All Queensland children as part of their general education should
become aware of the naturt and complexity of both traditional and
present day indigenous society. Studying aspects of a language
should be part of such an initiative. The programs already in place,
therefore, should be reviewed and further assisted.

Recommendation 46:

Units on indigenous languages and cultures should be essential
componel:s in all pre-service diploma and degree programs.

Recommendation 47:
The Queensland Ministry of Education should include Australian Sign
Language as a language to be fostered within the prvposed Queensland
policy on languages and cultures. It should be recognized by the
Ministry of Education as a language in its own right and accepted as
a target language to be taught in Queensland Schools (see also
Recommendaticn 31) and the Table of Target Languages in Section V.2).

Recommendation 48:

The proposed research study into zmIticultural policy by the Division
of Special Services should also address concerns arising from
inadequate :approval procedures and from inadequate follow-up of many
cultural awareness programs and consider the extent to which the
programs result in systematic understanding of one or more cult.!_es
and in enhanced cross-cultural attitudes.
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Recommendation 49:

The introduction and devtlopment of programs should be part of a
carefully controlled process and should follow the procedures
outlined in Section V.5.

Rtcommendation 50:
The Benowa State High School French Immersion Program should be
further resourced and strongly supported. The three teachers mainly
involvtd should be declared additional to scale to allow them more
time to plan, co-ordinate, and to prepare resources.

The program should be closely monitored by the Queensland Education
Department with assistance from the Department of French at
Queensland University ane the NLIA Testing and Curriculum Unit at
Griffith University.

Rtcommendation 51

The Berseker Street State School German Immersion Program should be
further resourced and strongly supported and a comparable monitoring
Drogram to that proposed for Benowa should be instituted.

Rtcommendation 52:
The model presently operating at Woree State School should be
strongly supported and monitored. This and the other partially
funded Italian programs throughout the state shcuId be subjected to
evaluation by appropriate specialists in applied linguistics.

Recommendation 53:

The model operating at Raceview State School should be reviewed and
re-structured in the light of the findings from the review. It
should be strongly supported and monitored so that it can develop
into a model for Spanish programs in other schools.

Recommendation 54:

Serious consideration should be given to introducing Spanish into a
nearby State High School to provide opportunities for Nceview
students to continue their studies at secondary level and also to
provide a secondary base from which to develop resources and
strategies for Spanish at the high school level.

hzcommendation 55:

A French imnersion course and a German immersion course, along the
lines of the Benowa State High School model, should be established in
Brisbane North and in either Brisbane South or West Moreton. Out of
the two languages (French and German) one should be established in
the Brisbane area north of the river and the other language in the
area south of the xiver.

Recommendation 56:

Other immersion prograns should be trialled with Italian commencing
in 1992 and with Japanese as soon as suitably proficient t.achers ar.
available. Gradually each of the seven Group One langu.ges should be
represented in at least OW° high school immersion course (by January
2001 with the first new programs being commenced in January 1991).
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Recommendation 57:

In Primary Schools, immersion programs should be trialled initially
in roughly the ratio of one per Region (by January 2001, with the
first new programs being intraduced if possible by January 1992, but
not later than January 1993).

Recomendation 58:
In all situations, programs should go through the process of
consultation, approval, and strict monitoring and evaluation
comparable to that in Recommendation 50.

Recommendations 59:

Darra and other schools in the area should receive immediate
assistance with_regard to the consolidation and development of
bilingual Vietnamese/English programs.

Recommendation 60:

Planning for emergency situations should be placed on the agenda for
the first meeting of the Ministerial Advisory Council in Languages
and Cultures.

Recommendation 61:

Monitoring and assistance should bc maintained routinely and actively
once a project has been approved and established. Appropriate input
should be made by applied linguists with expertise in relevant areas
including methodology, syllabus design, testing and evaluation. The
school should willingly accept that an approved project will be
closely monitored. Incoming Principals should accept the broad
strand of the guidelines concerned with continuity and stability of
programs.

Recommendation 62:

Approval ghould be git_m for Central and Peninsula Regions and for
South-East Queensland to be designated "target" areas

Recommendation 63:

A series of meetings should be commenced withia each targeted area to
refine strategies and to start the planning process leading the
Regions towards establishing:

(a) each of the models described in Section V.5

(b) a Regional Language Centre, Self-Access Centres and Schools of
EXcellence

(c) in-service programs as outlined in our recommendations

(d) linking technology to the provision of educational facilities
in the languages and cultures field

(e) determining which languases shouil be taught in which areas

(f) L..suring that each recommended language is given an opportunity
to develop.
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Recommendation 64:

Models 1 and 2 should be the usual approaches by which languages are
offered to children in Years 6,7 and 8, with Kodel 1 being the
preferred Model for most schools and Model 2 for most children in
isolated areas.

Recommendation 65:
The LACU should ensure that the possibilities for langnage learning
des,:ribed in Section V.6 be implemented.

(January 1991 to December 1995)

Recommendation 66:

Special courses (outside the usual school programs), of varying
lengths and for a variety of purposes, should be introduced,
developed and evaluated and student attainment.recognized on regular
school certificates (preferably in proficiency terms). The LACU
should take steps to ensure that assessment procedures are
established to enable students learning a language beyond the school
system to have their proficiency assesed and recognized on their
school certificates.

Recommendation 67:
The implementation of a comprkhensive program of special courses
should be the designated responsibility of the State Co-ordinator for
Languages and Cultures.

Recommendation 68:

Organizers, teachers and instructors presenting special courses
(except for teachers-in-traAning) should be appropriately qualified
and remunerated.

Recommendation 69:
fib srudent should be prevented from attending a course because of
poor financial circumstances.

Recommendation 70:
Criteria for classroom conditions, language rooms, equipment and
general facilities for language teaching should be formulated by the
Languages and Cultures Unit. (By December 1990)

Recommendation 71:

All teachers should receive as part of their basic pre-service
training a one-semester unit in cross-cultural teaching to include a
basic introductioo to second language teaching and how to teach
children of non-Liglish speaking backgrounds.

Recommendation 72:
All Primary and Secondary Schoy1 teachers-in-training who wish to
specialize in language teaching should be required .o take the
equivalent of at least two semester units in second language teaching
methodology (including classroom techniques, syllabus design and
program writing, and assessment procedures) and to be trained tc
teach throughout the Pre-School, Primary and Secondary School age
range.
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Recommendation 73:

All language teachers should be strongly encouraged to take a
specialist graduate diploma or higher degree in the area of appiied
linguistics (including second language teaching) and a specialist
graduate diploma should be regarded as the minimum qualification for
promotion beyond the class teacher level from January 1995. During
the interim period an alternative to a graduate diploma may be
successful completion of substantial in-service courses run or
approved by LACU.

Recommendation 74:

The minimum language proficiency level for teachers of languages that
use ideographi: scripts should be S:3, L:3, W:2, R:2; and for
teachers of other languages S:3, L:3, W:3, R:3.

Recommendation 75:

LACY should initiate a project to investigate the usefulness of wore-
processing packages for use with ideographic scripts in promoting the
development of high levels of proficiency in Reading and Wtiting by
teachers.

Recommendation 76:

The Languages and Cultures Unit of the Queensland Education
Dtpartment possibly with assistance ftom the NLIA Testing and
Curriculum Unit at Griffith University should initiate a survey to
estimate the level of proficiency of language teachers in Queensland
schools and develop a plan to raise the level of proficiency of all
language teachers to those indicated by the year 2000 and, if
possible, to within one ASLFR step of those levels by 1995. (August
1990 - Dtcember 1990).

Recommendation 77:

The Minister for Education should request the Federal Government to
amend the taxation provisions to encourage language teachers to
improve their language proficiency by travelling to and living in the
country of origin of their languages.

Recommendation 78:

The LACU should negotiate with the Board of Teacher Registration and
with the Universities to give efftct to the relevant Recommendations
of Section VI.1 and VI.2. It should also negotiate with the
Queensland Teachers Union in order to utilize productivity provisions
in the teachers' award to provide incentives to language teachers to
obtain the minimum qualifications recommended here, and to amend its
own promotional criteria to the same end.

Recommendation 75:
By January 1991, the Dtpartment of Education should introduce a
language teacher category into its teacher classification system.
Persons in this category should have attained the minimum proficiency
levels indicated in Recommendation 74 and have taken at least two
semester units in methodology.

After January 1996, the Board of Teacher Registration should not list
LOTE subjects on a teacher's certificate unless the proficiency
levels in Recommendation 74 have been reached.
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Recommendation 80:

After January 1996, Secondary teachers of English should be expected
to have majored in English during their Tertiary courses or to have
done equivalent study of English subsequently. This shnuld include
at least one semester unit in linguistic theory and, i addition, at
least two semester units in the methodology of English teaching.

Recommendation 81:
Some positions in the proposed advanced skills teacher band should be
reserved for language teachers.

Recommendation 82:
There should be additional promot:onal positions for language
teachers at the levels of Cluster Co-ordinator. District Co-
ordinator, Regional Co-ordinator, Senior Education Officer and State
Co-ordinator (all designated for Languages and Ci!ltures) as outlined
in Recommendation 13 and 15.

Recommendation 83:
The position of Regional Languages and Cultures Co-ordinator should
equate to at least a Deputy Principal level.

Recommendation 84:
The position of State Languages and Cultures Co-ordinator should
ffquate to at least the level 1.16 (See also Recommendation 13).

Recommendation 85:
Persons already successfully holding any of the promotional positions
at the time this report is implemented should be confirmed in them
irrespective of the actual promotional path they followed.

Ref:ommeridation 86:

During the period 1990-1996 formalised and controlled procedures
should be adopted to recruit, train and supervise language teaching
assistants as outlined below.

Recommendation 87:
The Queensland Department of Education should immediately begin
negotiations with Queensland Universities on the conZent of training
programs for language teaching assistants and the credits to be
provided towards subsequent degree programs.

Recommendation 88:

Conversion courses of one semester or one year should be established
to train teachers in other areas to teach Japanese, Chinese,
Indonesian/Malaysian and Spanish and progressively the other
languages in the table in Section V.2.

Recommendation 89:

Negotiations should be undertaken between the Department of Education
and the Board of Teacher Registration to establish appropriate
recruitment procedures and with the Board and Queensland Universities
to esta5lish suitable training programs for

. teachers with recognized qualifications

teachers without recognized qualifications.

(Ju...y-Septembe;-, 1990)
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Recommendation 90:

Training courses of one semester for overseas trained teachers should
be organized to begin in January 1991. Courses should continue each
semester for four years. Fifteen teachers with a balance across the
seven target languages should participate in each course.

Carefully controlled selection and follow-up procedures are essential
if this scheme is to be successful.

Rz:ommendation 91:

To attract good quality people from other professions into language
teaching, consideration should be given to allowing them, after
training, to enter the teaching force at a higher point on the salary
scale than people without such professional trairing and experience.
Discussions should begin with the appropriate bodies from July 1990.

Recommendation 92:
Each Region of the Department of Education should provide data to the
Central Office on the implications for staffing if existing LOTE
teachers taught only languages (and not other timetabled subjects as
well).

(By the end of july 1990)

Recommendation 93:
The present provision of fifteen scholarships (North $8000 per annum)
at the University of Queensland for final year students proceeding to
a Diploma of Education in Japanese should be expanded in 1991 at the
eLscretion of LACU but with not less than twenty new scholarships.

(Decision to be made by December 1990,

Recommendation 94:

The Languages and Cultures Unit should initiate a detailed analysis
of the staffing implications of this policy. The Unit should also
formulate a precise and detailed set of specifications for the
different teacher supply elements (e.g. the number of student
teachers to be recruited in Spanish in 1991, etc.).



SECTION VII: Summaries

V.II.2 Timelines

June - December 1990

Actions to be initiated

Announcement of. State Policy by Minister for Educatien.

Est.lblishment of organiz,Aional structures:

Senior Department official (level of Chief Inspector or above) to be
responsible for all matters relating to languages and cultures

Ministerial Advisory Council on Languages and Cultures (MACOLC)

Languages and Cultures Unit (LACU)

Language and Education Policy Implementation Working Party

Links with tertiary institutions

Queensland Minister for Educaticn to alert Federal counterpart to
need for improved national infrastructure

Each Education Department Region to develop administrative framewcrks
and procedures in support of the State Policy.

Nomination of SE Queensland, Central and Peninsula Regions as areas for
particular support.

Establishment of research projects and links with research bodies:

Link with Professor Roland Sussex and the Data Base of the National
Languages Institute of Australia (NLIA) located at University of
Queensland

Link with the TefAing and Curriculum Unit of the NLIA at Griffith
University

Review and research second language learning in the early school
years (assisted by NLIA)

Collaborative projects in curriculum development with AACLAME and
other Federal and States bodies

Controlled evaluation of word-processing packages designed to assist
the development of reading and writing skills in languages with
ideographic scripts

Survey existing resources in the priority languages; assess their
suitability for use through a variety of modes (e.g., direct
teaching, teleconferencing, self-access); devise a plan for the
development of necessary materials
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Commencement of inititatives to strengthen the position of Chinese,
Indonesian/Malaysian, Spanish.

Introduction of fresh initiatives in the area of education for and about
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.

Official recognition of Australian Sign Language as a language in its own
right.

Commencement of routine media releases about languages and cultures.

Establishment of communication networks about languages and cultures
between the Education Department, the Regions, schools and communities.

Further support for Benowa State High School French Immersion Program,
Berseker Street State School Germar. Immersion Program, Woree State School
Italian Program, Spanish programs at Eaceview State School, bilingual
Vietnamese/English programs at Darra State School and other schools in the
Darra area.

FormulatiJn of criteria by LACU for classroom conditions, language rooms,
equipment and general facilities for language teaching.

Survey by LACU with assistance from the NLIA Testing and Curriculum Unit at
Griffith University to estimate level of proficiency of language teachers
and to develop a plan to raise their proficiency.

Introduction of language teacher category into teacher classification
system.

Announcement of additional promotional positions for language teachers:
Advanced Skills Teacher; Cluster Co-ordinator; District Co-ordinator;
Regional Co-ordinator; Senior Education officer; State Co-ordinator.

Start of negotiations between the Department of Education thlough LACU and
the Board of Teacher Registration to establish appropriate recruitment
procedures and with the Board and Queensland Universities to establish
suitable training programs for

tezhers with recognized qualifications,

teachers without recognized qualifications

Preliminary organization of one-semester training courses for merseas
trained teachers.

Start of discussions with appropriate bodies to attract and convert good
quality people from other professions into teaching.

Start of negotiations with Queensland Universities on the content of
training programs for language teaching assistants and the credits to be
provided for subsequent degree programs.

Preliminary planning for conversion courses to train teachers of other
areas to teach Japanese, Chinese, Indonesian/Malaysian, Spanish and
progressively the other languages in Section V.2.
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Commencement of a detailed analysis initiated by LACU of the staffing
implications GI: the State Languages and Cultures Policy.

January 1991 - January 1s96,

Study of a language other than English (LOTE) to be compulsory in Years 6-8
in all schools.

All schools to offer at least one language in Years 64 either by direct
teaching or by teleconferencing.

All Secondary Schools to offer at least one LOTE
12. All secondary schools with enrolments above
least two languages.

Programs in place for all Queensland children to
of the nature and complexity of both traditional
society.

throtish all years to Year
600 to be offering at

assist them become aware
and present day indigenous

Units on indigenous languages and cultures in place as essential components
in all preservice diploma and degree programs.

Additional immersion programs established in French and German in South
East.Queensland (1991); in Italian commencing in 1992; in Japanese as soon
as suitably proficient teachers are available.

Establishment in each Education Department Region of a Regional Language
Centre, Self-Access Centres and Schools of Excellence.

Introduction of special ciarses (outside the usual school programs) of
varying lengths and for a variety of purposes (for example, full-time
courses of 10 weeks or 20 weeks for Year 12 leavers).

Establishment of two-year courses in Years 11/12.

Establishment of procedures to enable students learning a language beyond
the school system to have their proficiency assessed and recognized on
their school certificates.

Introduction as an essential part of all teachers' basic pre-service
training of a one-semester unit in cross-cultural teaching including a
basic introduction to secord language teaching and how to teach children of
non-Eaglish speaking backgrounds.

Requirement for all potential specialist language teachers to take at least
two semester units in second language teaching methOology and to be
trained to teach throughout the Pre-School, Primary and Secondary School
oge range,

Pilot programs underway in languages to children from Pre-School to Year 5.

Chinzse, French, German, Indonesian/Malaysian, Italian, Japanese, Spanish
in place in all Regions.

Greek, Russian, Vietnamese, Australian Sign Language in place in a small
number of schools. The Implementation Group will ensure these languages
are offered in a balanced way across all Regions.



Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Languages and Kriol in preparation
and introduced gradually and carefully in bilingual programs and for
maintenance purposes. Gradual development and introductlon of one of these
languates as part of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies
programs.

January 1996 to Januarl_2001

At least 25% of all Year 12 students studying a language in high quality
programs.

Comprehensive cultural awareness programs in place in all schools.

At least one immersion program per region operating effectively.

Most languages available through schools, language centres, distance
education or self-access.

Specialist graduate diploma in the area of applied linguistics (including
second language teaching) to be regarded as the minimum qualification for
promotion beyond claes teachers (from January 1996).

Minimum language proficiency for teachers of languages that use ideographic
scripts to be S:3, L:3, W:2, R:2 and for teachers of other languages S:3,
L:3, W:3, R:3. After January 1996 the Board of Teacher Registration should
not list LOTE subjects on a teacher's certificate if these levels have not
been reached.

After January 1996 Secondary teachers of English will be expected to have
majored in English during Tertiary courses or to have done equivalent study
of English subsequently, This should include at least one semester unit in
linguistic theory and in addition at least two semescer units in the
methodology of English teaching.

Arabic, Korean, Portuguese, Thai to be available largely through distance
education and self-access. They will also be taught in a very mall number
of schools where conditions are favourable (e.g., where national curriculum
materials are available or the language is ta-Ight in a nearby tertiary
institution).
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SECTION VII: Summaries

VII.3 Roles and Responsibilities

Descriptions of roles and reponsibilities are essential features of any
implementation policy. For the State Languages and Cultures Policy to be
made effective, therefore, we have propos3d a number of task
specifications.

Queensland Minister for Education

The Minister has oveTall responsibility for all matters relating to
languages and culturs. He should also liaise with his Federal counterpart.
He should inWate meeting', and participate in meetings with groups of
people such as University Vice-Chancellors, school administrators,
executive members of professional associations, representatives of
community, ineustriai and commercial associations. He should publicise the
State Policy on Languages and Cultures on all appropriate occasions.

Ministerial Advisory Council on Languages and Cultures (or similar body)

This should be an over-arching body fiesigned to help prevent tbe
fragmentation of the languages and cultures field into numerous and
sometimes competing divisions, branches and sections. Ideally, the
Minister would use such a body to provide a forum which would enable
appropriate areas of tbe communitr to have an in-put into tbe policy-making
arena and which woudl be sensitive to the wide range of factors affecting
language and cultures. Members of the Council would include nominees from
employer groups, professional associations, tertiary ins-itutions, the
Queensland Education Department, and other Goverment and non-Government
organizations.

fenior Education Department Official

A senior official at the level of Chief Inspector or above should have
410 responsibility (along with his/her other duties) for languages and

cultures. All areas of the Department involved with languages and cultures
should be directly linked to this person. He/she should be Chairperson of
the Ministerial Advisory Council or similar body.

Languages and Cultures Unit (LACU)

This should be established within the State Department of Education and
administered by the Division of Schools. All LOTE consultants (outside the
Regions) and all advisory teachers will be part of the unit.

The head of the unit should be the State Languages and Cultures Co-
ordinator who would have the status of at least Supervisor of
Studies/District Inspectt;r. He/she would generate co-operative effort,
initiate policies, help ensure effective implementation of policies.

He/she should hav2 a staff consisting of two Senior Education Officers
(between levels 1.10 and 1.12), two Education Officers (Special Duties),
three clerical/administrative assistance.

Each Senior Education Officer should work with one of the Education
Officers, thus forming two teams, one focussinz on nolicy and its
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EachSenior Education Officer should work with one of the Education
Officers, thus forming two teams, one focussing on policy and its
implementation with regard to teaching and teachers, and the other
focussing on policy and its implementation with regard to programs.

Language Education PolicY Implementation Working Party

The Working Party will be responsible for ensuring that the policy is
effectively implemented. It will consist of the Chairpelson of MACOLC,
State Languages and Cultures Co-ordinator, representatives from the
Regions, a Curriculum Development Specialist from the State Education
Department, three representatives of the language teaching profession
nominated by MLTAQ, ETAQ, QATESOL respectively.

The Regions

Each Education Department Region should develop appropriate administrative
frameworks and procedures in support of the State Policy.

Each Region should:

Designate a teacher to co-ordinate each Cluster (i.e. a group of
schools including a High School and its feeder Primary bchools). The
Cluster Co-ordinator may be a LOTE Subject Master or other suitably
qualified teacher in a Primary or Secondary School. A time allowance
should be given to allow this person to carry out co-ordination of
duties;

Appoint a District Languages and Cultures Co-ordinator to each.
Education District to co-ordinate languages and cultures policy
implementation, programs, Primary-Secondary interface and continuity,
teacher in-service and all other matters affecting laJguages and
cultures at the District level. He/she should In dopcinted at the
top of the Subject Master range and should retain s.Ane teaching or
other duties in a school;

Appoint a Regional Languages and Cultures Co-ordinator to oversight
Regional Policy development and implementation in accordance with
State Policy. This person should be appointed full-time and at a
level equivalent to the top of the Deputy Principal range.

The Schools

School administrators (Principals, Deputy Principals and Senior Mistresses
or equivalent positions) should understand the aims of the State Policy on
languages and cultures and should communicate those aims on appropriate
occasions to staff, students, parents and the general community.

They should be prepared to follow Si:al and Regional guidelines with regard
to the introduction and implementation of programs. In-coming
administrators should continue to actively support existing approved
programs.

School staff should understand the aims of the State Policy. They should
also have a responsibility to understand the background of their students
and through in-service, to increase their expertise in teaching aspects of
language and culture.
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lalissrOin assistantS-in the languages and cultures area should work under
the.direction and Supervision of i teacher. They should be bound to the
professional ethics and traditions of the teaching profession.

Tertiary Institutions

Tertiary institutions should work closely with the State Department of
Education to help ensure that teachers develop the abilities necessary to
enable the State Policy to be implemente.

-



Section VII.4

RATIONAL FRAMEWORKS

Throughout this report reference is made to the Ministerial
Advisory Council (MACOL) on Languages and Cultures. The
authors understand, however, that at the-time this report
is being prepared a major review of the internal structure
of the Department is nearing completion and that the proposed
Languages and Cultures Unit (LACU) will be given the status,
responsibility and resources to enable it to determine
languages and cultures policy across the Department and to
take account of industry needs. If so, the Languages and
Cultures Unit may, subject to conditions outlined in the
report, take on the role proposed for MACOL. In this case,
LACU should be read for MACOL whenever it occurs.
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EEDS
So Oda!**

IiicrNidual)

SECTION L2

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

RECOMMENDATION 1

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

,Recognition of Australian
English as principal

,langdage for all official
purposes

;Recognition of rights of all
Queensland residPnts
regarding Australian

. English

See Needs

*Maintenance and develop- See Needs
Front of language skills
,existing in Queensland
,and development of skills

i where deficiencies occur

Maintenance of valuable
;language skills in a multi-

: lingual community

Recognition of basic
rights of all Queens-
lenders

112

See Needs

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

1. The State should recognize that:
- Australian English is the national
language of Australia and principal
language for official purposes

- All Queensland residents have right
to team Australian English to level of
proficiency to meet their needs and
interests

- All languages and cultures are
inherently valuable and should be
integral part of curriculum for all
children

Language skills are a valuable
resource of major significance to
economic and social development

All persons have the right to
maintain and transmit own language/s
to their children

- All Queenslanders have same
inalienable civil, political and judicial
rights and same right to equality of
service and opportunity.

Adherence to implementation
proposals outlined in later
sections of document

As above

As above

Publication of official
language policy
embracing the recom-
mendations in this
document

Respect shown for other
people, their language and
culture

Adequate supply of
Queenslanders with
sufficient linguistic skills
to conduct business and
social exchange with
people of other cultures in
the language of those
cultures

Significant increase in
numbers of bilingual and
multilingual members

of the community

113

RATIONALE

What is at present assumecr
shmild become formal
Australian and thus
Queensland policy.

Monolingual attitudes still
very apparent in Australia

These are necessary skills,
for success in business,
diplomatic and social
spheres. In gGneral
Queenslanders are sadly
lacking in such skills in
comparison with many
trading partners.

These valuable language
skills should be fostered for .

improved family, social,
political and trade
relationships.



SECTION 12 RECOMMENDATION 2

2

NEEDS
:(SocietaI
and
lndivklual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

Clearly defined language
education policy
developing out of a
general language policy

1 1 4

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION INDICATORS OF
PROPOSALS SUCCESS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

RATIONALE

Rational and compre-
hensive language policy
and language education
policy

A comprehensive language policy and a
comprehensive language education
policy are essential components of
education policy.

2.The Ministerial Advisory
Council on Languages and
Cultures should elaborate the
policy outlined in this document
comprehensive and detailed
policy covering all areas of
language education. In doing so,
it should also consider general
language policy as the basis for
further development of language
education policy.

Publication of a compre-
hensive language policy
and language education
policy developed from this
report

There is a serious need
to clearly outline both
language policy and its
implementation

The community, and
the education system
personnel involved in
language teaching lack
a sense of direction
because of the present
lack of an articulated
and comprehensive
policy.

See Section 1.2
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SECTION 12 RECOMMENDA110N 3

3

'NEEDS
'(Societal
-and
individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RF_COMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

To take account of
language and culture
issues in all projects
undertaken in
Queensland.

1

To identify and respond to
language and cufture
needs inherent in
Queensland development
projects.

To continually adjust
policy in accord with
changing requirements in
the community and
industry.

1 0

Implications for language, language
ethication and cultural education should
be considered in all development
projects in Queensland.

3. In order that all projects in
Queensland (e.g., committees of
of enquiry etc.) give consider-
ation to relevant language and
language education needs,
Appoint advisors to ensure
projects meet requirements of
language education policy

all projects should include a
suitable advisor on language
and language education needs
and policy

OR

- An appropriate reference for
comideration should 133 made
to the Ministerial Advisory
Council on Languages and
Cultures in sufficient time for
the direction of project or its
report to be appropriately
influenced.

Appointment of
appropriate advisors

Language and culture
education system in tone
with real societal needs

-

In the past, language
issues in projects have
been ignored.

It is essential that the
language and language
education needs be
identified whenever
projects are initiated.



SECTION IV.2 RECOMMENDATION 4

4

'NEEDS
1Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLrY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Need for appreciation of
complexity of languages
and cultures situation in
Queensland

- Improved national infra-
structure to facilitate
formulation and implemen-
tation of policies

118

See Needs A comprehensive and coherent national
infrastructure is required to facilitate the
formulatior and implementation of
language and language education
polic:es in Australia.

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

4. The Queensland Minister for
Education should alert his
Federal counteipart to the
=pie* of the languages and
cultures situation and to the need
for al: improved national infra-
structure to facilftate the formu-
lation and implementation of
policies. (By July 1990)

RATIONALE

Improved national infra-
structure to facilitate the
formulation and implemen-
tation of policies in
Queensland and in
Australia generally.

Australia and Queensland
situations regarding
languages and cultures are
extremely complex. ,

At present there are severe
constraints on policy
development and implemen-
tation. evaluation and
ac ,ountability because
rbsponsibility lies with
different Departments and
branches

1;9



SECTION IV.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 5 - 6 - 7

5

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

To overcome lack of Strengthened role of 5. AACLAME should 6. All matters invoMng Imestment of recom- - Funding for AACLAMEcoherence and co-
ordinatirn at Federal
level

AACLAME
- be given a strong and permanent

supervisory, co-ordination and
approval role in matters affecting
languace and language education at

languages (projects, policy,
decisions, etc.) to be referred to
AAMAME for consideration,
advice and approval

mended powers with
AACLAME

Contk.jal reference to
AACLAME of these

not certain beyond 1990

- There is a lack of co-
ordination at the Federal

Federal level 7. The National Languages matters level.
Institute of Australia (NLIA) to be
seen as research and develop- AACLAME given - At State and Territory- To strengthen super-

visory role of
6. All matters involving lam, es
(projects, policy, decisions, ...) to be

ment arm of AACLAME , permanent status levels theta seems to be
no on-going body to overAACLAME referred to AACLAME for consideration,

advice and appruat

7. The National Languages Institute of
Australia (NLIA) to be seen as research
and deveiopment arm of MCLAME

'The various Departments
involved with language and
language education programs
should be seer, as the
implementation arms,

sight the implementation
evaluation and amend-
ment of State or Territory
language or language
education policy.

- Various Departments involved with
language and language education
programs should be seen as the
implementation arms.

- State Minister of Education
to make appropriate recom men
clarions to Federal counterpart

- necessary instructions to be
issued to Federal government
departmeria and agencies

- Tha danger in such
arrangements is that the
broad range of interest
groups in society will not
be represented in policy-
making.
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SECTION IV.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 8 - 9 - 10

6

NEEDS
4SodetaI
and

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS CF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

'To make the membership
d AACLAME more
representative of key
Interest areas

122

More extensive role for
MCLAME

Increased responsive-
ness to needs.

AACLAME should be more
representative of the language
teaching profession and the States and
Territories.

8. Present membership of
AACLAME '^ he extended to
include nominee of language
teaching profession as rep-
resented by the AFMLTA and
ACTA and a representative of
each of the States and
Terrimries.
These representatives are to
provide feedback to State
Education Department and
relevant non-State bodies.

9. Annual review seminars to be
held involving representatives of
State and non-State education
systems, and national
professional and ''ethnic"
organizations

10. The Queensland Minister for
Education to take these matters
up with his Federal counterpart
and his other State and Territory
colleagues

Increased membership of
AACLAME to indude
representatives of
AFMLTA, ACTA and each
of the States and
Territories

Review seminars with rep-
resentatives from State
education systems, and
national, professional and
"ethnic organizations

Expert advice to be made
available to AACLAME
from ihe language teaching
profession

Advice grounded in
educational experience
and insights into needs to
be made available from
language teachers and
educational
administrators

Enhanced feedback given
to State and profqssional
organisations

Implementation of
Recommendations 5, 6, 7,
8 and 9 facilitated.
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SECTION IV.2 RECOMMENDATION 11

7

'4NEEDS
lSocietal.

and
-Ind;vidual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

An infrastructure which An organisational frame- The appropriate areas of the community 11. A Ministerial Advisory Appointment of a - There is no clear picture
enables policies to be work that is responsive and of the education system should Council on Languages anu Ministerial Advisory of the total situation with
-satisfactorily formulated to all areas of need and have input into policy-making and that Cultures (MACOLC) be Council regard to languages and
..and effectively
implemented

strongly co-ordinates
policy development and

those charged with the responsibility of
making language education policy

established. cultures in Queensland.

implementation across should be sensitive to the wide range of Members of Council to be - Lack of co-ordination an(
the education system factors that affect language and

language education policy
appointed by the Minister and to
include nominees from employer
groups, professional
associations, tertiary institutions

omflict of interests have
I Ai to piecemeal develop
nent.

Queensland Education Depart-
ment, and other Government and
non-Government organisations
involved with languages and
cultures
(By August 1990)

- Responsibility for
implementation is
unclear, which con-
tributes to failure of pot-
entially sound policies
and inoovations to make
effective and continuing
impact in the classroom.

- It is desirable for all
appropriate aeas of the
professional and wider
community to be involved ir
decision-making processe:

1 24
1 2



SECTION IV.2 RECOMMENDATION 12

8

,

'NEEDS
, (Societal
and
Indivkival)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

As for Recommendation As for Recommendation A senior Education Department officer 12. A senior Education Appointment of such an As for Recommendation 1111 11 should be responsible for languages and
cultural education.

Department officer (at level of
Chief Inspector or above) to be
made responsible for languages
and cultures

- The designated person to be
knowledgeable about those
areas and committed to the
need for a major and continuing
impetus to ensure objectves
are realise.J

officer
The Departmental officer
responsible for languages
and cultures needs to be
sufficiently senior to co-
ordinate across the Depart
ment, to override sectional
interest, and to com-
municate directly with the
Minister.

- All areas of the Department
involved with languags3 and
cuttures to be directly linked to
this person

- This person to be Chairperson
of Ministerial Adviswy Council
on Languaga and Cultures
(By August 1990)

1 (fs G
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SECTION IV.2 RECOMMENDATION 13

9

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

As for Recommendatiun As for Recommendation A unit with overall responsibility for 13. A Unit solely responoible for Appointment of Languages As for Recommendation 11
11 11 languages and cultures and called the

Languages and Cultures Unit (LACU)
languages and cultures to be
established within the Education

and Cultures Unit

should be created within the Education
Department,

Department

- This unit to be called the
Laremes and Cultures Unit
(LACU)

Coordinated policy
development, effective
implementation and
attainment to: targets in
this report

Need for coordination of
language policy develop-
ment and implementation
and to minimize fragmen-
tation and conflict between
sectional interests.

This unit to be administered by
the Division of Schools

It should serve as Secretariat
for the Ministerial Advisory
Council on Languages and
Cultures and assume its
functions if MACOLC is not
established.

- All LOTE consultants (outside
the Regions) and language
advisory teachers to be part of
this unit

LACU to be led by a person
(called State Languages and
Cultures Co-ordinator who
would carry status of at least
Supervisor of Studies/District
Inspector and be appointed at
1.16 level

1 2,8
1 on
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SECTION 1V.2 RECOMMENDATION 13 Continued

10

NEEDS
(Societal
and
IndMdual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

The Co-ordinator should have the
following qualities:

Appointment of suitably
qualified State
Co-ordinator

- good academic and practical
record In the languages and
cultures area

- ability to generate co-
operative effort

- ability so initiate policies

- ability to ensure effective
impilmentation of policies
(By August 1990)

- In addition to LOTE consul-
tants and advisory teachers,
LACU initially to have hns
following staff:

Appointment of suitable
LACU staff

- State Co-ordinator for
Languages and Cultures

- Two Senior Education Officer
(between levels 1.10 and 1.12)

- Two Education Officer
(Special Duties)
Three clerical/administrative
assistants

- Each SEO should work with
one of the Education Officers
(SryJcial Duties), thus forming
teams, one focussing on policy
and its implementation in relation
to teaching and teachers, and th

1 0j other foaAsing on policy and its
implementation with regard to
programs.
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SECTION IV.2 RECOMMENDATION 14

1 1

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMivIENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

As for Recommendation As for Recommendation A Laac,age Education Policy 14. LACU to convene a Languags Establishment of the As tor Recommenations
11 11 Impementation Working Party should be

established to oversight the Statewide
implementation of the policy,

Education Policy Implementation
Working Party charged with

ensuring that this policy is.
effectively implemented

proposed Working Patty

Effective implementation
of this policy

11 - 13

- Working Party shoud consist
of:

Attainment of targets and
target dates

- Chairperson of Ministerial
Advisory Committee on
Languages and Cultures

State Languages and
Cultures Co-ordinator

Representatives from the
Regions

- Three representatives of the
language te3ching profession,
nominated by MLTAO, ETAO,
and OATESOL.
(By September 1990)

13.

D3



SECTION 1V.2 RECOMMENDATION 15

12

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Ind Weal)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS 1 IMPLEMENTATIONPROPOSALS

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

Improved organizational
frameworks and proce-
dures at the Regional
levC as integral parts of
an overall improved state
infrastructure

- Regional organizational
frameworks and proce-
dures which satisfy spe-
cific regional needs and
also facilitate the imple-
mentation of overall
Education Department
policies

1M

Development and even-
tual establishment by
January 1991 of satisfac-
tory organizational
framewo:ks and proce-
dures in all Regions which
reflect and respond to the
special circumstances of
each Region and which
also support the state
policy on languages and
cultures

15. Each Education Department Region
should appropriate administrative
frameworks and procedures in support
of the State Policy on Languages and
Cultures.

Regions in co-operation with
LACU and State and national
policies should establish proce-
dures to faow in order to identify
languages to be introduced, ob-
jectives, content and methodol-
ogy to be followed and strategies
for maintaining quality teaching
and learning, and appropriate
assessment and evaluation
(1991-92).

Each Department R.:igion to de-
4elop appropriate administrative
frameworks and procedures in
support of the State Policy on
Languages and Cultures.

- Each Region should:

Designate a teacher to co-
ordinate each Cldster

Cluster co-ordinator may be
LOTE Subject Masters or
suitably qualified Primary/
Secondary school tea4hers
(1991-92)

Cluster co-ordinators to be
given time allowance to
carry out co-ordination du-
ties

Appointment of Cluster,
District, Regional and State
Co-ordinators

Establishment of effective
administrative frameworks
and procedures in each
Region

Effective and coordinated
implementaticm of this pol-
icy in each Region

Higher retention retention
rates for language
teachers

Regional framework nec-
essary to facilitate the
implementation of state
policy and also to meet
specific Regional needs

Though Cluster and
District Co-ordinators will
retain teaching and other
duties, they need time to
carry on their co-
ordination tasks

411
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SECTION IV.2 RECOMMENDATION 15 Continued

13

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

. RATIONALE

- District Co-ordinators
should be appointed at top
of Subject Master range and
be given time allowance to
carry out duties

Creation of these
- Appoint Regional positions provides a long-

Languages and Cultures Co- needed career structure
ordinators to oversight for language teachers
Regional policy while retaining them in
development and
implementation. (By

their profession.

December 1991)

Appoint State Languages
and Cultures Co-ordinator
(in 1990)

Initial target regions for
implementation of this policy
should commence making these
appointments by January 1991.

Irl 6
.
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SECTION IV.2
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RECOMMENDATIONS 16 - 17 (See Also Recommendations 61 - 62 - 63)

NEEDS
(Societal

Inalvidual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

See Recommendation 15 See Recommendation 15 Regions should develop administrative
frameworks and procedures that allow

16. Peninsula and Central
Regions to consoldate and

Peninsular and Central
Regions with success in

To have viable models of Successful pilot programs the effective implementation of this further develop th3ir administra- language initiatives could
effective implementation to serve as models of policy and have available successful tive frameworks and procedures serve as 'models for later
of this policy effective implementation models on which to draw (e.g. for for languages and culture similar projects.

Peninsular and Central PNions).
- There should be regult; report-

ing on developments in both
Regions to the rest of the
State.

17. While other Regions might
develop along lines appropriate
to their individual circumstances,
they should also take account of
the experience of Central and
Peninsular Regions.

Effective and successful
Regional administrative
frameworks benefiting,
whe:d appropriate, from
experience in Peninsular
and Central Regions

Regions still to develop
programs could benefit !ror
offt ar Regions' experience
but still develop according
to own circumstances.

1 3 ?) 139
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RECOMMENDATION 18 (See Also Recommendation 19)

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

- Satisfactory communi- To improve quality of Universities should be seen to be 18. Minister to meet with Vice- July meeting between Tertiary institutions are
cation network between education for teachers- supporting the recommendations of this Chancellor of all Queensland Minister and Vice- important part of sound
tertiary institutions and in-training to enable policy. Universities to relay proposals in Chancellors of all Queens- infrastructure for implemen
the Department of
Education

teachers to reach and
maintain the minimum
levels of professional

this review land Universities tation of language
education policy.

- Pre-service and competence and He should invite Vice- Nomination of appropriate Effective teaching depend
in-service courses for language proficiency Chancellors to nominate all University staff to meet on quality of education
specialist teachers which outlined in this report appropriate staff to attend with Senior Department given to teachers-in-
meet the needs of the
Education Department
and the wider community

meeting with Senior Depart- Officer r_sponsible for
ment Officer responsible for languages and cultures
languages and culture.

training.

Pre-service and
At present there seems no
to have been adequate pro

in-service courses for al,
teachers which will enable

- Minister to meet with Vice- Universities to start
Chancellors in July to put amending programs in line

cedures for misuring a
match between programs ir

them to teach effectively
in all situations they are
likely to encounter

following Recommendation into with this policy
effect in August

universities and colleges
and the needs of the
language education syster

- Pre-service and
in-service courses for
language teachers
designed to give them
adequate levels of pro-
fessional competence an.
proficiecloy Iev3is as out-
lined in this po.:4

- Minister to be thoroughly
briefed and to be accompanied
by relevant Department officers
and/or the authors of this
report

41
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SECTION IV.2

1 6

RECOMMENDATION .19 (See Also Recommendation 18)

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

As for Recommendafion Co-ordination between The tertiary Instrtutions should be 19. A two-day conference to be Conference in August - There is a lack of co-18 tertiary institutions and appraised of this policy and the held in August 1990 to improve )990 ordinated procedures for
Education Department Education Departmenrs needs co-ordination between tertiary disseminating information
regarding training pro- institutions and Education University programs that and intentions between
grams for language
specialists and the
introduction or expansion
of units on language and
culture for all teachers
ensuring language
teaching methodology in
teacher edwation
courses meets school
needs and supports this
policy

Department

Department to inform staff of
tertiary institutions of schools
needs and situations

Department to keep staff of
tertiary institutions up-to-date
with developments in languages
and cultures

Tertiary education staff should
become involved in and aware of
LOTE teaching methodology.

support this policy tertiary institutions in Old
Education Department

- There are reservations
about the appropriateness
nature and quality of some
Teacher Education course
for intending language
specialists.

- There are concerns abou
absence of units dealing
with languages and culture
in Teacher Education cour-
ses for non-specialists.

Tertiary institutions should
investigate the possibility of
integrating DipEd courses with

- There are concerns abou
effectiveness of many ter

Degree courses.

There should be a strand for

-tiary language courses in
developing practical
proficiency in languages.

LOTE Teachers in courses
training teachers in P - 10
curriculum,

Discussion of the items listed
under Rec. 19 in Section IV.2 of
this report.

- There is an inadequate
supply of language
teachers coming out of
universities.

. 1 4 2 .143
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SECTION IV.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 20 - 21 - 22

17
1

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATIoN
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

A favourable climate for See Needs The Minister and Eduation Department 20. Minister and Education Frequent media releases Debate about languagespolicy implementation should initiate and develop measures to
facilitate an informed community and
professional understanding of issues
and policies relating to languages and
cultures in education and to promote
the developmont of a climate favourable
to the introduction and implementation of

Department to provide frequent
media releases which give
rationale for teaching of
languages and cultures and
which explain nationizi and State
policies

Education Department

and cultures occurs too
often from uninformed
understanding of possible
developments and issues
underlying these develop-
ments.

policies 21. Education Department to
stress importance of languages
and cultures in its publications,
It should ensure staff at all levels
receive appropriate in-service
training and become vital
elements in development of
favourable climate,

22. Minister to explain on all
appropriate occasions reasons
for teaching languages and
cultures

publications stressing
importance of languages
and cultures

In-service training of staff

Growing appreciation
amongst teachers and the
community at large of the
reasons for encouraging
all children to develop
skills in other languages.

Community support is nec-
essary if rroposed develoF
ments are to be successfu

1 d 4 1 d F i



SECTION IV.3 RECOMMENDATION 23

1 8

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RE,...,:.!MENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

!NDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

Readily accessible Series of video programs There should be co-operation between 23. Minister of Education to seek Series of video programs To help Community to
informed explanation of for prime-time television States and Commonweatth to produce co-operation of all State, Territory for prime-time television appreciate the importance
State and national to inform community accurate publicity materN relating to and Federal governments in pro- and for use with profess- of the policies and their
languages and cultures about these policies and languages and cultures in education and ducing a series of video programs lonal and community implementation
policies and their their implementation and seeking to create a favourable public for prime-time televisbn and groups
implementatica to encourage community

co-operation
climate towards language education. other uses

- Programs should:

explain need for State and
national policies on languages
and cultures

- explain the policies and their
implementation

- seek to create a favourable
climate towards improvsd
language education.

Favourable public climate
towards language
educatton

Community support is
necessary if proposed
developments are to be
successful

Informed and favourable
attitudes in the teaching
profession and in the wider
community will assist the
introduction and implemen-
tation of innovations in the
languages and cultures
field

A n
1 a 0 1 4. 7



IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

NEEDS
(Societal
and

SECTION IV.4

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

19

RECOMMENDATION 24

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

Collection and dissemin-
ation of data on all
aapects of languages,
cultures and teaching

Establishment of a data
base to which the
Education Department
has access.

Regular dissemination of
information from the data
base to the Eduction
Department and from
there to professional and
community groups and
individuals

The department of Education should
work closely with NLIA to make full (Ma
of the assistance it can provide for
rational policy development and
implementation.

Through publications, Department
of Education to preunt regularly
items of interest accessed through
Data Base

24. Department of Education to
initiate lin% with Professor Roland
Sussex (U. of 0., Centre for
Language Teaching and
Resources) to develop structures
for amassing data through Data
Base of the National Languages
Institute of Australia at U. of O.

Department to develop tbs with
(especially its Queen land
Languages Institute of Australia
for assistance with testing and
curriculum aspects of data
collection (By September 1990)

Through rts publications, Depart-
ment of Education to present
regularly items of interest
accessed through Data Base

Link established for
accessing data through
National Data Base of

Languages Institute of
Australia by September
1990

Interaction with and
support from .1LIA
prehensive data
centre)

Data on all aspects of
languages, cultures and
teaching is an essentaal
prerequisite for sound
planning and effective
implementation.

NLIA available to give
expert advice and cotyl-
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SL...)TION IV.5 RECOMMENDATION 25

NEEDS GOALS AND POLICY IMPLEMENTATION INDICATORS OF
(Societal
and

OBJECTIVES RECOMMENDATIONS PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

SUCCESS

Individual)

High quality language Quality control There should be constant review of 25. MACOLC and Implementation Effective implementation
programs timelines and implementation Working Party to continually of proposed initiatives

High quality language to ensure that light quality programs are review timelines and implemen-
programs attained and consolidated tation procedures in order to

ensure high quality of programs
High quality programs as
reflected in regular reviews
by LACU, the Working
Party on Implementation,
NLIA and other relevant
bodies

Publication of review
annually

Implementation of policy in
accord with set timelines

RATIONALE

- Without quality control
the aim of this language
policy and its innovations
could be set back by
decades.

- To ensure quality of pro-
grams, timelines may have
to be adjusted.

- Nevertheless, timelines
as set should generally be
adhered to or exceeded.



SECTION V.1 RECOMMENDATION 26
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NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
FROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDiCATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

- Opportunity for ell Compulsory study of a 26. By January 1996 all schools to - Determine: Sequential LOTE program - - Introduction of LOTE
students in Years E to 8 to LOTE in Years 6 to 8 by offer at least one language in Years 6 to through Years 6 to 8 in all learning over Years 6 to 8
study a LOTE January 1996 8 using a Cluster model to ensure

sequential programs through Years 6 to
- Schools in each Cluster schools establishes a curriculum

link between Years 7 and 8
- To strengthen notion of
continuity between trad-
itional divisions of primary
and secondary schools

8 with study of a LOTE compulsory in
these years.

- Languages to be taught

- People to teach these
languages

- Mode of teaching, either by
specialist language teachers
or teleconferencing

All children in years 6 to 8
studying a LOTE by
January 1996.

- Acculturation takes
place more favourably with
younger age groups.

- By 1996 resources for
implementing this recom-
mendation should be in
place

- Variety of learning mode
need to meet all situations

- If the reasons outlined ir
this policy document to
support LOTE learning are
accepted, its benefits
should be made available
to all children

152
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SECTION V.1 RECOMMENDATION 27

22

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

"10LEMENTATION ' .: IDICATORS OF
1-- kOPOSALS onCESS
4ND RECOMMENDATIONS

RATIONALE

Increased access to
LOTE studies in Years 6
to 12 in Queensland
schools

Opportunities for study
of more than one LOTE

Increased access to
language study through
diversity of modes of
study

154

- Access for all
Secondary School
students to a LOTE for
years 6 to 12

- Access for all Second-
ary School students in
schools with over 600 to
at least two LOTES

Opportunity for student to
choose mode of study

27. By January 1996 all Secondary
Schools to offer at least one language
other than English through all years to
Year 12

All schools with enrolments above
600 to offer at least two languages.

No restriction on number of
languages a student may choose to
learn either through direct teaching or
another mode

- By January 2001 at least 25% of all
Year 12 students to study a language in
quality programs

This figure to double in decade
201 - 2010

- Expanded and improved train-
ing facilities for potential
language teachers and language
specialists.

- Determine languages to be
offered in different schools

- Appoint appropriate staff to
teach these languages.

- Determine modes of iearning
these languages.

- Controlled introduction devel-
opment and evaluation of pro-
grams (See Section V.5)

Quality programs in place
progressively during
period January 1991 to
January 1996 as
measured by continu-
assessment by LAM.

All Secondary Schools
offering at least one LOTE
through all years by
January 1996 and all
Second3ry Schools above
600 enrolment to be
offering at least two
languages.

At least 25% of all Year 12
sturients studying a
language in quality pro-
grams by January 2001

1t least 50% of Year 12
students studying a
language by 2010

Annual reporting of sit-
uation by LACU and
Implementation Working
Party

These measures 9im at a
high level of language
learning in Secondary
Schools with students able
to pursue study for up to 7
years and achieve higher
proficiency levels.

The phased introduction of
courses between 1991 and
2001 allows time for training
of teachers, development
of materials, etc.

.155



SECTION V.1 RECOMMENDATION 28

23 , ..

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

To establish guidelines
for informed languages
policy decisions with
regard to language and
culture teaching to very
young children

Clarification of effects
of commencing
learning of other
languages during
Years 'I to 5 specially
effect on development
of reading and writing
skills.

Establishment of
guidelines for
development of
effective curricula and

1

for the successful
implementation of
language programs for
children ia early school
years.

Subsequent policy decisions on
extending language teaching and
learning into the early school years
should be made on an informed and
well-researched basis, especially
where the LOTE and English haw
different orthographies.

28. Queensland Department
of Education, seeking co-
operation of NLIA to:

- review and research
second language learning
in early school years (Pre-
School to Year 5)

- investigate effects of
commencing study of
another language
(including Reading and
Writing) during these years

- establish guidelines for
development of
effeffective curricula and
implementation of
language programs

Establishment of pilot
programs for children in P-5
in a small number of I

schools selected by LACU

Research finding on:

- effects of
commencing learning
of another language in
early school years

- effects of concurrent
development of
reading and writing
skills

- suczessful programs
operating in pilot
schools measured by
continuous
monitoring from LACU
and NUA

It is proposed that
most school clusters
will eventually offer
sequential programs
from pre-school to
secondary school.
The investigation
into the pilot
programs will assist
the development
and implementation
of programs for all
schools



SECTION V.1 RECOMMENDATION 29

24

NEMS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

Long term systematic The replacement of 29. The practice in some Secondary - Discontinue practice of Replacement of one- - Such 'taster courses
language programs short language 'taster School of offering a series of one- offering short courses. semester or one-term are too short to

courses by long term semester or one-term language language courses by develop proficiency
systematic language courses to be discontinued and - Introduce long-term long-term systematic levels or to provide
programs. replaced by long-term systematic systematic language programs as measured basis for students to

programs in one or more languages programs. by monitoring by LACU
and publication of state
statistics on courses in

make a choice of
language for sub-
sequent learning.

Queensland schools.
No more 'taster courses
to be operating after
January 1992.

158
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RECOMMENDATION 30

25

NEEDS
(SodetaI
and
IndMdual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTA) ION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDAMNS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

_

RATIONALE

More effective teaching To consider usefulness of 30. There should be a controlled LACU to initiate empirical Evaluation of "Jiejing in - US studies suggem it
of reading and writing word-processing evaluation of the word-processing research studies of the teaching languages with takes two or three tees
activities in languages
with ideographic scripts

packages in teaching
reading and writing in

package "Jiejing developed by Dr Eric
Chappell of Griffith University.

effective of liejing" in
promoting the learning of

ideographic scripts, as many hours of study
to achieve basic

languages with
ideographic scripts,

reading and writing in
languages with ideographic
scripts

Publications of results proficiency in Chinese,
Japanese and Korean as
in European languages.

- The scripts for these
languages are very
complex and are a
constraint on the
acquisition of literacy
even among children in
those sociees.

Initial anecdotal evidence
suggests "Jiejing- may be
highly effective in
promoting the
development of reading
and writing skills in
languages with
ideographic scripts

See Sections V.1 and
V.2, V.5 and V.6 of
document

1 En 1 61



SECTION V.2 RECOMMENDATION 31

26

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY I
RECOMMENDATIONS

)

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

The provis'en of a
balanced selection of
langurges to meet the
needs of society
generally to understand
our own society, the
societies of the
Asian/Pacific region and
the wider International
communities; to meet the
needs ad groups and
individuals with regard to
language maintenance
and bilingualism; to help
meet the e:onomic needs
of Queensland and
Australia

-A .n.

A balanced selection of
target languages In the
%hoots together with the
opportunity for all children
to seled the language or
languages ot their choice.

31. Target languages in Quecnsland to
be selected In accordance with priorities
and related considerations outlined in
Sections V.1 and V.2 and in accordance
with procedures described in V.5 and
V.6.

See V.1, V.2, V.3, V.5 and V.6 All recommended target
languages available as
,ndicated in Section V.2

1 (3 :1
)
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SECTION V.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 32 - 33

27

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

There is need for high Availability of teaching LACU should probe available information LACU to enslist assistance to Adequate supply of - Materials for somequality language teaching materials in all target on teaching materials needed to conduct survey of teaching curriculum and teaching languages and some
materials in all target languages and for all implement this policy, evaluate those materials, to assess their materials for all languaoes modes of teaching are
languages and learning modes available, and initiate action by which suitability and plan for their deficient or inadequate.appropriate to all learning
modes,

gaps may be filled, future d..velopment.

Assessment of teaching
materials in all I.. :get languages

32. LACU by using resources of

Plans to train for
development of additional I

needed materials,

Publication of reviews of
available materials

- Few, if any languages
have adequate materials
for self-access or
distance education.

Queensland Education
Department or contracting
Testing and Curriculum Unit of
NLIA at Griffith Unhiersity
should:

- Not economical for
each state to develop
distance learning
programs in some
languages

- survey teaching materials
available for all target
languages

- assess their suitability for
different modes of learning
(Section V)

devise plan for initial period to
January 1996 and for period to
December 2000 for
development of necessary
materials.

1 65
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SECTION V.3

28

RECOMMENDATION S 32-33 Continued

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

Formulation of plans for interim
materials for period to January
1996 and for more
comprehensive and substantial
resources progressively during
period 1396-2000.

33. Education Department to
liaise with other State, Territory
and Federal governments or
specifically with ANT:LAME to
further collaborative national
efforts in developing curriculum
and other material.; for use in
class teaching, sell-access and
distance education modes.

I C 8
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SECTION V.3 RECOMMENDATICMS 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

To nurture the less well- Consolidation and The less well-established languages 34. Chinese and Pilot models in Chinese - Need to nurture less
established languages strengthening of existing should be nurtured through well ilanned IndonesiantMalaysian si,ould be and Indonesian/Malaysian well-established

Chinese and and well-monitored expansion in initially strengthened by: in place by January 1991 in languages through well-
Indonesian/Malaysian a limited number of Echo° Is. The each Region planned and well-
school programs languages most in need of attention are - Consolidating and monitored expansion in a

Chinese and
Chinese, Indonesian/Malaysian, Italian,
Spanish, Australian Sign Language and

strengthening the situation in
the few schools where they

Expansion and careful
monitoring of these

limited number of
schools.

Indonesian/Malaysian
courses in one

indigenous languages already have been established wurses in Queensland
schools by LACU and the - Chinese and

Secondary School and its - Establishing from January lmplementati-n Working Indonesian/Malaysian
Feeder Primary Schools
in each Region

Expansion of Chinese
and

1991, under carefully
monitored circumstances, in
at least one Secondary School
and its feeder Primary Schools
in each Region, programs in

Party need special attention

Indonesian/Malaysian
courses throughout the

Chinese and
Indonesian/Malaysian.

199rs in accord with
Queensland needs Thereafter these languages

should continue to expand at the
rate of five new schools each
year throughoot the 1990's but
subject to continual review by
LACU and MACOLC

I and MACOLC should
support existing programs and
guide the development of new
programs in each Region.

Under the guidance from LACU
Regions are to determine the
language to be offered and the
combinarion of schools where
they will be offered.

1 P n



SECTION V.3

30

RECOMMENDATIONS 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39 Continued

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

1 1.1 0

Establishment of Spanish
as a Queensland priority
language

Measures should be taken to ensure
that Spanish becomes firmly established
as a major language taught in
Queensland schools

LACU and MACOLC should
continually review the expansion
of these language programs
throughout the 1990's.
Additions and modifications
should made as required over
the period 1991 to 2001

35. Queensland Spanish
Government negotiations to
obtain assistance in establishing
Spanish as one of Queensland's
priority languages

36. Pathways for intending
teachings of f.: anish to be
established

Education Department to
discuss with Tertiary Institutions
firm proposals for at least one
University to develop courses in
Spanish and to train teachers of
Spanish

37. At least one Queensland
University to establish courses
in Spanish to enable students to
train as teachers of Spanish (By
January 1992)

38. A series of intensive
courses in Spanish for groups of
fifteen selected teachers

Evidence by October 1990
of Spanish Government
support

Introduction of Spanish
studies at a Qld University
by January 1992

Progressive introduction of
Spanish in schools through
the 1990's

Training opportunities for
teachers of Spanish
created

First Queensland-trained
teachers of Spanish
appointed

Spanish is in the weakest
position of all priority
languages

There is no University
base for Spanish

Spanish is one of the
major international
languages

It is reasonable to
anticipate dose trade
with South America

Previous immigrafon and
refugee patterns have
made Spanish a
significant community
language.
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31

RECOMMENDATIONS 34, 36, 36, 37, 38, 39 Continued

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Indivktial)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

172

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

Education Department to
explore possibility of
assistance from Spanish
Government to staff these
Courses

39. Alternevely, up to fifteen
selected potential teachers to be
seconded to an appropriate
institution in another state,
followed by languages
methodology training in
Queensland

The State Languages
Coordinator to ensure that the
necessary steps outlined above
are taken

implementation Working Party to
ensure effective implementation
through twice yearly reports to
MACOLC

See also Recommendations 53
and 54

Old LOTE Centre or a Un ;varsity
to be contracted to provide
these courses

Education Department to seek
assistance from Spanish
Government to staff courses

RATIONALE
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SECTION V.3

32

RECOMMENDATIONS 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

There is a need for all
Queensland children to
gain an accurate
understanding of the
cultural and historical
background of indigenous
society leading towards
improved attitudes
towards indigenous
peoples and to their own
enhanced sense of
identity

There is a need for
language development
programs for
"linguistically different"
indigenous children

There is a need for bi-
lingual programs for some
indigenous children

Establishment of sound
cultural/historical
programs in all schools

Establishment of
effective language
development programs as
required

Establishment of sound
bi-lingual programs as
required

More favourable attitudes
towards indigenous
people amongst the rest
of the community

Enhanceo sense of
identity amongst
indigenous people

Measures should be undertaken to
ensure sound teaching about indigenous
society to all Queensland effective
language development programs as
required for indigenous children; to
establish sound bi-lingual programs for
some indigenous children

40. School curriculum to include
accurate cultural.historical
programs

LACU to liaise with other
appropriate bodies to ensure
that programs are prepared and
implemented

41. Schools to implement
effective language development
programs for linguistically
different" indigenous children

42 Bilingual programs to be
devised and implemented wham
required in early childhood

LACU to oversight constant
monitoring of these programs

Introduction of
recommended programs
into school curriculum.

Satisfactory annual
reports to MACOLC

Improved attitudes
towards indigenous people
in the rest of the
Queensland community

Enhanced sense of
identity amongst
indigenous people with
related improvements in
educational attainment and
decline in "at risk"
indicators of societal
problems

Aboriginal and Islander
societies are significant
parts of the larger
Queensland society.

Linguistically different
indigenous children
require English language
development programs to
enable them to develop
their potential in school

Bilingual programs are
desirable in the early
years of school for
children with an
indigenous first language

Improved conditions for
indigenous people require
two-wry changes, i.e. in
their own conditions and
sense of identity and in
their acceptance and
understanding by the rest
of the Queensland
community.
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33

RECOMMENDATIONS 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46 continued

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

OOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEPIENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

Need for awareness of
traditional and present-
day indigelous society

To match indigenous
language and culture
programs to community
needs.

176

Informed selection of
indigenous languages for
curriculum

More culturally aware
students

More aurally aware
teachers

LACU should initial, erocedures to
ensure that all Queensland children and
teachers become aware of the nature
and complexity of traditional and
present-day indigenous societies.

There must be careful planning
and consultation before
selecting and introducing an
indigenous language into school

43. Decisions about language
selection in indigenous
communities to be arrived after
appropriate communities have
been consulted and povided
with accurate information

44. Regional and District
personnel to be flexible
regarding intorduction of
indigenous language am: cutPire
progrons

Discussions to take place
t mean appropriate Regional
representatives and the local
indigenous people to determine
the wisest language selection.

45. All Old children to become
aware of nature and complexity
of traditional and present-day
indigenous society

Studying aspects of a language
should be part of this initiative.

46. Units of indigenous
languages and cultures should
be essential components in pre-
service diploma and degree
programs.

Selection and
implementation of
appropriate programs

Higher level of knowledge
about and understanding
indigenous people and
their cultures amongst
Queensland children.

1

Problems of language
selection can occur when
schools cover children
from a variety of
indigenous language
backgrounds from the
same locality.

There is need to
dramatically improve the
level of krowledge about
Ind understanding of
indigenous people
amongst other
Queens lenders.
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NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

Educational measures to
help people with h.:wing,
visual and speech
impairment

Acceptance of people
with hearing, visual and
speech impairment in the
mainstream Queensland
society

Facilitating interaction
between and integration
of such people and
mainstream Queensland
society

1'78
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SECT.3N V.3 RECOMMENDATION 47

GOALS AND POLICY IMPLEMENTATION INDICATORS OF
OBJECTIVES RECOMMENDATIONS PROPOSALS SUCCESS

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

- Australian Sign 47. Old Ministry of Education should - Australian Sign Language Austrr :an Sign
Language to be officially include Australian Sign Language as a should be taught in at least one Language accepted as a
recognizei as a language language to be fostered within proposed school per Region by January targ,,1 language in Old
in its own right Old pclicy on languages and cultures. 1993 wt. cols

- More Oueenslanders 11 should be recognised by Ministry of - Australian Sign
able to communicate in
Australian Sign Language

Education as a language in its own right Language being taught in
at least one school per

It should be accepted as a target
language to be taught in Old schools

Regions by January 1993

RATIONALE

Mainstream children wil
be able to communicate
and interact with one or
mai of the group with a
physical impairment.

People with hearing,
visual or speech
impairments will be better
integrated into society
and feel more equal and
accepted if they are able
to communicate with
more people.
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SECTION IV.4 RECOMMDENDATION 48
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NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

To improve the quality of - Improved gaits; in Progr ams designed to enhance cross- Cultural awareness programs Improved quality of cultural - Some current
cultural awareness
programs and to lock into

cultural awareness
programs

cultural attitudes and multicultural
awareness should be regularly

must follow firm guideiines with
follow up work to asr .,3 their

awareness programs,
better monitoring of such

..,ueerJand programs
contain disturbing

funding of such programs
- Betel contml over

evaluated, effects on community attitudes programs, better control
over funding of programs

features.

To establish extent to
which programs result in
systematic
um. .standing of cultures

funding of such programs 48. The proposed research
study into multi-cultural policy by
the Division of Special Services
should:

- Some schools readily
obtain funding for
unsatisfactory programs.

and enhanced cross-
cultural attitudes - address concerns arising from

inadequate controls in funding
and inadequate follow-up of
many cultiral awareness
programa

- There is lack cf control
in introduction and
implementation, and lack
of suItabe evaluation of
programs.

- cc ,sider extent to which
programs result in systematic
understanding of one or more
cultures and enhanced cross-
cultural attitudes

LACU to closely monitor and
evaluate all multcultural
prcgrams

1 81



SECTION V.5 RECOMMENDATION 49
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NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

To ensure that programs Carefully supervised 49. The introduction and development of - Media releases to give - Good media publicity - Uncontrolled
are introduced and introdntion and programs should be part of a carefully rationale for teaching languages introduction and
developed effectively development of programs controlled process as outlined in Section and cultures; should explain - support at all levels for development of programs

V.5. national and Queensland
policies.

implementation of this
policy

often lead to failure.

- Regional Supervisors of
Studies and Regional LOTE Co-
ordinator to meet with District
Inspectors, Inspectors of
Schools and all Principals and
LOTE Cluster leaders to
formulate and co-ordinate
language policy within the
Region

Appropriate personnel to meat
with Principal, classroom
teachers, parents and students,
other community members

Other measures are outlined in

- Reports of Regional
meetincs sent to Language
Units.

- Ce -9Ietion of framework
for implementation by
individual Clusters and
schoo s

- Regional Co-ordinator to
give written agreement for
proposal to proceed

- Stmessful meeting to
evaluate programs as
outlined in Section V.5

- Need for wide
community support

- Appropriate personnel
need to work in close co-
operation to formulate
language policy and to
introlu:e programs, as
poor planning is doomed
to failure and creates
unnecessary frustration
at all levels.

- On-going evaluation is
.ssential

Section V.5
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RECOMMENDATIONS 50 - 51 - 55 - 56 - 57 - 58

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

There is a need to extend
immersion programs more
widely so as (a) to further
develop and evaluate the
model under a greater
variety of circumstances
and (b) to allow more
c:Iildren to attain tha
higher and more varied
proficiency levels that
immersion programs can
bring.

.184

To evaluate and extend
immersion programs

To enhance and diversify
proficiencies attained

Existing immersion programme should
be further supported and the model
should be extended to er langLagas,
other localities, and ink, `..-Ath Primary
and Secondary Schools

50. The Benowa S. H. S. hanch
Immersion Program needs
further resources and support:
the three teachers involved
should be declared additional to
scale to be able to plan, co-
ordinate and prepare resources.

- Program to be monitored by
Old Education Department,
assisted by Department of
French (U of 0) and NLIA Testing
and Curriculum Unit at Griffith
University

- Appointment oi additional staff
to Benowa S. H. S. to free
irr-.1ersion Program teachers to
prepare booklets in French or
Science and other curriculum
areas at annual intervals for the
next five years

- Close cc operation of all
parties concerned required at all
stages of operation

51. Berseker Street State
School German Immersion
Program should be further
resourced, strongiy supported
and monitored

See other implementation
recommendations in Section V.5

- By 1991 a
Fiench/German immersion
program in Brisbane North
and Brisbane South or
West Moreton

- In 1992 an Italian
program being trialled in a
State High School

- AJapanese program
being trialled as soon as
possible

- By 2001 immersion
courses in at least one
State High School of each
of the Seven Group One
languages

- Models need to be
developed and tested
under a greater variety of
circumstances.

- Australian Advisory
Council on Languages
and Mutti-Cuttural
Education advocates a
ba!anced
"internationalist"
approach within the
National Policy on
Languages.

iR5



SECTION V.5 RECOMMENDATIONS 52 - 53 - 54
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NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

To strengthen the Strong and successful Existing successful programs in Italian 52. The model operating at Exte:-.sion of Italian There is a variety ofteaching of Italian teaching of Italian at all should be further supported and the Woree State School should ue teaching into successful models but none haslevels teaching of Italian strengthened
throughout the school system.

strongly supported and
monitored.

The Woree and all other partially
funded Italian programs
throughout the State should be
evaluated by appropriate
specialists in applied linguistics.

programs throughout the
State

Publication of evaluation
reports

been properly evaluated.

halian is a language of
major international,
economic and community
significance.

See Recommendations 35 - 37
To strengthen the See Recommendations See Recommendations 35 - 37
teaching of Spanish

See also
Recommendations 35 - 37

35 -37 53. Raceview State School
program should be reviewed and
re-structured in light of findings
from review,

- tt should be supported and
monitored to develop into model
for Spanish progmns in other
schools.

Consolidated Spanish
program at Re-iew

Raceview State School
program needs support
and monitoring to develop
into model for Spanish
programs in other
schools

1 54. Consideration should be Introduction of Spanish

1

given to introducing Spanish into
nearby State Hioh School to
provide opportunities for
Raceview students to continue
their studies at secondary level
and also to provide a secondary
base from which to develop
rest jmes am" strategies for
Spanisn at the high school level.

into a State High School
near Raceview State
School

- This would allow
Raceview students to
continue their studies at
secondary level and
would provide a
secondary base from
which to develop
resources and strategies

I for high school Spanish
1 ( r.
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RECOMMENDATIONS 50 - 51 - 55 - 56 - 57 - 58 Continued

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

- Expansion of high 55. by 1991 a Frena and a - By 1991 a - Models need to be
school immersion German immersion program French/German immersion . weloped and tested
programs to include by could be established in program in Brisbane North under a greater variety of
2001 representatfon of all Brisbane, one in North Brisbane and Brisbane South or circumstances.
seven priority languages
and progressive
introduction to Primary

and the other in South Brisbane
or West Moreton

West Moreton

Schools 56. In 1992 an Italian immersion - In 1992 an Italian - Austrian Athisory
program should be triallod in a program being trialled in a Coun-d be Languages
State high school. State High School and MultiCultural

Education advocates a
- A Japanese immersion - A Japanese program balanced
program should be trialled as being trialled as soon as "internationalist"
soon as suitably proficient
teachers are available.

possible approach within the
National Policy on
Languages.

- Gradually each of the saven
Group One languages should be
represented il a least one high
school immefion course (by

- By 2001 immersion
courses in at least one
State High School of each
of the Seven Group One

Januaey 2001, with first new
programs commenced in

!anguages

January 1991).

57. In Primary Schools,
immersion progeams s:-...:..nld be

- In 1992, corsomencement
of initial trialling of Primary

Gradual introduction of
innovative measu as and

Walled initially in roughly ratio of school immersion strict monitoring are
one per Region (b) January
2001, with first nrm programs
introduced if possible by
January 1993).

programs - one per Region

vrogressive successful
operation of immersion
programs in ratio indicated

essential to ensure
success.

58. In all situations programs
should go through the process of
consultation, approval, strict

.1 I.'S ,"1 monitoring and evaluation.

.1S9



SECTION V.5 RECOMMENDATIONS 59 - 60
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NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

iNDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

Provision for emergency
situations

VieinonesetEr h
bilingual programs that
meat the needs of the
Vklm,mese community

Adequate nrovision to
meet emergency
s:Thations

Vietnamese/English bilingual proarams
should be available where required to
enable children entering school
speak:1g Vietnamese ta achieve
maximILm educational c4evelopment.

59. Darra and other schools in
the area shotid receive
immediate assistance for
consolidation and development
of Vietnamese/Englith bilingual
programs.

LACU to organize necessary
assistance
Implementation Working Party tc
monitor situation

60. Plarning for emergency
situations should be on agenda
for first meeting of MACOLC

- Training of appropriate
personnel to conduct courses
should be undertaken.

- Establishment and
consolidation of programs

- Provision of suitable
resources and materials

- Adequate supply of
teachers trained to service
needs as they arise

- Need for early bilingual
programs to overcome
disadvantages for
thiLren from non-
mainstream homes

- Expected inflow of
Vietnamese. and other
refugees and migrants

- Present emergency
educational provisiuns
are inadequate.

- Emergency migration
always possible

- Necessary personnel lc
conduct courses often
lack specialist teaching
skills.



SECTION V.5 RECOMMENDATION 61
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Continuity and stability of
programs

192

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

On-going success of
language and culture
programs at all levels

Responsiveness to
changing needs

Stability in programs
offered

All programs must be routinely monitored
and adjusted in the light of their success
and changing needs but successful
projects should have a expectation of
continuity

61. Mcnitoring and assistance
must be maintained routinely and
actively once a crsiect has been
approved and established.

- Schools must accept close
monitoring of projects

- In-coming Principals must
accept broad strand of
guidelines concerned with
continuity and stability of
programs

- LACU to maintain overall
supervision of programs

- responsibility for LOTE
implementation to be included in
duty statements of LACU
personnel and State Coordinator

LACU to identify suitable
sources of request advice on
which schools may call

Evidence through reports
(July 1990 - Decomber
1995) from LACU, State
Coordinators and
Implementation Working
Party that the prwass is
being followed

Principals strongly
supportive of bilingual
programs in their schools.

Ready advice available
from experts :n relevant
fields, especially applied
linguistics

- Unsupervised programs
often Iei.0 te failure,
disappointment,
frustration and waste of
money

- Principals have not
always been sympathetic
towards exceptional
programs, and Principals
have sometimes been
rotated to frequently

- There has been
uncertainty about some
programs due to
uncertainty about future
funding and support

Project-based programs
have too often led to
%top-start" policy
implementation with
successful programs
disappearing when the
initial meeting funds dried
up
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NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTiVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

Pilot programs that can Designation of South A limited number of areas should be Targeting specific; areas to Satisfactory reports by - During interim period of
serve as models for East Queensland, Central given special support to enable models achieve high quality models and Implementation Working five years resources
language and culture and Peninsula Regions as to ::..t. Mailed and developed in the most avoid diluting resources th. augh Party to MACOL would be too diluted if
teaching across the State larger areas by August favourabi. circumstances spreading them evenly in all spread throughout the

1990 parts of Queensland
simultaneously

Existence of model
programs

state.

62. Approval to be given for SE
Queensland, Central and
Peninsula Regions to be
designated larger areas

- These three areas are
chosen because they
ccntain an exceptionally

1 wk. 9 and complex range
1 of "i ituations.

1

63. Regional meetings to refine
strategies and start planning to
establish models, Regional
Language Centres, in-service
programs, links with technology,
languages to be taught in certain
areas, opportunities to develop

- Central Region has
already initiated and
developed methods of
getting good language
teaching to children in
isolated areas.

Follow procedures as described
in V. 5

- Peninsula and Central
have clearly developed
organisational structures
which will assist effective
formulation and
implementation of
innovations.

- Senior personnel are
actively committed to
developing area of
languages and cultures
within their Region.

c
1 4 1 D
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SEC110N V.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 62 - 63 continued

PiEEDS
ISOcietal
and'
-inclividual)

'GOALS ANp
OBJECTIVES

noLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

196

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

The heaviest
concentration of
population is in the South
East. corner of the state
and the economic and
social reasons for
language teaching are
especially acute.
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SECTION V.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 64 - 65
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NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SJCCESS

RATIONALE

Access tt, language
programs for all students
in years 6,7,8

A variety of modes by
which language learning
can occur and allowing
the wide range of needs
and interests of both
society and individuals to
be met

Language learning should be made
available by the range of modes
specified in Section V.6 with Model 1
(direct teaching) being the preferred
mode for most schools and Model 2
(teleconferencing) being especially for
children in isolated areas

64. Models 1 and 2 to be usual
approaches by which languages
are offered to children in years
6,7 and 8

Model 1 - preferred model for
most schools

- Model 2 - for most children in
isolated areas

65. LACU needs to ensure that
the proposals and
recommendations are followed
as outline in V.5 and V.6

Sufficient qualified
teachers to service needa
of language students
throughout the state

Satisfactory reports
received by
Implementation Working
Party

Establishment and
development of a variety of
modes of offering
languages

Possibility of students in
all parts of the State
selecting the language(s)
that match their needs and
interests

Possibility of students
learning one or more
languages by direct
teaching or another mode

Education systems need
to identify priorities but
individuals often have
other needs: a variety of
modes is essential to
cater for system
priorities, individu!I
needs and geographical
location

c, 9
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SECTION V.6
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RECOMMENDATIONS 66, 67, 68, 69

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSAL."
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE
.

Learners with high levels To pro,ride means by Language skills should be recognized as 66. Special courses (outside Existence of the range of Provision of facilities and
of language proficiency which students can of educational value and certificated usual school programs) of special courses outlined in procedures that ahoy
(in LOTE and English) maximize their language

proficiency and develop
along with school-based subjects varying lengths and for a variety

of purposes, should be
,..p. 59-63. accelerated learning,

development of special
The development of special purpose skills introduced, developed, and Establishment ot one skills, and wide choice of
special purpose skills where the regular

facilities are insufficient
evaluated, and student
attainment recsgnized on regules

Asian and one European
special language program

languages

Diver&fication of school certificates. before end of January Intensive courses have
language learning To recognize language - LACU to ensure assessment 1991 been shown to lead to
opportunities skills as of educational

value whenever they are
acquired

procedures are established

67. Implementation of a
comprehensive program of
special courses to be the
designated responsibility of the
State Coordinator for Languages
and Cultures

68. Organizers, teachers,
instructors presenting special
courses to be appropriately
c ilified and remunerated

Establishment of
recommended courses in
all Regions as outlined in
pp. 59-63.

Availability of necc,ssary
funding operation of some
special courses sponsored
by commercial and/or other
bodies as outlined on p.61.

enhanced leve Is of
attainment

There is need to
recognize that language
skills can be developed
by many ways

There is a need for the
educationinticn to
recognize and certify
language skills
developed beyond the
classroom

69. No student should be
prevented from attending a
course because of poor financial
circumstances

Old Minister of Education to
present P description of special
courses And a request for
funding to his Federal
counterpart

2 00

See detailed implementation
proposals in Section V.5
especially pp. 59-63 2( !.1
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SEC1ION V.7 RECOMMENDATION 70
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NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

___.....

Adequate facilities in
schools for teaching
languages and cultures

Satisfactory classrooms,
equipment and facilfties
for language teaching

70. Criteria for classroom conditions,
language rooms, equipment and general
facilfties for language teaching should
be formulated by LACU.
(By December 1990)

LACU to investigate and report
on real needs for classrooms,
equipment and other facillies for
language teaching

LACU to take account of the
range of modes recommended in
considering facilities required

Language subject
classrooms where
appropriate

Language classrooms
equipped with specialised
facilities far teaching
languages

Equipment, f3cilities and
other conditions for
teaching languages
should not be inferior to
those for other subjects
and should be conducive
to effective language
learning in the range of
modes proposed

Professional associations
should be involved with LACU in
developing criteria

. 2. 2 0 -)
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SECTION VIA RECOMMENDATION 71
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' NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIMS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

All teachers to be aware All teachers able to teach 71. All teachers to receive as Inclusion of suitable units - All teachers must be
of the learning needs of effectively in multicultural part of their basic pre-service in pre-service training of all trained to deal with
chicken of minority classrooms training a one-semester unit in teachers children of non-English
cultures and to be cross-cultural teaching to speaking backgrounds in
equipped to teach them All teachers should be include a basic introduction to their clas .3es.
effectively trained to teach children second language teaching and

of different cultures and,
in particular, to assist
their learning of English.

how to teach children of non-
english-speaking backgrounds

- most schools include
children of different
language and culture
backgrounds

911A --



NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

SECTION VI.1

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

RECOMMENDATIONS 72 - 73

48

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

Adequately trained
language teachers to
implement this policy

A cadre of highly
proficient and
professionally competent
language teachers

Provision of sufficient
teachers adequately
trained in language
teaching

Language teacham with
specialist graduate
diploma or higher degree
in applied linguistics

Language teaching methodology should
form a part of the pre-service of all
language teachers and all language
teachers should be trained to teach at all
age levels.

73. All language teacLers shoud be
strongly encouraged to take a specialist
graduate diploma or higher degree in the
area of applied linguistics (including
second language teaching)

- A specialist graduate diplomoa should
be regarded as minimum qualification for
promotion beyond the class teacher
level from January 1995 with, during the
interim period successful completion of
substamial in-servicn courses run by
LACU being accepted as an alternative

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSPLS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

72. All Primary and Secondary
School teachers-in-training who
wish to specialise in language
teaching to take equivalent of at
least two semester units in
second language teaching
methodology (including
classroom tecniques, syllabus
design and program writing, and
assessment procedures) and to
be trained to teach throughout
the Pre-School, Primary and
Secondary School age range.

- Provision for graduate courses
in applied linguistics in
universities

Promulgation by Department of
these conditions on promotion

LACU to organise substantial in-
service courses

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

Inclusion of suitable units
in pre-service trairjng of ail
specialist languap
teachers

All language teachers
trained to teach at all age
levels

- Availability of necessary
Courses

All language teachers in
promotional positions with
graduate diplomas or
higher degrees in applied
linguistics

- Language teachers will
often be required to teach
across full ago range of
children in schools

All language teachers
need a thorough
understanding of the
theory and practico of
language teaching

There is an urgent need
to upgrade qualifications
of language teachers in
Queensland to facilitate
implementation of the
proposals in this report.
Qualified and effective
teachers are needed to
assist colleagues,
supervise programs,
develop courses, etc.

2
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RECOMMENDATIONS 74 - 75 - 76 - 77 - 78

'NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

Language teachers with
adequate proficiency for
teaching purposes

208

All language te,...chers to
meet minimum proficiency
levels

IMPLEMENTATION INDICATORS OF

AND RECOMMENDATIONS
SUCCESSPROPOSALS

RATIONALE

74. Minimum language proficiency level
for teachers of languages that cse
ideographic scripts should be S:3, L:3,
W:2, R:2 and for teachers e other
languages S:3, L:3, W:3, R:3.

Minimum profkancy levels to be
promulgated awl notified to
teacher training institutions

In-service programs to be
established to up-grac.a
teachers of LOTE

75. LACU to initiate a project to
investigatc, the usefullness of
word-processing packages with
ideographic script iin promoting
the development of high levels of
proficiency in Reading and
Writing by teachers

76. LACU (possibly with
assistance from NLIA Testing
and Curriculum Unit at Griffith
University) should:

- initiate a survey to estimate
proficiency levels of language
teachers in Qld schools

- develop a plan to raise the
level of proficiency of all
language teachers to those
indicated by the year 2000 and,
if possible, to within one ASLPR
step to those levels by 1995.

Regular in-service LOTE
up-grading programs

Research findings
regarding usefulness of
such word-processing
packages

All teachsrs with minimum
proficiency levels as
specified in
Recommendation 76 by
1995 and then by 2000

- Language proficiency is
of fundamental
importance for language
teachers.

- Urgent need to up-
grade skills of
Queensland language
teachers

- The LOTE is both the
target and the medium of
instruction.

- Teacher is often the
principal (if not sole)
model of the language

- Teachers need to use
the best of modern
communicative methods.

- Teachers of all a.:te
levels able to present a
fluent, grammatically
accurate and
situationally sensitive
model of the language

Living in country of
target language is one of
the quickest means of
increasing language
proficiency

21)9



SECTION VI.1
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RECOMMENDATIONS 74 - 75 - 76 - 77 - 78 Continued

NEEDS
-(Siitiiital
and
IndMdual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

_IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

!NDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

.

2 U

77. Minister for Education to
request Federai Government to
amend taxation provisions to
encourage language proficiency
by travelling to and living in
country of origin of their
languages

78. LACU to negotiate with
Board of Teacher Ragistration
and the Universities to give
effect to relevant
Recommendations of Section
VI.1 and VI.2

LACU to negotiate with Old
Teachers Union in order to utilize
productivity provisions in
teachers award

- to provide incentives for
language teachers to obtain
recommended minimum
qualifications

- to amend its own promotional
criteria to the same end

- Finanial incentives to
do so are overdue and
would be well received

2'



RECOMMENDATIONS 79 - 80

51

-NEEDS
7--(Sddietar

and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMcNTAI ION
-PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

1

RAT:C:NALE

Improvement of status of Classification of 79. By January 1991, Department of Inclusion of language teacher incroduction of category At present language
language teachers languages teachers Education to introduce a language category in Departmsnt's language Teacher into teachers are desiynated

teacher category into its teacher
classification system

classification system and
promulgation of criteria

teacher dassification
system

General Teachers.

- Persons in this category should have
attained minimum proficiency levels
indicated in Recommendation 74 and
have taken at least two Semesters in
language teaching methodology.

Board of Teacher Registration
accepts proficiency levels Els
specified as minimum critAria for
registration to teach LOTE

Teachers not to be assigned to LOTE qualifications 1-ere is an expectation
Establishment of Registration as teachers - After January 1996, Board of Teacher teach a LOTE unless they have appearing on Teachers ny teacher with
minimum effective
standards of LOTE

of LOTE subject to
loinimum acceptable

Registration should not list LOTE
subjects on a teacher's certificate

achieved the specified levels or
unless in support of other

Registration certificates,
oniy if acceptable minimum

s ,e knowledge of
another language can

teachers levels of language unless proficiency levels specified have teachers (eg. in level reached teach that subject, even
proficiency and
professional training

been reached teleconferencing) where teacher has not
undertaken any study of
the subject at tertiary
level, either in content or
methodology.

Establishment of Registration as teachers 80. After January 1996, Secondary All English teachers with a There is an expectation
minimum effective of English subject to Teachers of English to have majored in major or equivalent in that any General
standards of Seco..Jary minimum training criteria English during Teacher Education English and appropriate Secondary Teacher can
Teachers of English courses or to have done equivalent

study of English subsequently. This
should include an introductory semester
in linguist:c theory and at least two
semester units in English Methodology

methodology studies teach English.

9 1 q



NEEDS
(Socletal

and
Individual)

Career paths for language
teachers

Retention of effective
language teanhers in the
profession

Encouragement for
intending teachers to opt
for language teaching

Supply of high quality
ianguage teachers for
positions of increased
responsibility

2 1 4

SECTION VI.3

GOALS AND
03JECTIVES

52

RECOMMENDATIONS 81 - 82 - 83 - 84 - 85

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMFNTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

Sufficient supply of
effective language
teachers to implemeni
this policy

That satisfying career paths be avandble
for language teachers

81. Some positions in the
advanced skills teacher band
unould be reserved for language
teachers

82. There should be additional
promotional positions for
language teachers at the leveb
of:

- Cluster Co-ordinator
- District Co-ordinator
- Regional Co-ordinator
- Senior Education Officer

State Co-ordinator
(as outlined in
Rocommendatkms 13 and 15)

83. The position of Regional
Languages and Cultures Co-
ordinator should equate to at
least Deputy Principal level.

84. The pcsitio. A State
Languages and Outtures Co-
ordinator should equate to at
least the level 1.16

85. Persons already holding any
of the promotional positions at
the time this report is
implemented should be
confirmed in them Irrespective of
the actual promotional path they
followed.

Publication by September
1990 of positions en career
path open to language
teachers

Creation and progressive
filling of the promotional
positions specified for
language teachers

- Options for career
advancement limited for
language teachers

Very few positions are at
present available for
Subject Maaers in
Nnguages and these are
decreasing as Principals
have authority to
determine areas which
will be allocated positions
of authority

If ambitious and effective
teachers are to be
retained in language
teaching there must be
available a satbfying
career path whicn they
can follow without itiaving
language teaching
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SECTION VIA RECOMMENDATIONS 86 - 87

53

NEEDS
--(s-aeral

and
IndividoI)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

idDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

Increase and diversify Adequate supply of Language and culture teaching 86. During period 1990-1996 Arteqoate supply of There is urgent need to
the field from which language te3chers or assistants should be used to formalised and controlled teacing assistants increase the sewly of
persons employed to assistants to implement supplement the supply of language procedures should be adopted to persons able to teach
conduct language
teaching are drawn

this policy in high quality
programs

teachers subject to specified conditions recruit, train and supervise
language teaching assistants

langurges

Language and culture teaciling - Selection procedures
Diversify languages Upgrading programs for assistants should have opportunities to - Careful selection processes to for and teaching by
available for study and to language and culture improve their qualifications and status be undertaken untrained assistants has
compensate for serious
shonfall in language
teachers available for
many of the priority
languages

teaching assistants and to foresee a satisfying career path.
- Regular briefing and debriefing
by ;:upervising personnel

- Initial four-week training
session to be undertaken in
basic language teaching
methodology and role of
language teaching assistant in
schools

Establishment , : training
prognm for assistants

not always been
successful

- Full implementation of
this policy with fully
trained 'eachers cannot
be achieved until the
supply of people with
skills in the priority
languages is increased

- Subsequent workshops to be
regularly attended

Possible career path to be
mapped out with series of !ovals
giving accreditation and financial
benefit

3etting up of career path

- Essential to encourage
further training of
teaching assistants

- For Level 1 Certificate:

one year on-the-job training
through school administration,
teachers and visiting specialists

I attendance at four week-end
workshops

.21 P I
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SECTION V14

54

RECOMMENDATIONS 86 - 87 Continued

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Indivklual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

2 S

Level 1 Certificate to offer
stability of employment and
salary to rise to average weekly
wage in inree years

87. Old Department of
Education should immediately
begin negotiations with Oki
Universities on content of
training programs for language
teachrig assistants and credits
to be provided towards
subsequent degree programs

- An Associvte Diploma to be
awarded aftei three years
successful on-the-job and
workshop training

- Associate Diploma to provide
additional payment and credit
towards university training

See Section V14.i for further
details

Establishment of
Associate Diploma
programs

- Decision on credit for
Associate Diploma towards
subsequent university
training

- Assistants progressing
through the training
program

2 : 9
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RECOMMENDATION 88

55

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALENEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

Increase and diversify Adequate supply of Teachers of other subjects who wish to 88. Conversion courses of one A range of intensive Teachars of other
the field from which language teachers to teach a language should be encouraged semester or o-a year to be course in language and subjects wishing to teach
persons employed to implement this policy in to do so following appropriate re-training established to train teachers in methodology progressively a language need suitable
conduct language
teaching are drawn

To enable teachers of
other subjects to teach
languages

high quality programs other areas to teach Japanese,
Chinese, Indonesian/Malaysian
and Spanish and progressively
the other languages in the Table
in Section V.2 (p.38)

in place re-training programs in
language and/or
methodology

- Careful selection and follow-up
procedures required

- Teachers for Chinese,
Indonesian and Spanish should
be offered intensive courses in
language and methodology at
institutions in Queensland or, if
necessary, in other states

Teachers proficient in a LOTE
should be offered a suitable
methodology ccurse and, if
necessary, an upgrading course
in the language

2 2 .1 I 221



SECTION V14 RECOMMENDATIONS 89 - 90

56

_ NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION I
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

89 and 90 .
Increase and diversify Adequate supply of Overseas trained teachers should be Negotiations to be Establishment of suitable - Some overseas
the field from which language teachers to given the oportunity to re-train (if undertaken between Department training programs for teachers recruited
persons employed to implement this policy in necessary)) to teach languages in of Education and Board of overseas teachers without careful selection
conduct language
teaching aro drawn

high quality programs Queensland schools Teacher Registration to
establish appropriate
recruitment procedures and with

and follow-up procedures
have proved ineffective
in Queensland schools.

Board and Queensland
Universities to establish suitable
training programs for overseas
trained teachers

- with recognized qualifications

- Carefully selected over-
seas teachers could
greatly assist expansion
of language teaching as
aprovisional measure.

- without rewgnized
quallifications

Training for overseas
language teachers to
teach in Queensland
schools

- Teachers from both groups
would be required to undertake a
minimum onesemester course
to familiariize them with
Queensland education system,
its procedures and
expectations.

- Exemption only for those
granted immediate Board
Registration who are from
countries with similar c "Jcation
systems and school
circumstances
-'



SECTION VI.4

57

RECOMMENDATIONS 89 - 90 Continued

:NEEDS
(Societal
and

Andividual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

- The possibility of Federal
funding to be explored

See Section 1/1.4.A (III) for
further detail of implementation

funding to finance project

Mounting of such courses

Selection of fifteen
teachers per semester for
four years from seven
target languages

During 1974 - 76, 2000
overseas teachers were
recruited with Federal
funding for a major
expansion of Queensland
educational facilities

Overseas trained teachers
teaching languages
effectively in Queensland
schools

,2 d ..



SECTION V14 RECOMMENDATION 91

58

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJEC fIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

!MPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Increase and diversify
the field from which
persons employed to
conduct language
teaching are drawn

Training courses to
enable people from
industry, commerce and
other professions to re-
train to teach languages

2

Adequate supply of
language teachers to
implement this policy in
high quality programs

Persons with language skills in other
professions should be attracted into
language teaching with salary incentives

91. To attract good quality
people from other professions
into language teaching,
consideration should be given to
allowing them, after training, to
enter teaching force at a higher
point on salary scale than people
withcut such professional
training and experience

- Discussions should begin with
appropriate bodies from July
1990.

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

Successful recruiting of
people from other

I professions into language
teaching

These people with their
wider fields of experience
muld make a valuable
contribution to language
teaching.

tt is useful to have
language teachers with
proficiency in specialist
registers of the language



SECTION VI.4 RECOMMENDATION VZ

59

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

Maximum us; of language To make the most Language teachers should genctally be 92. Each Region of the - Full timetables of - A significant increase in
teaching skills that are effective use of available used only for language teaching. Department of Education to language classes for LOTE leacher supply could be
available language teachers provide data to Central Office on

implications for staffing if
existing LOTE teachers taught
only languages

teachers obtained by offering
existing LOTE teachers a

- Additional staff full timetable of language
appointed to service areas classes
vacated by LOTE teachers

LOTE teachers should be
declared additional to staff
,Jeilings so that teachers can be
employed to take their place in
the non-language teaching parts
of their timetables.

A number of LOTE
teachers now teaching in
other curriculum areas as
well

0 ( 0 af) q. -



SECTION VL4 RECOMMENDATION 93

60

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AN) RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

Consolidation of Supply of high quality 93. The present provision of fifteen - By December 1990 LACU to In 1991 awarding of not - Not possible to
Japanese teaching with teachers of Japanese to scholarships (worth $8000 per annum) at decide on number of less than twenty organize supply of
better trained teachers staff current and the University of Queensland for final scholarships for intending scholarshOs to final year teachers equally and

projected programs year students proceeding to a Diploma
of Education in Japanese should be
expanded in 1991 at the discretion of
LACU but whh not less than twenty new
scholarships (Decision to be made by

teachers of Japanese

- Additional funding to be sought

students of Japanese
proceeding to Dip Ed

simultaneously for each
of target languages and a
phased development is
desirable

December 1990) - Japanese programs
have expanded more
rapidly than teacher
supply

- Japanese now in
situatkm whereby
existing and projected
training developmants
could be consolidated
and supported

Already fifteen
scholarships are awardel
to Dip Ed students of
Japanese in their final
year of language study.

,.
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SECTION VI.4 RECOMMENDATION 94

61

NEEDS
(Societal
and
Individual)

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
PROPOSALS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INDICATORS OF
SUCCESS

RATIONALE

Accurate and detailed
projections of teacher
supply necessary for
implementation of the
policy recommendations
In this Report and a plan
of action

To provide accurate
projections of teacher
supply and a plan to
enable the necessary
level of supply to be
attained

21 2

94. LACU should initiate a detailed
analysis of the staffing implications of
this policy

- LACU should also formulate a precise
Ind detailed set of specifications for the
different teacher supply elements (*g.,
the number of student teachers to be
recruited in Spanish in 1991, etc.)

LACU either itself or by contract
to undertake analysis of the
staffing implications of this
policy specifying teacher
numbers, current and needed
proficiency levels, and
methodology training required

A plan to be developed to enable
the teacher supply needs to be
met

- Detailed analysis of
P.affing imp, cations of this
policy

- A precise and detailed
set of specifications for
the different teacher
supply elements

Implementation of the
policy recommendations
in this document is
crucially dependent upon
accurate estimates of
language teaching
personnel required in
Queensland

r33



Appendix I

AUSTRALIAN SIGN LANGUAGE

Australian Sign LaLguage is distinctive amongst Australia's community

languages in that it uses manual-visual modalities instead of the oral-

aural modalities associated with spoken languages.

Australian Sign Language (termed "Auslan" by many of its users) is a

dialect of British Sign Language which almost certainly was brought to

Australia by the earliest immigrants. It has been determined that about

10,000 to 15,000 deaf people in Australia use or rely on Australian Sign

Language for most everyday communication (Hyde & Power, 1990) When their

conversational partner is unable to use sign language, these signing deaf

people most frequently resort to writing or to the much less exact

procedure of lip-reading. This distinguishes this group of language users

from other groups as most of them cannot learn to speak, or, in some cases,

write English.

The "signing community" is certainly larger than the signing deaf community

as it consists of the hearing children, parents, teachers and friends of

many signing deaf people. This larger community extends the use of sign

language.

Australia.: Sign Language is recognized in che National Policy on Languages

and its inclasion in the State Language Policy would appropriately extend

its recogniti,- at a State Level.

This -.ecognition could reflect the National Policy on Languages and could

include:

the development of training programs for interpreters in

Queensland.

increasing the number of NAATI accredited interpr:cers in

Queensland (there is currently only one Level 3 interpreter

available for all legal, medical, and other essential and

emergency interpreting services in the State).

provision of interpreters for signing deaf people so that,

beyond present emergency provision, they have, including as far

as possible, equality of service, opportunity, education, and

learning. (et Hyde & Power, 1990;Hyde, 1988).

the employment of appropriately qualified signing deaf teachers

to enhance access to education for many deaf people.

the development of courses or subjects in Australian Sign

Language for normally-hearin&, secondary (and primary) school

students, as has taken place in some other States.



the development of post-secondary and other further education
courses or subjects for community membei,, who are interested in
learning Australian Sign Language.

recognition and support of the roles of charitably-funded
organizations such as the Queensland Deaf Society and
associations of deaf people such as the Queensland Associationof the Deaf and Deaf Link. These organizations provide most ofthe present interpreter services, the socio-cultucal focus of
deafness and deaf people's access to ccamunication with thegeneral community.

support for research into the characteristics of Sign Language
and the Deaf Community.

the recognition of the role of telephone devices for the deaf
(TDD's) and related telephone interpreter services as an
important aspect of community access for signing deaf people.

the recognition of the need for open captions and/or sign
language interpreting on televised programs of public
significance of importance.

the development of community education programs designed to
inform the attitudes of the general community on the use of
Australian Sign Language.

guidelines for the media in reporting on or describing
Australian Sign Language and its users.

CONCLUSION

In Queensland there are between 2500 and 3500 deaf people who use or relyon Australian Sign Language. Many of these are not able to learn to use orspeak English effectively and in this respect are different from othergroups of language users. For this reason, the capacity of ;Ale generalcommunity to be accessible, more informed, and competent in the use ofAustralian Sign Language is essential if these signing community membersare to realize their fall potential.

Dr Mery HFde

Associate Prof. Des Power
MS Breda Carty

Division of Education
Griffith University

May, 1990
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Introduction

It is not the intention of this booklet to duplicate publications being produced by

Curriculum Services Branch, Department of Education, Queensland. Schools have

already received a number of publications which clarify the place of languages other

than English in the curriculum and provide pidelines for the writing of programs and

their implementation in primary and high schools.

Schools should have received the following Departmental publications:

* P40 Language Education Framework, 1989

* In other words - Languages other than English; Years 6 to 8 sourcebook,

Curriculum Services Branch, 1988

* Languages other than English; Guidelines for writing a program - Years

6 to 8, Curriculum Services Bram1,1988

* Establishing a multicultural curriculum; Information for administrators,

Queensland Multicultural Co-ordinating Committee

* Languages other than English in the primary school; Information for

administrators, Queensland Multicultural Co-ordinating Committee.

In addition, in 1989, all teachers in Central Region received a copy of Central Focus,

Curriculum Issues No. 3. This stated regional policy with regard to LOTE and informed

teachers of LOTE initiatives in the Region.

The aims of this booklet are:

* To review LOTE developments in Central Region since the provision of

Australian Second Language Levels Project (ASLLP) funding.

* To identify some of the pn.cticalitim which must be addressed by educators

durhg the three year period 1990 - 1992, if LOTE programs in Central

Region are to consolidate and strengthen their place in the curriculum.



Review of LOTE developments in Central Region since the Provision of

Australian Second Language Levels Project (ASILP) funding

In 1988, twelve of the Region's sixteen high schools offered one or morc language(s)

other than English, but only one primary school taught LOTE. In 1989 forty-one primary

schools introduced LOTE provms at the Year 6/7 level. This year a further five

primary schools introduced LOTE programs at the year 6/7 level. Two new Year 8

Japanese programs and one new French program are being taught. In addition fourteen

more primary schools are interested in introducing LOTE as soon as staffing allows ari

the consultation process is completed.

Central Region believes that the consultation process with school administration teams,

teachers, students, parents and community mJrnbers is essential and must not be hurried.

All schools interested in introducing LOTE will be involved in careful initial planning

which we believe is crucial if schools and their communities are to be genuinely

committed to long-term quality LOTE learning.

With respect to the choice of languages offered in schools, we have been guided by three

major factors: teacher supply; the continuity of LOTE learning between primary and

high schools; and a concern to maintain a balance between Asian and European
languages. The current situation in our schools is that of the forty-six primary schools

now involved in LOTE programs, twenty-four teach Japanese and the other twenty-two

teach French or German, while in one school Total Communication is taught as part of

the integration of hearing-impaired students into mainstream classrooms.

In the majority of clusters we have adopted the itinerant teacher mode of service

delivety, where LOTE teachers attached to high schools service feeder primary schools.

Because of the nature of Central Region where we have a large geographical area with

many small rural schools, teleconferencing has been adopted as a mode of delivery in

thirteen primary schools and one secondary department. In some cases these

teleconference sessions form one of the two thirty minute teaching sessions. In other

cases, twice weekly teleconferencing, supported by workbooks and 2dditional FAXED

visuals are used, supplemented by fortnightly or monthly face to face teacher back-up

sessions.

0
The traditional delivery mode where primary and high school teachers teach only within

their base schools is also used, particularly in high schools where LOTE teachers are

involved in other subject areas and are therefore less mobile.

In line with the P-10 Language Education Framework, Central Region views LOTE as

part of the language arts curriculum and therefore an important part of the total
curriculum. In primary schools, twice weekly sessions of 30 minutes duration are taught

by LOTE specialists and reinforced by a further three ten minute follow-ups,

implemented by classroom teachers. However, LOTE learning is not confined to these

sessions alone. The region believes opportunities to integrate learning about the culture

to which the language belongs exist across the curriculum in both primary and high

schools. For this reason Friday/Saturday workshops for classroom teachers supporting

LOTE programs were held on two occasions during 1989 with the aim of helping

teachers utilise integration opportunities. Further teacher development during 1989

included district meetings in conjunction with TSN 11 telecasts, language proficiency

workshops and two day regional meetings for teachers of primary LOTE. These two day

meetings in September and December allowed us as a region to review developments

to date, examine programs and resources currently in use, and engage in curriculum

renewal, production of resources and forward planning.

2 :ii 9



Forward planning 1990

In order to continue the high levels of team-work which have contributed so much to
the initial success of LOTE programs in the Region, the first forward planning meeting
for 1990 was held on March 23.

The aims of the meeting were:

* To review the rationale for LOTE learning in primary and high
schools in Central .r.egion.

* To identify contributing factors to successes/concerns with
present LOTE programs in primary and high schools in Central
Region.

* To draft a plan of action for LOTE in Central Region 1990-92
which enables us to capitalise on our perceived strengths and
address our expressed concerns.

A synthesis of discussion outcomes in relation to each of these aims follows.

. 2 4.0
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A rationale for LOTE learning in Centrai Region

Through learning a language other than English students will:

* Develop sensitivity to other cultures, an appreciation of Australia's multicultural
society and a deeper understanding of their own cultural background.

* Develop a love of language which in turn will develop

communication skills

confidence and self-esteem

an interest in acquiring further languages.

* Develop a deeper understanding and appreciation of the English language.

* Develop heightened aural and oral skills.

* Develop greater cognitive flexibility and divergent thinking skills.

* Enhance their career options and enjoyment of travel and tourism.

(These purposes for LOTE learning were placed in priority order by the reference
group.)
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'Contributing factors to successes/concerns with present LOTE programs in
primary and high schools in Central Region.

Qaccesses

The number of students learning a
LOTE has increased considerably since
1988.

Enjoyment of LOTE teaching and
learning is evident.

Students experience a sense of
achievement.

Parental enthusiasm and community
awareness have increased.

The integration of LOTE across the
curriculum is being established.

Languages other than English are
chrsen by students as senior subjects.

More student - centred learning is
occurring in LOTS classrooms.

Reasons

Provision of ASLLP funding
. Integral placement of LOTE in the

P-10 Language Education
Framework.
Regional support for program
implementation.

. LOTE learning is novel in the
primal), curriculum.

. In high schools changes in teaching
methodology promote
communicative competence.

. A minimum of formal assessment in
primaq programs.

Success built into planning.

. Student enthusiasm transmits
itself

. Participative planning for LOTE

. Good media coverage.

Teacher development opportunities for
non - LOTE teachers.

. The community values competence
in LOTE,

. Support of regional and school
administrators in staffing small
senior classes.

. Teacher development opportunities
promote changes in teaching
practices.

. Visits by LOTE advisory teachers.

. Initiatives from Curriculum Branch.
. Focus on learning in Regional

Strategic Plan 1990-92.
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'Successes (cora)

i. DTE learning is contributing to
multicultural awareness.

Concerns

The number of schools serviced by
itinerant LOTE teachers.

Inadequate training and proficiency of
some LOTE teachers.

Management of LOTE programs,
particularly in high schools where small
numbers in senior classes put pressure
on timetabling.

Demands on curriculum time.

Insufficient resources and time to
make resources.

Provisior. for continuity of LOTE
learning.

Community expertise is not tapped
sufficiently.

Active support of administrators,
teachers and parents is sometimes
lacking.

Reasons (cow)

. Integration of LOTE and learning
about the cultures to which they
belong.

. Involvement of native speakers in
LOTE programs.

Reasons

. Lack of time to liaise with classroom
teachers and administrators.

. Need for adequate travel time.

. Lack of `belonging'.

T- appropriate/insufficient
pre-service training.
Lack of sufficient on-going
professional development.

. Staff numbers tight.

. Need to re-view timetabling options.

Curriculum already crowded in both
primary and high schools.

. Staffing constraints.

. Insufficient funds.

. Lack of LOTE teachers, particularly
in Japanese.

. Practical zonstraints e.g. timetabling.
. Variety of languages in primary

schools.

Lack of time to cc --dinate input.

. Need for further awareness at all
levels.

. Multiplicity of other commitments.
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Concerns (cons)

The primary/high school link can be
non-existent if teache..3 are not
involved in both programs.

Insufficient face-to-face back-up for
teleconference programs.

The need to sustain the high levels of
enthusiasm for LOTE learning during
the 7/8 transition.

Designated teaching areas for LOTE
are in short supply

Teachf burn-out.
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Reasons (cora)

Practical constraints
Teacher personality type and
teaching style may be better suited
to particular year levels.

Staffing constraints.

. Lack of sufficient quality teachers.

. Lack of resources to cater for mixed
proficiency groupings in classrooms
seeking to promote student-centred
learning.

Lack of money and space.

Zeal and commitment of those
iniolved in LOTE in Central Region
are high and exhaustion can be the
result.



A plan of action for LOTE in Central Region 1990 - 92

Reflection on the perceived strengths and expressed concerns in relation to our current
LOTE programs, as summarised above, provider; the basis for the following plan of
action.

Three major areas which need to be addressed to ensure quality LOTE learning were
identified by the group. They are: .

1. Professional development of teachers involved in ::.!::: del:very and suppor: of
LOTE learning.

0
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1. Prov!sion of human and material resources to support quality LOTE learning.

3. Effective communication at all levels in matters pertaining to LOTE.

These three areas need to be addressed at four different levels:

1. Systems level
.). Regional level
3. District/cluster level
4. School level.

Because the focus of this document is on LOTE in Central Region, the systems level
will only be addressed, in so far as what is proposed at each of the other three levels
will fit within the overarthing framework of the systems level.

The fallowing three tables R re an attempt to clarify goals and objectives within the three
identified areas of need and to su;:ect a division of roles and responsibilities at the
regional, district/cluster and school levels for the three year period 1990 - 92 to enable
the region to fulfil the set goals and objectives.



oal: To cater for quality learning through the professional development of teachers involved in the delivery and support of LOTE programs

bjectives: To enhance teachers' understanding of a communicative approach to LOTE learning.
To assist teachers to plan for the integration of LOTE across the curriculum.
To assist teachers in their planning for a changing clientele.
To upgrade the language proficiency of LOTE teachers.

evel 1990

onal LOTE consultant co-ordinates:
one day in-service for district/cluster leaders
focusing on consultancy/coaching skills
two day language proflciency workshops for all
LOTE teachers
two day co-operative planning meeting for
subject masters, subject co-ordinators and
curriculum masters to ensure that Year 8
programs reflect a communicative approach to
LOTE learning and are a natural extension of
primary programs.
inspectors observe and encourage communicafave
LOTZ learning.

strict/Cluster Distect leaders In Rockhampton. Gladstone and
Blackwater facilitate district me:stings once per
term In conjunction with TSN II telecasts.
District leaders encourage teachers to participate
In LOTE proficiency evenings and meetings. and
co-ordinate these.
District/cluster leaders/LOTE teachers meet with
classroom teachers supporting LOTE programs to
outline program objectives and integration

hoof Principals encourage high school teachers, not
involved in primary programs, to visit feeder
primary schools.
LOTE subject masters, curriculum mailers and
subject co-ordinators assume responsibility for

redrafllng of Year 8 programs to cater for the
different clientele entering Year 8 in 1991 and
ensure LOTE teachers arc fully conversant wills
these.
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1991

The Regional executive team maintains the 50%
consultancy position for LOTE within the
Language Development team.
Supervisors of Studies and wiz consultant
review teacher development and survey needs
and emphases for on-going professional
development.
The Region supports on-going professional
development in response to needs.

District/cluster leaders co-ordinate workshops
once semester to investigate management
strategks for student-centred learning.

[DIE subject mailers, curriculum masters and
subject co-ordinators assume ivTons:Nifty for
the redrafting of Year 9 and Year :0 programs lo
cater for:.

a. a more profIcient clientele
b. students wishing to start a new LOTE in

Ycar

5(1

1992

Distriet/cluster leaders co-ordinate workshops
once per semester to examine ways of extending
learning opportunities for gilled lInguists.

LOTE subject masters, curriculum masters and
subject co-ordinators assume responsiblity for
the redrafting of Year 11 and Year 12 programs
and ensure LOIE leachers are fully conversant
with these.
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Goal: lb provide appropriate human and material resources to support quality 1,0TE learning

ObjE^Cives: 4, To examine ways of efficiently deploying the personnel necessary to support quality LOTE learning.
To tap all possible sources of funding to support LOTE programs.
To share LOTE res ,urces effectively and equitably within the Region.

Level

Region

1990

5upervisors of Studied examine the possibility of
forming, a pool of LO1E teachers, independent
of the staffing formula of any one school from
_991.

Supervisor of Studies 9-12 lobbies for additional
LOTE subject master positions to be attached to
the LO1E pool and work across schools.
Supervisor of Studies 9-12 puts up a submission
for central funding for technology to assist LOTE
lamming.
ASLLP funding covers travel expenses for LOTE
teachers, teleconference teaching. the publishing
of work booklets and the cost of regional
professlonaI development.
The Region makes available a limited nmnber of
TRS days for planuing and professional
development.
Librarians at the Capricornia Education Centre
catalogue regionally held LOTE resources and
circulate titles to schools.

District/Cluster Administrators responsible for timetablIng meet
to draw up possible scenarios to maximise time-
ellicient usc of Lam teachers across schools in
1991.

8

School School administrators in primary and high
schools report their expected staffing needs for
LOTE in :991 to the Supervisors of Studies 4 - 8
and 9 - 12. bearing In mind that high schools
nec.1 to eater for a continuation of LOTE learnlng
for students flowing on from primary programs.

1991

The Regional budget makes provision for travel
for 1.01E teachers, teleconference teaching and
funding for regional teacher development. from
June 1991 when ASLLI' funding ceases. unless
further Federal/State funding is made available to
support LOTE
Supervisors of Studies actively recruit quality
LOTE personnel.
The Region continues to apply for available
central funds to support particular initblives
within the WIE program.

Distrki/cluster kadcrs draw up a list of native
speakers willing to be involved with LOTE
programs on a voluntary basis and co-ordinate
thdr input across schools.
LOTE resources are shared across schools
through networking within thc LOTE stalling pool.

Schools monitor the effects of higher levds of
sharing of LOTT!: personnel and resources and
suggest rdinernents.
Subject masters, cuniculum masters and subject
co ordinators put up submissions for a share of
school SERS funds to be allocated to LOTE.

11

1992



Goal: lb communicate clearly at all levels in matters pertaining to LOTE

Objectives: To inform schools and their communities about LOTE programs and their place in the curriculum
To inform the wider community of the positive experiences to be gained through LOTE learning

Level

Region

District/Cluster

School
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1990

The LOTE consultant publishes one regional
newsletter per semester to Inform schools of
LOTE developments.
The LOTE consultant encourages the media to
report on special LOTE events.
Thc tom consultant is available to provide
information about LOTE to schools and their
communities.
The lAYIE consultant co-ordinates monthly
meetings of the Sccond Language Consultative
Gmup .
The region puigishrs and circulates to schools, a
three year action plan for LOTE. written in
consultation with the regional IJOTE reference
group and schools.
The LO1E consultant monitors regional activates
and keeps the Departmental Strategic Planning
Committee informed.

District leaders in Gladstone. Blackwr ter and
Rockhampton publish a LOTE news:( !er to
inform schools witran their district of local LOTE
events.
Lote district meetings. held once per tem. provide
a forum for information sharing.

Subject masters. subject co-ordinators and
eurriculuni masters keep their colleagues
Informed of LOTE developments and Include
LOTE items in school newsletters.
P and C associations are encouraged to invite
LOTE personnel to speak xi Initiatives in the
arca.
School language policies reflect the integral place
of LOTE within language educatIon.

_

1991

The LOTE consultant co-ordinates the
production of a LOTE information video for usc
with parents and teachers.
The region rcviscs the three year action plan for
LOTE.

1.01E district meetings. held once per semester.
provide a frnam for information sharing.

12

1992



PROJECT I

SECOND LANCIJAGE SUPPORT THROUGH COMPUThR TECHNOLOGY

1. Background

1.1 Central Region han an extensive L.O.T.E. (Languages Other Than English) over 45

primary schools clustered around central secondary schools. The scheme is in its second

year of operation.

1.2 The Region is in its second year of using a teleconferencing technique, supported by

tapes, print material and visiting teachers to offer a second language in smaller and

remote primary schools. Results to date are encouraging.

1.3 Part of the support program used has been the purchase and application of computer

programs on Japanese language from commercial and public sources.

1.4 A Regional Learning Systems Consultant has had time allocared to synthesising these

language programs to provide oral az well as visual assistance. Recent work has been

encouraging and it is now possible to produce computer programs with ,peech-

synthesised support.

2. Proposal

It is proposed that the Department of Education support a pilot project in technology using

material developed to date and providing for further work to be done in the area.

3. Detail

3.1 The pilot would use a set of laptop computers equipped with a 'Voice-Thing' and

headphones cn a 1 for 2 class provision. This set would be a mobile facility used in the

remote and small schools to supplement the teleconferencing. It is proposed that this

mobile concept be trialed through the purchase of one set of equipment.

3.2 The pilot would also use a set of non-portable (IBM) computers with similar

configuration to th.1 laptop models for a trial in a standard primary school program.

3.3 Because of the RAM-intensive nature of the programs it will be necessary to use hard-

drive machines and to use a tape back-up unit to change programs at regular intervals.

A normal floppy disk will only give about 30 seconds speech.
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3.4 Costs

15 Toshiba 1200 lap top
computers with 20M Hard
Disk Drive 0 $2300

15 "Speech Thing" (Dick smith) 0 $ 100

15 Headphones 0 S. 40

$36 600

15 CCS Computers with 20MG
Hard Disk Drive 0 $1200

15 "Speech Thing" (Dick Smith) 0 $ 100

15 Headphones (0 $ 40

$20 100

1 Tap:: Backup unit 0 $1000

5 Tapes 0 $ 50
2 Cards 0 $ 200

$ 1450

TOTAL
$58 150

The Region will contribute TRS time to develop materials and programs.
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APP(14,1x III
The Au llllll sn Second Lenourge Proficiency Ratings

tASLP*) Is S scale thst is used to rate the proficiency of noo-netiveflashers of isegvege. It hes 9 airtime levels o4 3 undefined
levels between 0 (zero) sod 5 (ftetiveviikei. The hillscale most be used when ratios isomers Oct, tor irforeetion,

the tallovino teOle presents the scale in 'unary fors.

The ARP* ves develosed by 0.1. losses Ad Elaine
Wylie. NM boos is use since 1979. and is nom widely occavis4 both inllllll s nd intorastiorsily.

KEY HEADINGS FROM

AUSTRALIAN SECOND LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY RATINGS IASLP12/
o. e. Ingr.. and Elaine vole 0 1979/1903

3:0 Zt40P4oiiciutcy

Unable to lunation
in the language

L:0 ZCAO Peoticieney

Unable to ecorpeehend
the epoken tanguage

N:0 Zeoo PoolZciency

'fiwable to lunction in
the witten language

R:0 Zeoo Pooliciency

UnolLe to compothend
the otitten Language

S:0 Initial Peotieieney Initial Pooliciency

Abte to otloate onty
veoy Limited capacity

within veey petdietabte
aoteae oi need.

Able to compoehend only a
veey eeoteieted eange Oi
eimpte utteAancee within
the moet medictalitt aAtae
ol need and only in iacc-

to-lace eituatione with
peopte uetd to cleating

with non-native epcakeAe

W:0* Initiat PAoliciency

Abte to meat cLtaty a
Limited numbtA oi woAde

.co Ahoot tioAmulac

pext.inent to the moet

pAedictabte d4C44 4i
eveAyday nevi.

Ra4 Initiat PAoliciency

Abte to Auld only a Limited
Aange oi eeecntiat eight
wmAde and ehoAt eimpte

ecnttncee whoec 60AMA have
been memoAized in otAponAe
to immediate needA.

S:1 Etementaey Peogiciency

Abte to eatie0 immediate
neede ueing leaoned
utttsanee.s.

L:1 Etefflentaey PooAiciency

Abte to compAehend Aceidity

only utteAancte witich aAc
th000ughly ,iamilive 04 WM
pAtdictabtt within the
ClAtalA Oi imAdiate

euAvivat needA.

W:1 Eltmentang Pooiiciency

Able to uAite with
otaaonable accuAacq
ehoAt woAde and boia
Aamiliao utteoanceA.

R:I Elementany PAoliciency

Able to Auld Ahoot ample
etntencee and ehoAt
inetAuctione.

S:1 Minimum Suovtval
Pooliciency

Able to e4tie4y baAic
.saftvivat nt4d4 and nonimum

couAteey A(quiAemente.

01 Minimum Suovival
Pooloctency

Able to compAc:end enough
to meet baeic 4UAV(Vdi
neede.

H:1 Minimum SUAViVal
PooAiciency

Able to AattAAy baAic
atovival needs.

2:1 Miniftun $aAvival
Pooiictency

Able tc Aced att.:out:, and

place namm. AtAtet :ignA.
otAice 04 Ahoo deAiguationA.

numbeAA. iAolated woodA
and phnases. and shoot AentenceA.

S:l. SuAviva Ptoeiciency

Able to eatiegy att
44/W(Vd2 neede And
tim.Aed eocia nvIde.

C:1 SuAvival PAo4iciency

Abte to 44:466y CU/.
wAvivat neede and
Limited eociat nude.

d:I* Suovtvat Pooloctencm

Able ta 4a1.641( all
eutvival neede and
/muted social needA.

R:l St:Avoca/ Poolicoency

att tc tad ehoAt (tete
on eul!ecte Actated to
tmmedtate need.s.

S:2 Minimum Sociat
PAoiiciency

Abte to eatie4y Aoutine
Aoctat demands and limtted
wooh oequtoementA.

L:2 M4,11141,1 Strata/

PooAtctency

Able to undtActond on
Aoutine eociat dituations
and limited wooh ,ituationA.

W:t LW:imam Sactal
PAo4iciency

Able to eatie4v Aoutine
Aocial dtmandA and limited
walk Aequiitemente.

R:2 Nino:num Social
PAo4iciency

Able to 'tad oimple pAose
in a 4oAm equivalent to
typeecAipt 04 pointing,
on AubiectA within a
Aamitiao context.

S:3 Ninimum Vocationa
PAqiciency

Abte to epeak the tanguage
with 4u6icoent oteuetueat
aecueacy and voeabutaey to
patticcpate eiectivety in
moot tiosma nnd srioSmdt
conveoAationA on xoacticat.
aseidt and vocat.Zonat
topice.

Minimum VocatAonat
PAvliciency

AbAt to compAehend

Aulliciently oeadity to
be able to paAticipate

t66ect4vety in mobt loonat
and inloomal conveAAationA
with naive epeakeAe on
eociat topice and on thoAt
vocational topicA oelcvant
to oum inttotAtA and
expuitnce.

W:3 Mintosm Vocational
Pookciency

Able to wtite with

ealicient accuAacy in
etAuctuAee and cOttling to
meet all eociat neede and
baAic wook neede.

R:3 Minimum Vocational
Poolcciencv

Able to Aead Atandaod

newepapeA item addAteeed to
the geneeal AeadeA. Aoutine
comepondence. Aepoot4 and
technocal mattAia in hie
epeciat hield, and otheA
eveeydau mactiate leg.
beet-eating novae and
oimiLao oec,teattone
/item:toot! r

S:4 Vocationat PAoiiciency

Abte to uAt the Language
ituentty antl accuAatety
on att levelA noemoily
peotinent to peoAonat.
Aoc(al. academic OA
vocational needA.

L:4 Vocational Pooiiciency

Can coopeehend eaAity and
accuAatety on all levelA

and Aacial context& and in
att academic OA vocalLonat
contexCA oelevant to own
expeAitnct.

tt:4 Vocationat Poolivancy

Able to mite ifieentty and
and looms ol the tanguage
nounally ptotinent to
ptoAonat, Aociat. academic
OA VOCCIAiOnat needA.

R:4 Vocational Poohiciency

Able to oeod cll 4t4le4
and AOAAW aA the Language
ptotinent to ptoAanal,
social. academic OA
vocational nude.

S:5 Native-tat
Peogicieney

Speaking pAgiciency
equivalent to that oi
native epeakcA oi the Aame

eocio-cuttuAat vartiety.

L:5 Native-tike
PAoliciency

LiAtening pitoliciency

equivatent to that ol a
native ApeaheA al the Aame
eocio-cuttuAat vaAiety.

N:5 Native-lihe
Poolicienco

Witten pooAieiency
equivalent to that 04 a
native epeaheA al the oame
oocAo-eatueat vaeiety.
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R:5 Native-like
PAaiciency

Reading pAoliciency

equivalent to that ol a
native Apeahea oi the Acme

Aocio-cuttuoal tirtiety.

ANINIIMENNr. 111111WORMISesiler- 411/0
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